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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Boulevard
Maonor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The protection of the resources of Bluemont Park.....this plan MASSIVELY CONTRADICTS the County’s plan to use the park as an
industrial snow melting site, which is an outrageous use of our parks. Also very pleased to see the bullets on private public spaces as
we have been promoting NOVA Parks plan to have a 2nd entrance (lower part of park) with a small number of parking spaces for Upton
Hill

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I am not a fan of the daylighting of underground streams.....we have one behind Ashlawn Elementary and I don’t think exposing that
stream to daylight is an acceptable use on the grounds on an elementary school grounds.....due to safety. Also when there are
massive rains there is flooding in resident’s yards.....I would argue that daylighting that stream would make it worse

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Very well done.....team should be commended

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Acquisition of much more space for parks.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
NOT installing artificial turf and/or lighting on park grounds. In such a small county, why waste ground space that can be planted, can
allow water infiltration, and can support wildlife -- all of which benefit us with cooler temperatures, less flooding, and greater mental and
physical health.
Playing fields that are artificially turfed and lighted and the associated facilities (restrooms, seating, snack shop) can be installed on top
and inside of large buildings. The County needs to actively work with private and public entities -- including Arlington Public Schools -to includes such fields in their plans for new buildings and renovations.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Maywood

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
not sure there is anything terribly important to our neighborhood in this plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The plan is missing a serious discussion of creative use of the largest public land owned by the public. The Streets. They are by far the
majority of public land...and yet they are not seriously recognized as such....including in your own report...which limits itself to parks.
Stunning really that you could spend 3 1/2 years on the public lands and hardly spend any time on the biggest public lands.....
Reducing the width of streets by 2.5 centimeters will add 100 football fields of green space to Arlington. We have serious run-off and
impermeability problems. No mention of this as a priority. Can we eliminate/convert any streets to parks? Can we convert any streets to
unpaved single lanes. Can we reduce the width of streets? and sidewalks...even by a centimeter? Can we revisit the extreme
requirements of the Fire Dept requiring certain widths for streets...that even the county manager has said are a hoax? (hoax is not an
exact quote...but comes pretty close)
There is a trade off between access and environment. More pavement means more access for wheel chairs. but it means more
impermeable surface also. This needs to be discussed...that we need a balance.
In some cities, streets have been converted to affordable housing...with just alley ways. Of course the fire departments don't like this too
much...but emergency services do fine all over the world in cities with alleys. We can't let extreme public safety regulations result in the
loss of hundreds of acres of green space or affordable housing etc.
You also don't talk about public space in terms of air rights of public. Why not think in terms of building affordable housing over streets?
or air parks like NYC?
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Tennis courts and basketball courts take up enormous amounts of green park space. There is no serious effort by the county or schools
to put tennis courts and bball courts on top of roofs of public buildings. APS will not do this unless pushed to by the County. So far, no
push. I guess we have lots of extra green space and are happy with all the impervious surfaces.
Which also leads to the public spaces on top of public buildings...which are also not addressed in your report...whether green gardens,
recreation, agriculture, or whatever.
I know the report is a long time in coming, but you really need to go back to the drawing board to re-look at streets..our largest public
lands...and roofs and air space. Given our limited land (and air space) we have to be creative...and think outside the box. I hope this is
helpful.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I don't remember if I have commented on this..or attended
meetings on this or not.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Leeway Overlee

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Arlington County government just doesn't nor won't set a look at further acquiring land that currently belongs to some of our near failing
Arlington churches and, is in future jeopardy of loosing its necessary attending and supporting members. Several churches are currently
hanging on to their existence due to their having income from weekday schools and little income from their religious church member
contributions. This negative county non thinking regarding our churches immense county land ownership is much out of date for the
forward thinking and adjusting of our government necessity of increasing our land need for more public schools and social activities
space. Our government should set up a structure where we can, in next decade or two, legally (contractually) buy or bid buy churches
that might prefer dollars for their land for smaller church space and the ease of less ownership expense and these contracts can read a
time ahead much in the future for finalization.
And be assured my wife and I are active (weekly and some times midweek) members of the National Presbyterian Church.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Columbia Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I like most of the Public Spaces Master Plan and the General Land Use Plan. The parks here are a major benefit of living in this
particular community. Public art may seem esoteric but it brightens up cityscapes and "brands" our urban areas.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I continue to be dumbfounded that the county spends years and $$$s "improving" intersections and maintains the slip-lanes. You did
this up on Lee Highway and are currently doing it at Walter Reed. Slip-lanes are NOT safe for pedestrians and bicyclists!!! I've said this
on a dozen county surveys now.
Also, stop cutting back on parking. It just ticks people off, it doesn't keep them from using their cars. I go to Shirlington because I can
park. I avoid Clarendon because I can't find parking.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I realize I won't always get "my" way but I do feel like the county hears the same things, over and over from the consituents, and doesn't
"hear" them. This goes for the slip-lanes, the baseball fields, public transportation on the Pike. If you want to stay in office, LISTEN.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Personally, I like the recommendations for hiking/biking trails. But I'm sure that one's individual interests color which section of the plan
they like best.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Overall this is a daunting set of guidelines and to implement would require an incredible budget. Guess this plan is the wish list of every
special interest group in the County. Not sure that the historical preservation needs in Arlington are so compelling, especially if we look
at the truly significant historical/landmark buildings in our overall region.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Should Arlington decide to include concession stands in the parks, please include standards to reduce food litter and the fees should be
sufficient to pay for litter pick up.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I'm involved with the Pedestrian Advisory
Committee.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Preserving all remaining green spaces for parks & athletic fields, preserving historic character of the community, preserving ethnic &
income diversity in Arlington as the county continues to gentrify, thinking about public art & transportion/infrastructure issues. Good
work!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We desperately need playing fields for sports, plus public parks for quality of life. Arlington should do everything it can to save
remaining green spaces NOW.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Most of the recommendations in the Plan are actually detrimental to the community.
It has been proved that the county has used incorrect data to determine the need for more diamond and rectangular fields. In fact
independent analysis has shown that poor management and scheduling is the cause for the false impression that fields are not available
when at the same time many existing fields go unused. This analysis shows there will be an EXCESS of these fields in the next ten
years. At the same time there is a known need for more open, green, nonprogrammed space in the county as well as more space for
dog parks. Creating more sports fields than necessary, especially those with synthetic surfaces, will remove the opportunities for more
open space that is vital for the health of the county and its residents.
The standards for dog parks in the Final Draft does not reflect the changes recommended by the chairs of the Planning Commission and
of the largest county dog park sponsoring group as well as many users that were made in the previous draft from July 2017. These
included the fact that national standards indicate dog parks should be at least 2 to 3 times what the Draft shows and that the county's
own previous standards state the optimal size be two to five acres. The larger size is healthier for the dogs and owners and for the
environment. Also the standard for surfaces should reflect that natural materials are preferred. There are many complaints about the
dog park in the county that currently has synthetic surfaces including that it is harmful to the dog's paws, excessively hot in the summer,
and there is a strong smell of urine. In addition these surfaces are extremely expensive to install and properly maintain.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Emphasize the need for more open green space and dog parks as well as admit that with better management and scheduling the
number of diamond and rectangular fields can actually be reduced while at the same time fulfill the needs of all those wishing to use
them.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
It is sad but unfortunately not surprising that those with first had knowledge of the various park spaces and uses were not asked to
participate in the initial drafts and their input to the drafts were not taken into account in the Final Draft. This is not what transparent
community engagement is supposed to be about. It appears what little engagement that was offered was strictly for show.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.4.4 Creating spaces to emphasize growing food as well as natives plants, trees, and be water-wise in design and plantings. Climate
Change predictions clearly show a coming global and local food crisis with disruption of food production and lost of usable land for
growing food. There is a rapidly increasing industry of indoor food growing in towers, on roof tops, and integrated into buildings (eg
multi-residential or commercial building amenity). Without integration of these approaches our food situation will be even worse.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add a commitment to policy and zoning that leads to integrating food production into our developing urban environment.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
2.4 Trails - Include signage that marks trails by 10th of a mile (either on-pavement markings or signage) so one can tell how far they
have gone, and measure speed if in training, regardless of where they enter the trail system.
Trees - Strengthen commitment to preserve tree canopy. It seems the County actions are weak in this area despite lip service.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Open space and a dog park in the Virginia Highland Park or at least the 22202 zip code. The county is selling out to the condo and
apartment buildings and forgetting that the homeowners amenities are going to the wayside.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add a dog park. In my neighborhood there are many dogs and no where for them to run free.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I don't know that I am qualified to opine on which recommendation is most important to the community at large, but I am excited to see
proposed action 1.4.3 listed. Arlington has a vibrant, enthusiastic and continually growing pickleball community despite the fact that
there is not yet any dedicated space for pickleball in the county. I strongly encourage my county to carve out a small portion of the
county's ample recreational infrastructure for its dedicated use.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Yorktown

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I feel your coordinated approach is excellent. You’re addressing many key concepts — all of which are important.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I’d consider more interest in sports playing fields. Our youth have many reasons not to engage in activities that strengthen their bodies
as well as their minds, and build many of the core traits that seem to be less prevalent as new generations mature. Expanding access
to multi use fields across the county should be paramount to the youth that eventually will become our leaders and the future of our
county.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
There simply needs to be a preservation of existing fields and an actual increase in the number of athletic fields that the county has.
Simply drive by any of the fields in North Arlington on a Saturday and see the engagement of the community and the amount of teams
that are sharing fields to play rec soccer, lacrosse, flag football and a host of other sports. We routinely have to drive clear across town
to be able to get adequate practice and game time. I am not in favor of adding more "Green spaces" we have plenty of parks and dog
parks that we currently utilize. Athletic fields help children learn and grow and understand challenges and the value of winning and
losing. Please consider the needs of the many rather than the wants of a few. Simply look at the demographics in the schools in North
Arlington and the ages of the children. There are tons of trailers being utilized in both the Elementary, and Middle school system to
accommodate the increasing numbers in this population. With all those children, participation rates in sports are also rising and forcing
sports teams to have to share and cut practices short or split fields.
Again please consider adding to the county's athletic field count. Thank you for your time and attention.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
To accommodate more athletic facilities and fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the next ten years.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support casual, impromptu use and connection with nature.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
While ensuring casual, impromptu space is a lovely goal, it is way more essential for Arlington to create and protect fields for our
growing and over capacity recreational youth activities. Basketball courts, playgrounds, soccer/football fields, baseball diamonds with
lights need to be both protected and expanded. As a parent of three school age children and a high school teacher at Wakefield, I see
the value of supporting these programs daily.
Adults can create their own casual impromptu spaces in their own backyards or balconies and have the mobility to travel to other
outdoor spaces. Families with young children, school age children in recreational programs and and teenagers are the ones whose
spaces need to be protected as they are the ones who use them the most.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
No idea - there is no link to the final plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
No idea - there is no link to the final plan. It would be nice if you would provide one.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please make the final plan available. Thank you.
1. The Plan is very general, providing very few specifics as to how actions would be implemented.
2. I like the idea of a walking/biking trail along Arlington Blvd. as I live on the south side of Arlington Blvd. between Fillmore and
Washington Blvd. But I’m confused about how a walking/biking trail could be accomplished. Would this be on the north side where
there is already a wide buffer between Rt. 50 and the properties? There is no space on the south side to build a walking/biking trail
unless you dismantle the thin strip of land between the service roads and Rt. 50. I would strongly oppose building a trail on the south
side as the strip of land protects houses from the many speeders and accidents that occur and allows trees and bushes that help to
minimize the road noise.
3. I strongly support item 6.2.6 to plant trees and vegetation on traffic islands and curb bump outs. Specifically, I would like to see the
strip of land between my service road and Rt. 50 better maintained and planted with more evergreen bushes and trees, some of which
have died due to lack of care and English ivy attacks.
4. Dominion Power has told me multiple times (most recently after my neighborhood lost power for four hours after part of a tree came
down on the power line that runs along the homes’ backyard property line) that Arlington makes it especially difficult for them to trim
trees to protect electrical power. While I love trees for the shade, beauty, and other benefits they provide, I also love having reliable
electricity. Every time we get a bad windstorm or ice storm, I anticipate losing power and too often my fears are confirmed. Arlington
MUST balance urban forestry aesthetics with practicality and remove the barriers that prevent Dominion’s foresters from doing their job.
5. Invasive species – Arlington needs to recognize the destructive power of English ivy. It’s everywhere, and in many cases climbs up
power poles, road signs, and invades private property. When I bought my house in 2011, I had to completely strip away my entire back
lawn to get rid of the long strands of ivy that had grown over it from my neighbors’ yards (and which I am still fighting). It should be
illegal and Arlington should make a concerted effort to remove it from public spaces and along roadways and to encourage home
owners to eradicate it.
6. Arlington budget: Arlington County currently has a deficit that is expected to continue. Any of the plans included in the Master Plan
must recognize this. An example of a wasteful, unnecessary effort during times of budget deficits is the proposal to expand and promote
official recognition of Notable, Champion, and Specimen Trees. I suggest this proposal be removed. As a corollary to this issue, I
strongly recommend that the Master Plan identify funding sources that are not tax dollars and that tax dollars only be used for activities
that are related to public safety and health.
7. I support the proposal to inventory all county-owned historical buildings, sites, etc. and suggest this be expanded to include those that
are not county-owned.
8. Sidewalks are also public spaces. Some Arlingtonians are not capable of clearing massive amounts of snow by themselves and it’s
very difficult to find/afford a company that will help them. In addition to the elderly or disabled, there are many who suffer from heart or
other health conditions that make it unwise or impossible for them to lift heavy loads. Yet, the county decided in the last budget to
eliminate funding for snow blowers that help Arlingtonians clear their sidewalks. I strongly recommend that the Master Plan include an
increase in the number of snow blowers available to those who need help to comply with the requirement to clear sidewalks after a
snowstorm. There have been far too many times when I’ve seen people walking in the street after a storm because sidewalks have not
been cleared sufficiently or at all.
9. I would also say I’m very surprised that Arlington does not have any public or private outdoor pools. It would be wonderful to have a
place to go and swim, play tennis or basketball, sit under the trees with a good book, and a concession space to have lunch during the
summer and fall. I didn’t see any plans in the Master Plan to address this need. Did I miss it?

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The idea that athletic fields should be reduced is quite possibly the dumbest most short sighted idea ever. Arlington and Arlingtons
children for generations will be immeasurably hurt by closing or repurposing any athletic fields

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The idea that athletic fields should be reduced is quite possibly the dumbest most short sighted idea ever. Arlington and Arlingtons
children for generations will be immeasurably hurt by closing or repurposing any athletic fields

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The idea that athletic fields should be reduced is quite possibly the dumbest most short sighted idea ever. Arlington and Arlingtons
children for generations will be immeasurably hurt by closing or repurposing any athletic fields

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Saving the mature trees.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
No more lights on fields.

We don’t need it. And it destroys the neighborhoods that have them.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We need to save the current feel of our neighborhoods. That means saving the older trees and not bringing in lights for soccer fields.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Fairlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
My priority for the plan is for dedicated pickleball courts somewhere in Arlington County. We have had some success in getting use of
the basketball courts at Walter Reed C. Center. That has been a great start with lot's of players coming from all over the area. I grew
up in Arlington and played tennis here for over 4 decades. I was a member of ACTA for over twenty years. I always felt blessed and
grateful to live in Arlington because we had so many courts to play on in the 70's and 80's when tennis was so popular, and to that point,
I also have watched the decline of tennis over the years, leaving many of those courts frequently empty. I play pickleball tournaments
all over the country and I'm a USAPA ambassador, and I can tell you that I see town after town all over the country with a fraction of the
parks and Recreation space and a fraction of the resources, already have dedicated Pickleball courts up and running for years already. I
know without any doubt in my mind two things. Pickleball is growing at a rate that is unprecedented, and the old adage that "if you build
it they will come", is an understatement. I know this is just a sport and people will move to Arlington for numerous unrelated reasons
regardless of whether pickleball is here or not, but the sport does have a modern sports appeal for young and old that no other sport can
currently boast. Converting one large Arlington tennis park venue (2 or 3 court park), will never be noticed by tennis players (as long as
it's not one of ACTA's designated courts). The cost will be almost nothing considering that the county already has resurfacing crews
and equipment, on the ready. I suggest that Walter Reed tennis courts be the place. We play PB on those tennis courts and have for at
least 3 years and we rarely see tennis players. Those (3) tennis courts could easily fit (6) pickleball courts (and up to 12), and almost
overnight, would make Walter Reed the hottest sports spot in Arlington. Thanks for your consideration and thanks to Peter Lutz for his
kind consideration to our needs. We are having fun almost daily (weather permitting now) on the basketball court.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Alcova Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Retention and strategy for keeping tree canopy and open space.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Get a legitimate LOS plan. Either use the standard LOS as designed or use a different methodology. Do not make up your own.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
For three years of work, this is disappointing.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
More casual space

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
No cutting existing old trees down to change current park space.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
This plan needs to meet the needs of our growing community. Until this plan has resident priorities, transparent data reviewed by the
public, this plan should not be adopted by the County Board.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The number of sports fields in Arlington County.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Plan for more sports fields of all types.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Recently I have learned that a group called parks4everyone.org is advocating the closing of many current kids sports fields in Arlington
in order to create more "open space" in Arlington. Currently in Arlington, there is an extreme shortage (to put it mildly) of sports fields for
kids to exercise and play all types of sports. Lack of sports fields limits participation in sports by kids and directly negatively impacts their
long-term health and childhood enjoyment, increasing obesity and other short and long-term health problems like depression. I have
three children in Arlington that are actively engaged in multiple sports. Lack of fields have forced leagues and teams to limit and curtail
the amount of sports teams my kids can participate in. It has personally impacted my family.
Closing sports fields in the name of "open space" is a disastrous recommendation and directly harms our kids. I am all for open space
and regularly take our family on hikes and camping trips. One son is very active in the Boys Scouts; however, closing sports fields in the
name of open space is honestly one of the silliest ideas I have ever heard. Arlington IS AN URBAN COUNTY. Residents must accept
that and not place planting more trees ahead the well-being of our children. The Board needs to work to OPEN more fields.
Thank you,
Rob McDonald
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email
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Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Preserving trees and natural surfaces should be our top priority. Arlington County staff has authorized the destruction of almost 1,000
high value and mature trees on PUBLIC land in recent years. Shame on you!
Nearly all major park projects include the removal of mature trees. However, because “maintenance capital” funds are used for these
“maintenance” projects, no environmental analysis is required, according to staff. And the number of trees to be removed is not
included in the materials that you make publicly available.
Lubber Run Community Center/Park Site 2018 111 trees to be removed, including high-value, large native trees; RPA on site
https://commissions.arlingtonva.us/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2017/05/LRCC_PFRC2_-Presentation_2017-0531.pdf
Public Project/Site # of Trees Removed/To Be Removed Source/Documentation
Upton Hill Regional Park Project 2018 66 trees to be removed, including high-value, large native trees; RPA on site
https://sites.google.com/view/friends-of-upton-hill/dead-trees-walking (see list of trees to be removed from the permit application’s tree
removal plan at bottom of page)
See slide/p. 50 — note that subsequent discussions reduced the number to 108
Reed School Addition 2018 +/–34 trees to be removed No number is provided. Schematic shows trees to be removed. See slide/p. 35 of
the BLPC presentation at https://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/180515-REED-PFRC-BLPC-presentation.pdf
Note: in 2008/2008, many trees were removed during construction of the joint Westover Library/Reed School complex
Salt Dome Site (Old Dominion Dr. & 26th Street N.) 2018 Total number not provided in public documents for this project; RPA near site?
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2018/08/SaltDome_Overlay_Aug_final.pdf This map shows some of
the peripheral trees that will be cut down but doesn’t provide a total number of trees that will be cut.
TJ Middle School Site/Alice West Fleet Elementary School (new school) 2017 157 trees removed; part of site was public parkland See
slide/p. 4 at http://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/032417-Urban-Forestry-full-presentation-opt.pdf
Stratford Middle School Addition/Drop-off Lane/Driveway 157 trees to be removed See p. 2 at
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2016/09/Stratford_EnvironmentalAssessment_Part1.pdf
Abingdon Elementary School Addition 2015/2016 152 trees removed; another 6 to be “transplanted” See p. 3 at
https://commissions.arlingtonva.us/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2015/12/FINAL-E2C2-Abingdon-letter.pdf
Ashlawn Elementary School Addition 2014 94 trees removed, including 7 in the RPA See p. 6 at https://www.apsva.us/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/DC-Ashlawn-Elementary-ESA-checklist-1-27-14.pdf
Note: Several mature trees on this site have died since construction was completed. Additional trees to be removed in the RPA in
conjunction with the “Montague St. entrance.”
McKinley Elementary School Addition 2014 78 trees, including mature trees https://www.arlnow.com/2014/09/22/mckinley-elementaryexpansion-gets-county-board-approval/
Over 60 Public Park Projects Number of trees to be removed not disclosed. https://projects.arlingtonva.us/types/parks/
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Do NOT install artificial turf and playing fields all over Arlington and stop the construction of so many necessary athletic fields at the
expense of our trees. What are you thinking?! Crumb playing fields have been linked to non-Hodgkin lymphoma.
Environmental health advocates say those artificial playing fields contain a complex brew of chemicals, metals and suspected
carcinogens in the ground up rubber.
The Environmental Protection Agency and the Consumer Product Safety Commission have both recently reluctantly withdrawn their
assurances that the material is safe. They are now admitting that the studies they performed in the early 2000s on crumb rubber are
“limited” at best.
The artificial material heats up to ridiculous temperatures and has literally melted the bottom of my kids' running shoes when they were
playing Ultimate Frisbee and other sports on the W-L playing fields.
Studies have shown that particles get into the kids' lungs and have caused all kinds of respiratory problems. The particles actually lodge
in the lining of our lungs. My daughter's athletic clothes were covered in that shredded plastic or rubber material. What the heck!? Why
are you installing so many of these? I object
http://www.latimes.com/sports/la-sp-artificial-turf-debate-20160229-story.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/artificial-turf-debate/how-safe-artificial-turf-your-child-plays-n220166
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
RESOLUTION Bluemont Civic Association to Stop the Destruction of 66 Trees & Halt Expansion of Unnecessary Parking at Upton Hill
Regional Park, Submitted for 30 day public comment period to 6,000 BCA residents, September 26, 2018, ratified at October 24, 2018
general membership meeting
Whereas, trees purify our air by filtering pollutants and producing oxygen;
Whereas, asthma rates among Arlington County children have risen 44% in the last 5 years (Arlington County Dept of Public Health),
fueled in part by massive loss of trees (the equivalent footprint of the Pentagon every few years, according to County Board member
John Vidstadt at County Board meeting, July 2018 ), increased asphalt and concrete with relentless new construction (which excrete
toxins), and rising pollution from idling trucks and increased vehicles on our roads ;
Whereas, Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority's plan to remove 66 mature trees is inconsistent with federal and state laws
protecting the Chesapeake Bay watershed, and Arlington’s own 2007 Nature Resource Management recommendations, which
documented through field observations that large trees at Upton Hill should be protected from future park development or
redevelopment, including the construction of facilities and trails;
Whereas, the expansion of the upper parking is unwarranted and unnecessary, and no justification has been offered by the Park
Authority for why more parking is needed, with its attendant erosion and pollution;
Whereas, the parking lot expansion is a waste of Arlington County funds to NOVA Parks because Upton Hill swimming pool is only open
three months a year, and for the remaining nine months parking is plentiful for the mini golf and batting cages;
Whereas, 45% of Arlington County is already covered with impervious surfaces, increasing pavement on parkland, contradicts Arlington
County’s own policies of trying to minimize or eliminate surface parking;
Whereas, Upton Hill provides the last remaining forest between Bluemont and the extensively paved area known as Seven Corners, and
U.S. metropolitan areas lose 36 million trees annually;
Whereas, the beautiful forest at Upton Hill is frequented by families, hikers, bikers, bird watchers and wild life,
Therefore, be it resolved that Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority's plans be halted until they are revised to prevent the removal of
high-value trees and expansion of the parking lot; that permits issued ensure the preservation of these mature trees; and there be
sufficient supervision and oversight to ensure that the construction at Upton Hill preserves these mature trees.
- Passed unanimously on October 24, 2018, with one abstention
Tree numbers derived from NOVA Parks Land Disturbing Activity application (LDA 18129) submitted May 15, 2018, to Arlington County
for work at Upton Hill, Sheets 37-39, “Tree Preservation Plan and Details” reviewed in person and received under the Virginia FOIA by
Friends of Upton Hill. Available at: https://sites.google.com/view/friends-of-upton-hill/dead-trees-walking.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I am hugely active on the PTA, Girl Scouts, my congregation
and on the board of my Civic Association. I did not know
about the POPs process until very recently, if the process
that happened at Ashlawn Elementary School where you
intalled a completely unnecessary expensive base ball field
is any indication of your process, I don't think it is as
transparent and fair as you portray on your website. I have
not gotten any notices of POPs up until now when the
Arlington Tree Action Group (ATAG) sent me the link
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I would like to see Arlington County follow the lead of other places around the country which have, are and/or are planning to build tiny
houses communities to house the homeless. The parcel of land south of the bridge in Waycroft Park would work for this purpose. It's
hardly ever used by residents. Would the neighborhood approve of such a use? If it were properly planned and presented, I believe it
would. Arlington must have many other small parcels of land appropriate for this purpose that have marginal value for recreational use
which are included in the Plan.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I have not read the entire plan--found the sections that are of most interest to me regarding lines on tennis courts for pickleball game.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Pickleball lines, especially on the Lyon Village courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
A small group of retired Lyon Village women prefer the outdoors for playing pickleball. We play in the mornings on weekdays so as not
to interfere with tennis players. Our skills are not advanced enough to feel somewhat equal to those who play at indoor recreation
centers. We have put down our own pickleball lines with various tapes, but after doing that for several times we've learned how to
"eyeball" where lines would permanently be. We do know the game rules and play doubles, but pickleball lines would make our game
scores more accurate.
Please consider my comments to focus on painting pickleball lines at tennis courts in your final Plan.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Our children need fields to play sports. These field can be multi-use, but field space is critical. Currently my family drives to Vienna,
Great Falls, Springfield and other locations for team practices because Arlington lacks sufficient field space to host teams (girls field
hockey as an example).

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More field space please.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
When out of jurisdiction play Arlington sports, I hope an out of county field maintenance fee is added. We play this fee multiple times
per year ($25-30 / per team per season).

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Highland Park Overlee Knolls

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Increase maintenance of trails and creek beds. Due to the increase urbanization of Arlington, the parks are turning into surface sewers.
Full of plastic waste, construction waste, and dead trees uprooted by erosion. There is much erosion from the increasing severity of
storms and the increased run-off caused by out-of control building in Arlington. Since the County is unwilling to stop the development;
then they should be willing to make Arlington livable by ensuring the health of 4 Mile Run, and other tributaries that flow into the
Potomac River. Currently, there is a severe erosion issue between Madison Manor and Dominion Hills. All that has been done is to
place snow fencing along a section of the WO&D to hopefully prevent a person from going over the edge and falling 10 feet to the creek
bed. Further up the Run, at Madison Manor there is a solution to this section of erosion. If I could upload a picture, it would be worth a
thousand words. Boulders were used to support the creek bank along the area where houses were built. In all other areas, erosion is
taking its toll on the trees and other fauna. A project to support the creek bank on both sides needs to be done immediately to address
this severe problem from Madison Manor to Bluemont. The sediment load from this erosion going into the Potomac and subsequently
into the Chesapeake Bay is simply unacceptable. As more trees are destroyed by developers and die in the parks due to climate
change and lack of maintenance, air quality in Arlington will decline even more than it has. Arlington prides itself on its parks. Not for
much longer as they are destroyed by our negligence.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waverly
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Dedicated pickleball courts! The demand for pickleball courts in Arlington (and the nation) is very high. The lines to play are very long
on shared use courts. Pickleball is a sport for all ages and attracts many senior citizens. It is a sport that aging athletes can enjoy
compete and find camaraderie. All around the nation there are dedicated courts being built to meet the demand of the fastest growing
sport in America. Over 2 million people are playing and it is growing every year. Let’s make Arlington the first place in the DMV to meet
this demand. Walter Reed is the perfect place for these first courts!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider meeting the demand of pickleball in our city!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need to save and care for mature and large trees. Stop building more playing fields and start maintaining the ones that exist.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Eliminate the building of new playing fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Someone needs to start managing county resources, including playing fields much better.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Resource stewardship/Urban Forest Master Plan

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Better communication with the public

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Opns. and Maintenance:
Ensure that adequate staff/volunteers/partner organizations and businesses can maintain public spaces: weeding, invasive removal,
pruning, mulching, replanting of trees where taken down (instead of leaving trunk stubs in planter boxes). This has been a complaint
regarding what I have seen and heard from many citizens.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Anything that protects mature trees and green spaces filled with nature. I am beyond dismayed...even horrified...at the County's wanton
destruction of our green cover. Removing more trees and paving or building on spaces further increases stormwater run off, destroys
what precious nature we have around us, leads to increased heat islands and more...
We need natural spaces for use by all, not just students/athletes.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
No more ball fields!!!!! We need parks that all citizens of Arlington County can use. How about a park with mature trees, benches,
waving native grasses, pollinator plants. Who would not want to gather there?

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please save our mature trees. Stop clear cutting them! I don't need to tell you the benefits of mature trees and greenspace. And by
green space, I don't mean astroturf.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I have followed the process, but this is the first time I have
spoken out.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waverly
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Increase the amount of acreage for land acquisition from 30 acres to 90 acres. Arlington needs this very much!
Developers may not be contributing adequately or asked to contribute more- in relation to their development of residential properties.
Do what Fairfax County does on this. Pro-rata share!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The above.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Good draft plan, but needs improvement and revision. In addition to the above the following is needed:
- More attention to historic properties is needed with respect to maintaining those Arlington owns, or has partnerships with others
involved, but also in taking steps to buy or protect additional sites. Do an inventory of what exists, and or do research to identify sites
that could qualify!
- Additional safety infrastructure is needed for trail and busy street intersections (2.2.2 and 2.2.4 in draft pan) Blinking lights, more
obvious striping, signage etc. This is CRITICAL. have almost had accidents with bicyclists, partly due to this!
- Hire more credentialed Urban Foresters to review development proposals to protect more trees, as well as for reforestation and
landscaping.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Utilizing existing space to expand the number of synthetic athletic fields. Anyone who has participated as a parent or coach in Arlington
youth sports -- our particular interest is lacrosse -- knows how important it is to identify all weather fields for game play and practice.
Let's continue to encourage our youth to participate in sports by expanding the number of all-weather fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Pickleball is referenced in the POPS document on pages 32, 64 and 263. Specifically I would like to see plans for a permanent outdoor
pickleball facility in Arlington County. A permanent facility could easily be accomplished by converting an existing tennis court into two
pickleball courts. Arlington County has 89 tennis courts and 27 locations. The demand for tennis has declined dramatically of the last
20 years. Demand for pickleball has been surging with the sport being deemed the fastest growing racket sport in America. Cities
across America are converting unused tennis courts to pickleball courts at a tremendous rate. I have been working with DPR over the
last year to bring forward a plan for outdoor pickleball courts. Surveys and other information have been presented to DPR, the Sports
Commission and Office of Senior Adult Programs (OSAP). A pilot program to test the demand for outdoor pickleball was instituted this
June at the Walter Reed Community Center. The data suggest that there is clearly a demand for outdoor pickleball.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Take outdoor pickleball courts from the planning stage to an action plan for 2019.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Here is a link to the USAPA which is the national association for pickleball in America.
https://www.usapa.org/
The USA Pickleball Association (USAPA) was organized to promote the growth and development of pickleball, not only on a national but
an international level. This organization provides players with official rules, tournaments, rankings, and promotional materials.
Here is a link to the Pickleball Channel.
http://www.pickleballchannel.com/
The Pickleball Channel is an online only media channel sharing the wonderful game of pickleball. It’s about Community, Information and
Fun. New videos are added every Friday.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Inclusion of mountain biking. There is substantial community interest in mountain/trail biking, yet the county currently does not allow or
support such activity.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The lack of access to the unpaved trails is not in the plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Access to the unpaved trails or the creation of a pump track for kids would be awesome. Check out the video on youtube about the
economic benefits a well run trail system provides. You can find it by searching "Seth's Bike Hacks - Arkansas Mountain Biking Bentonville".

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider mountainbiking

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Opening natural surface trails to mountain bikers is a win win for Arlington. We bring dollars to spend, we work trails, we organize rides
for all riders, and attend meetings to give updates, suggestions, and highlight areas of concern.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Due to the growing number of people --of all ages -- who are playing pickleball, I think we need permanent outdoor courts. Other
communities with much fewer resources than Arlington have permanent pickleball courts. Alternatively, we could paint pickleball lines
on under-used tennis courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I bet there are many Amazon employees who play pickleball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bellevue Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The recommendations around biking access. Biking is so critical in an urban setting to foster outdoor activity.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Allow for the development and maintenance of off-road trails and paths to accommodate bikes.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Crystal City

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The county needs to inventory Private Public Space. Too often an open space for parks is negotiated in the planning process, but
forgotten. Developers know that after a few years, there is no record of the commitment and thus can ignore it. How much public space
has been quietly taken back by developers? We may never know.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Change the operations and maintenance goals. They seem very aspirational and not very concrete. For example, a level of service on
operations might look more specific:
Maintain lights at 98% or higher.
Targets and goals that are measurable. While this is a master plan, it should include specific goals. This section (Operations and
Maintenance) seems especially aspirational.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I liked the dog runs, the casual open space discussion and many of the aspirational goals. Lot's of good things in the master plan.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Shirlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Mountain biking - there are so many wonderful natural trails for riding that have been neglected or do not allow trail bikes. Un-paved trail
cycling has tons of advtanges: mental and physical health, economic benefit to the local bike shops, and help alleviate traffic on the
overcrowded paved trails such as 4 mile run and W&OD. It is very unfortunate to have to drive all the way to Fairfax for trail riding when
we have many here in our community.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Fairlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Arlington county has done a fantastic job of supporting bicycle infrastructure with a view towards both commuting and recreation.
Opening natural surface trails to bicycle riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. Many of Arlington's natural
surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to modern standards for
sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users and minimize
environmental impacts. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax
County or further to ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment. More
cycling options and opportunities bring many positive impacts and no negative impacts to the area. MORE (Mid-Atlantic Off-Road
Enthusiasts) is a bicycling organization which has pledged financial backing, technical assistance, and their volunteers to build and
maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix Bikes, has also pledged support. In this age of climate change, more flooding and
rainfall is a sad reality. MORE's volunteers bring an expertise in trail-building that abates water damage from flooding, and ensures
long-lasting trails. Please consider opening natural-surface trails to bicycles throughout Arlington county.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Increasing recreation and transportation in the natural environment.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Please bring mountain biking trails to Arlington. Despite miles of usable trails, Arlington is the only jurisdiction in the area where using
mountain bikes on natural surface (dirt) trails is not supported. "Shared use" trails (hikers, bikers, equestrians) have worked great in
Montgomery County.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Mountain bike trails will bring more residents and visitors to Arlington, and increase support for preservation.
Here are more good reasons:
1.It is healthy and fun.
2.There is lots of open space and established natural surface trails in the county that can be easily used. Examples are: Glen Carlyn
Park, Lubber Run Park, Donaldson Run, Potomac Overlook Regional Park, Upton Hill Regional Park, and trails along the GW Parkway.
3.Opening trails to riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. MORE has pledged financial backing, technical
assistance, and their volunteers to build and maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix Bikes, has also pledged support.
4.Many of Arlington's natural surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to
modern standards for sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users
and minimize environmental impacts.
5. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax County or further to
ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment.
6.The number of students in APS is growing, but the number of high schools, and thus the number of sports teams isn't growing. Adding
mountain biking clubs would increase opportunities for athletes, especially those who aren’t interested in traditional high school sports.
7.It would bring riders from surrounding areas to spend money in the county. If you do not live in the county, please indicate your
feedback you would drive to the county just to ride---and spend money!
8. Arlington has fallen behind places like D.C. and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility. This would raise its status.
9. There are lots of places to fit in pump tracks or even a cross course (Big Walnut Park,Stewart Park, between Yorktown High School
and Chestnut Hills Park). Pump tracks are fun for all ages and a great way to get kids into biking.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Trails.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I am an Arlington, VA resident and would like for you to consider adding mountain bike (MTB) trails to the Master Plan and building them
in the county. Mountain bike trails can be uses to connect schools, community centers and transit stops just like blacktop or gravel trails
can. Including MTB trails would also ensure that the trails in the county would function for a range of users, and in fact would increase
the range of users on trails in the county.
Mountain biking is, like other cycling styles, a safe and fun way for people to get out and enjoy the county and the amenities in the area.
Building MTB trails would bring in people from around the DMV to also enjoy the county and the amenities in the area, spending money
in the area and putting money back into the pockets of business owners in the county and the county itself. Mountain Bike riders now
dismiss the Arlington area all together and go to Fairfax, Loudoun, or counties in Maryland and ride there.
The county government would have minimal cost to opening trails in Arlington since MORE (Mid-Atlantic Off Road Enthusiasts) has
pledged financial backing, technical assistance and volunteers (including me) to help build and maintain trails. There is already plenty of
space available to build trails in the county that could be easily used to build MTB trails.
Mountain Biking is taking off as a organized sport in the area. Phoenix Bikes and Arlington High School MTB Clubs have no where in
the area to ride and practice. As more students (and parents) shy away from high impact sports like football there is more interest in
Mountain Biking and other sports. Supporting trail growth in the county would also help support the sport’s growth in the county.
Paved trails in the county are getting more crowded every year, and it would be a win for the county to set up some MTB trails to get
some of the people riding Mountain Bikes off of the paved trails and on to the dirt. I am urging you to consider planning and working with
volunteers to build some MTB trails in the area for us to use.
Thank you,
Brian McGough
6773 Little Falls Rd.
Arlington, VA 22213

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to add consideration for mountain biking, whether it be on existing community trails or in a a dedicated pump track or bike
park facility.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
My friend

put together this list of reasons why we in the community should support mountain biking. I agree

wholeheartedly.
Here are some good reasons:
1.It is healthy and fun.
2.There is lots of open space and established natural surface trails in the county that can be easily used. Examples are: Glen Carlyn
Park, Lubber Run Park, Donaldson Run, Potomac Overlook Regional Park, Upton Hill Regional Park, and trails along the GW Parkway.
3.Opening trails to riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. MORE (Mid-Atlantic Off-Road Enthusiasts) has
pledged financial backing, technical assistance, and their volunteers to build and maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix
Bikes, has also pledged support.
4.Many of Arlington's natural surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to
modern standards for sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users
and minimize environmental impacts.
5. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax County or further to
ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment.
6.The number of students in APS is growing, but the number of high schools, and thus the number of sports teams isn't growing. Adding
mountain biking clubs would increase opportunities for athletes, especially those who aren’t interested in traditional high school sports.
7.It would bring riders from surrounding areas to spend money in the county. If you do not live in the county, please indicate your
feedback you would drive to the county just to ride---and spend money!
8. Arlington has fallen behind places like D.C. and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility. This would raise its status.
9. There are lots of places to fit in pump tracks or even a cross course (Big Walnut Park,Stewart Park, between Yorktown High School
and Chestnut Hills Park). Pump tracks are fun for all ages and a great way to get kids into biking.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Please add a cyclocross and mountain biking facility. I love Arlington parks and riding around Arlington. I wish I could ride off road in
Arlington too.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Rosslyn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Biking trails

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Expanded resources dedicated to developing mountain biking trails

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We need mountain biking trails!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Enhance the trail network to ensure robust multimodal transportation options, especially imoroving the Route 50 trail from Glebe Rd to
Pershing Drive and from Carlin Springs to the County line

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Ensure mountain bike and cyclocross bike access to park terrain throughout the county.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I'd like for natural surface trails to be useable by mountainbikers. We will improve and maintain them, it's a win for all. I'd also like
Arlington to consider adding some trails. There is space available and again, MORE and Phoenix Bikes can build and maintain. It would
be great to not have to get into the car to drive in order to ride trails!
Thanks

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Let mountainbikers ride and maintain natural surface trails.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Help us build a healthier community, allow bikes on natural surface trails. :)

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Crystal City

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Hello,
However I ride my bicycle all over NOVA/MD/Beltway and more..
I could really see the beninft of having a bicycle pump track being added to some of the parks. These are fun for all ages. They dont
take up much space and do not require much maintenance if the right soil or asphalt is used to build them. This is a great way to
introduce kids to fun on bicycles.
Also Mountain biking is great and gets people off the roads some and having fun on bicycles!
Thank you,

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Forest Glen

Q3 Your email
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Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Bring Mountain Biking trails to Arlington:

1.It is healthy and fun.
2.There is lots of open space and established natural surface trails in the county that can be easily used. Examples are: Glen Carlyn
Park, Lubber Run Park, Donaldson Run, Potomac Overlook Regional Park, Upton Hill Regional Park, and trails along the GW Parkway.
3.Opening trails to riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. MORE has pledged financial backing, technical
assistance, and their volunteers to build and maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix Bikes, has also pledged support.
4.Many of Arlington's natural surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to
modern standards for sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users
and minimize environmental impacts.
5. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax County or further to
ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment.
6.The number of students in APS is growing, but the number of high schools, and thus the number of sports teams isn't growing. Adding
mountain biking clubs would increase opportunities for athletes, especially those who aren’t interested in traditional high school sports.
7.It would bring riders from surrounding areas to spend money in the county. If you do not live in the county, please indicate your
feedback you would drive to the county just to ride---and spend money!
8. Arlington has fallen behind places like D.C. and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility. This would raise its status.
9. There are lots of places to fit in pump tracks or even a cross course (Big Walnut Park,Stewart Park, between Yorktown High School
and Chestnut Hills Park). Pump tracks are fun for all ages and a great way to get kids into biking.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Bring mountain biking trails to Arlington. Despite miles of usable trails, Arlington is the only jurisdiction in the area where using mountain
bikes on natural surface trails is not supported.
1.It is healthy and fun.
2.There is lots of open space and established natural surface trails in the county that can be easily used. Examples are: Glen Carlyn
Park, Lubber Run Park, Donaldson Run, Potomac Overlook Regional Park, Upton Hill Regional Park, and trails along the GW Parkway.
3.Opening trails to riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. MORE has pledged financial backing, technical
assistance, and their volunteers to build and maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix Bikes, has also pledged support.
4.Many of Arlington's natural surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to
modern standards for sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users
and minimize environmental impacts.
5. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax County or further to
ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment.
6.The number of students in APS is growing, but the number of high schools, and thus the number of sports teams isn't growing. Adding
mountain biking clubs would increase opportunities for athletes, especially those who aren’t interested in traditional high school sports.
7.It would bring riders from surrounding areas to spend money in the county. If you do not live in the county, please indicate your
feedback you would drive to the county just to ride---and spend money!
8. Arlington has fallen behind places like D.C. and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility. This would raise its status.
9. There are lots of places to fit in pump tracks or even a cross course (Big Walnut Park,Stewart Park, between Yorktown High School
and Chestnut Hills Park). Pump tracks are fun for all ages and a great way to get kids into biking.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Increased accessibility and mobility for foot/bike traffic.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Support and access for bikes to natural surface trails.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Arlington VA, as part of its public spaces master plan update, should now include the use of bikes on natural surface trails. Off-road
biking (on any of the types of bikes that can do it) are a low-cost fun way to get youth into cycling, away from the dangers of cars and
road. When trails are built and managed proactively, they see less erosion even than footpaths. By starting with the youth, you can
teach etiquette about proper trail use with other modes of use, including hiking, running, and horseback riding. It makes additional use
for trails that already exist and could be a further outlet for healthy sport in a region where public resources are often limited relative to
the size of the population. Groups such as phoenix bikes and arlington high schools already exist to use these resources, but currently
have to drive (dangerous, time-consuming, additive to traffic) to trails that they can use. This would allow arlington to catch up to places
like DC and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility, which is one of many ways that a municipality can increase its attractiveness to
residents and prospective business. Increase in recreational use would also be tied to visitors spending funds in local, cycling related
businesses as well as restaurants and cafes. Finally, as a sport with a low barrier to entry, increasing possibilities and accessibility is a
low-cost way to increase healthy lifestyles and sporting access across class lines, instead of focusing on those who can afford to
participate in club sports.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please prioritize mountain biking trails and access!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Allow mountain biking on county trails

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I like the ideas to create/expand opportunities for mountain bike and cyclocross.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I bike commute between Ballston and Alexandria, and on weekends I race cyclocross. I regularly have to drive 45 minutes away to find a
place to practice my cyclocross skills or ride mountain bikes. I would be so happy if there were more opportunities to ride off road bikes
(cyclocross, mountain bike) in Arlington where I wouldn’t have to drive my bikes to go ride bikes.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
As a bike commuter and someone who enjoys using their bike for errands, 2.1. "Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use
trails." is important to me, and I think to our community. Even with Arlington's extensive collection of safer non-car options, one unsafe
connection point may be the difference between driving or taking an alternate method of transportation such as foot, bike or scooter.
This is certainly the case for fewer urban family bike rides for my family and me.
I'd love to see more protected bike lanes that separate car traffic from bike traffic. Traditional bike lanes (such as the one on Clarendon
BLVD) are safer than none, but dangers such as car doors, distracted drivers (Cell Phones) and people parking in the bike lanes (UBER
and Lyft) are a problem that we should continue to address.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would update 2.3 so that natural surface trails are not classified as "hiking only trails." As I understand it now, biking is currently offlimits on anything other than paved trails in Arlington County. I hope that Arlington will consider changing this within our public spaces
so that more people can enjoy being in nature by bike.
Other localities in Virginia and Maryland have developed great partnerships with organizations like MORE-MTB to build and maintain
trails that are both fun and also environmentally sound. In Fairfax County, I point to Meadowood (BLM), Laurel Hill, Lake Fairfax,
Wakefield, and Fountainhead. I love these places, but to get there, I have no other realistic option other than putting bikes on the car
and driving. I also end up patronizing business in those counties.
While Arlington does not have nearly as much land those other counties, what Arlington does have is a network of paved trails that can
connect Arlington's various parks. Opening those parks to bikes would allow for more connections. An example could be connecting
places like Glen Carlyn, Lubber Run, Bluemont, and Madison Manor. All connected by the W&OD. Perhaps even connecting places
that I don't frequent as much such as Donalson Run, Potomac Overlook and Windy Run. Outside of Northern Virginia, Richmond's
James River trail system is a great example of natural surface traiIs that can be ridden to by bike from many parts of the city limits.
I love the Arlington Loop, and the idea of an Inner Loop is a wonderful idea. But how about also incorporating our natural surface trails in
order to enhance 2.1 of the master plan? For me, and I think for other mountain bikers (and future ones) in Arlington would love to see a
mixed surface (Arlington Dirt Loop?) loop that runs through many different parts of the county. It would be a great way to connect
schools, businesses and other landmarks in Arlington. I hope that Arlington will reconsider the ban on bikes on our natural surface trails.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The plan has some really great ideas to improve Arlington's public spaces. Thank you for being a place that is forward in their thinking
in regard to public spaces and transportation especially.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Colonial Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Adding more bike trails as well as some mountain bike trails.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please keep sports fields a priority and goodness do not convert them to open spaces. We have the most amazing public parks I’ve
ever seen in any community across America. Keep them running well and updated, but keep them as is!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I love Arlington. Thank you for listening to this feedback. What a great community.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Leeway Overlee

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I oppose the plans for additional synthetic fields in Arlington. The more I learn about synthetic fields, the more concerned I become with
the idea that paving over our green spaces with these fields. I have three school age children and experienced the shortened season
this fall due to rain and field availability. Despite this, I believe synthetic fields are a mistake. While they may provide for more hours of
usability, research appears to show that they expose children to carcinogenic materials and increase their cancer risk. Additionally,
despite the synthetic fields sales staff suggesting that such fields entail lower costs to maintain, as we are experiencing with the lifespan
of the fields that have already been installed, the cost to build, maintain and refurbish these fields is actually higher than maintaining
natural fields. Additionally, if the County is indeed concerned about greenhouse gases, paving over what little green space we have
actually adds to that problem.
A few extra hours of field availability is no reason for the county to spend millions of extra dollars and expose our children to an
increased cancer risk.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlingwood

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Adding diamond and rectangular fields for team sports, and increasing play capacity on existing fields.
The robust youth and adult sports programming in Arlington demands more field space than existing fields allow, and will certainly
expand with time. Adding fields and increasing play time is increasingly important at this point in time, when technology is making it very
easy for people to spend too much time alone. Increasing opportunities for healthy togetherness and team-building will benefit our
community immediately and in the long run.
Converting some grass fields to turf, adding lights to appropriate fields, and creating multi-season facilities are recommendations I
support, in addition to adding fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I did not see anything specific about basketball courts or measures proposed to increase court time during appropriate practice times for
children.
My 11 year old plays rec basketball and her team will practice until 9:30pm. This leaves her 9 1/2 hours to get home and shower, sleep
for the recommended 9-11 hours, get up and dressed and eat breakfast before boarding the bus at 7am. I am told this is normal in
Arlington because of a shortage of gym availability.
I support turning some spaces into multi-season spaces. The recommendation was for tennis I believe, but I suggest also converting the
necessary number of basketball courts to allow enough practice time for youth sports leagues. This could also increase evening play
time for adults and provide space for summer league b-ball, which I would love to see.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Add more fields.
Increase available basketball court time before 8pm for kids.
Please don’t sell alcohol at fields used for youth sports.
Would love to see concessions at fields used for youth sports - why isn’t the concession stand open at Barcroft? Open existing stands.
Please don’t sacrifice sports fields for open green space. I support open space but not at the expense of team sports fields. Adults who
don’t find arlington’s open spaces to be adequate have the option to transport themselves to a more suitable environment via bike, car,
public transportation. Kids don’t have that option for sports - softball requires a diamond. Soccer a rectangular field. And practice for all
youth sports should be at a reasonable hour. Please don’t reduce the number of fields. Find another way to increase open/geeen
space.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
This is my second survey - new here and coaches raised
awareness
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Columbia Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
While open space is very important, and the county needs to protect open spaces for everyone- the solution to this problem is not
getting rid of sports fields and ball parks. The demand for team sports will continue to grow along with the county, and we as a
community need to meet these needs- not further exacerbate the shortage of fields. Ball fields are not only vital for children, but are
utilized by various adult leagues as well. I see people using the various fields in Arlington, at all hours of the day- we can't afford to lose
any current fields/parks.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The county must re-state the need for additional playing fields and support for the level of service definition .

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Greening Arlington again. You've allowed and are continuing to allow so much building, all of which has destroyed our trees and foliage
people have planted over many years and which has footprints so large this foliage cannot be recovered. Think of private residential
areas, therefore, as you think of parks, so Arlington doesn't become a giant heat island and noise producer. And introduce noise limits
on equipment used both in the parks and in residential areas -- require all landscaping firms to use the quietest equipment available. No
more leaf blowers that sound like jet engines, we have electric and battery powered ones now that work as well as the gas equipment.
This should be done in the parks but also everywhere people live. Bring back our quiet bedroom community and stop trying to turn
everything, including our parks, into opportunities to make money.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Wouldn't be one thing. First, no artificial turf -- it's very hard on the body. Second, no concessions or sales opportunities in parks -they're parks, not markets. Third, try to reinstate the unpaved trails we used to have alongside the now paved trails to protect the bodies
of walkers and joggers. Fourth, don't consolidate recreational facilities -- that will just make them further away from users. It's fine to
build larger rec centers if they're needed, but not at the expense of any natural plants or facilities that are closer to neighborhoods. Fifth,
no road closures ever. This just causes more traffic congestion and more pollution. Sixth, all charity road races out of the
neighborhoods and placed on the long bike trails where they don't disrupt the peace and quiet of people in their homes. No more herds
of people early on holiday mornings blocking our streets and shouting and yelling.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Continued support for ball fields. Baseball, soccer and other fields are an important aspect of the community and a critical component of
childhood development, teamwork, and fitness.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Increased focus on preserving ball fields for the community

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Continue support for ball fields for the children and families in the community.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We are a family with two young children just beginning organized sports. Arlington needs additional playing fields for baseball, soccer,
etc. My 6 year old playing ABR baseball already regularly misses practices and games every season because of limited field access. But
any time we want to hang out at a park we just walk to one. This county has plenty of open green space - we need more playing fields.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Leeway Overlee

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
As a Board Member of Arlington Youth Lacrosse, I strongly support more athletic fields and creating way to use them better (lights +
turf). We struggle to find space for our teams to practice and often split fields up in small parts just to get the kids on the fields for
practice. Given that we play in the Spring, the weather is our biggest challenge in that the rain will shut down the grass fields and then
we are trying to juggle to find space.
Another challenge we have is our sport is growing nationwide very fast and we want to following that trend particularly in South
Arlington. The issue we have is that if we add more players then we will struggle even more with space. Basically, the lack of space is
curbing our ability to promote one of the fastest growing sports.
We live inside the Beltway so space is premium. Our kids and teams need enough space to play and practice so that when they go play
teams from Fairfax or Loudon they have a chance. Keeping kids on half or quarter fields means they are not getting to practice correctly
and it is evident when our kids get on a full size field.
Please continue to turf more of our fields and do NOT let the Parks4Everyone Group turn our precious fields into something else.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Leeway Overlee

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Arlington county continues to grow. With County population predicted to be 247,000 in 2025 (today it is 235,000) and APS population
expected to be 33,000 in 2025 (today it is 27,000), the County needs to deploy smart and forward thinking approaches to help maximize
existing space to address the needs for sports and outdoor activities - for EVERYONE in the county. Stick with this framework. It works.
It is a good start.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The focus needs to be more on expanding usage/utilization of existing facilities. Invest in improving fields that exists first and make it
available year round, for everyone to use (Leagues, Community members, etc.) With the cost of land in Arlington, purchasing a 2-4 acre
lot (not like those plots of land exist anywhere in the county) would cost $7-10M. With the shortage of schools in Arlington, if you come
across "new land", the County needs to build schools there - NOT FIELDS. Doing so would be political suicide for any board member
that advocates putting a field.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
There is a segment of the population that is opposed to the changing nature of Arlington. Regardless of the information provided, this
segment will say "The County wasn't forthcoming with providing the data" or they will cherry pick the data. The County needs to put a
stop to this. If there is a group adamantly opposed to POPS, ask where they are from. The groups that will be adamantly opposed to this
will likely be from Aurora Highlands and NAUK communities. POPS exist to plan for open spaces for ALL of Arlington - let the process
continue and then let the chips fall where they may.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bellevue Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I would like to see mention and support for the Therapeutic Recreation program with in the Program section of this plan. This
department provides an invaluable service to the disability community. Space, funding and promotion should all be assured for TR.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Fairlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Trails for bicycles

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More bike trails, as well as parks for cyclocross riding to provide a great way for youth to get involved and provide a controlled
environment for developing their fitness and bike skills.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Build paths and they will come

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Planning ahead. Maintaining green open space.
In an dense urban area, finding land for an increasing population is difficult. Just the fact the County is writing a comprehensive plan is
encouraging. Replacing the tree canopy and maintaining green, open space vs. sports fields is a priority.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Simplify it.
Shorten it.
Focus it.
Plain English to explain why this report was undertaken, the choices of methodology and how they were used.
Too much unnecessary background makes reading this long reports off-putting.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Highland Park is a public recreation area paid for by our tax dollars that is quickly becoming an athletic field for privately organized
teams.
It rankles me that these private teams can dedicate space for themselves that neighbors might allocate differently. I have seen private
religious schools, and out-of-area teams command and chain off huge amounts of our park that become their dedicated space. How is
that allowed?
After reading through the draft report questions remain.

Why can't these teams play on school property?
Who determines what teams can claim park property?
How much do they pay?
A snarkier version of this question is "how much to I have to pay to get what I want? Like that dog park I've lobbied to get for 20 years.
Fairness.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Land acquisition.
We don't have enough public land in Arlington. People keep putting up more buildings with kids who need schools, then we have no
land to put the schools on or provide playing fields.
At the same time, we have two large golf courses that are closed off to the community. These are an appalling land use choice.
Arlington should start by using its eminent domain powers to expropriate the land from the Washington Golf & Country Club and use it
for parks and schools. It would be necessary to pay the golf club for its land, and I would be happy to vote for a bond issue or a one-time
tax for that purpose. If you can't get the entire golf club, a major chunk of it would be helpful.
If the golf club is currently enjoying a reduced assessed valuation due to sweetheart legislation, the golf club should not be paid
anything more than its reduced valuation.
The area near that golf club in north Arlington has been growing rapidly. That's why the school board had to take away the Stratford
building for a new neighborhood middle school, and move HB Woodlawn to a building with no field space in Rosslyn.
That neighborhood needs more parks and more schools. They need the golf club land.
The Army Navy Country Club is less centrally located, so it would be a lower priority, but eventually it too should be taken over by
Arlington County., There is no reason to have any large golf clubs in Arlington.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Buy up the golf clubs. We need more public land.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The recommendation about using non paved trails for exclusively hiking is out of touch with the times. These trails should also be
opened up to mountain biking, pump tracks, and cycle cross. These trails would be utilized much more if they were opened up to bikers.
This would keep up with progressive policies in our surrounding jurisdictions.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Again, below are some reasons the trails used be opened up to mountain biking:

1.It is healthy and fun.
2.There is lots of open space and established natural surface trails in the county that can be easily used. Examples are: Glen Carlyn
Park, Lubber Run Park, Donaldson Run, Potomac Overlook Regional Park, Upton Hill Regional Park, and trails along the GW Parkway.
3.Opening trails to riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. MORE has pledged financial backing, technical
assistance, and their volunteers to build and maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix Bikes, has also pledged support.
4.Many of Arlington's natural surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to
modern standards for sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users
and minimize environmental impacts.
5. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax County or further to
ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment.
6.The number of students in APS is growing, but the number of high schools, and thus the number of sports teams isn't growing. Adding
mountain biking clubs would increase opportunities for athletes, especially those who aren’t interested in traditional high school sports.
7.It would bring riders from surrounding areas to spend money in the county. If you do not live in the county, please indicate your
feedback you would drive to the county just to ride---and spend money!
8. Arlington has fallen behind places like D.C. and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility. This would raise its status.
9. There are lots of places to fit in pump tracks or even a cross course (Big Walnut Park,Stewart Park, between Yorktown High School
and Chestnut Hills Park). Pump tracks are fun for all ages and a great way to get kids into biking

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
How the role of off road trails are used. I am a mountain biker and it would be nice if I could use those the many non paved in the
county and that the trails are developed and maintained like in surrounding areas.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
If I could change the plan, again, I would make it legal for off road bikes to use the trails and develop and maintain them. My nephew
likes riding the off road trails at Glen Carlyn park and I go with him sometimes.

Here are some good reasons to develop mountain biking in the county:
1.It is healthy and fun.
2.There is lots of open space and established natural surface trails in the county that can be easily used. Examples are: Glen Carlyn
Park, Lubber Run Park, Donaldson Run, Potomac Overlook Regional Park, Upton Hill Regional Park, and trails along the GW Parkway.
3.Opening trails to riding would be a minimal cost for Arlington County Government. MORE has pledged financial backing, technical
assistance, and their volunteers to build and maintain the trails. Local youth bike program, Phoenix Bikes, has also pledged support.
4.Many of Arlington's natural surface trails are suffering from erosion, lack of maintenance, or poor alignments. Many were not built to
modern standards for sustainable trail development and are in need of community investment to improve the experience for all users
and minimize environmental impacts.
5. Currently, youth from Phoenix Bikes and Arlington high schools in mountain bike clubs have to drive to Fairfax County or further to
ride. This limits access to the sport, especially for low income youth. Driving also is bad for the environment.
6.The number of students in APS is growing, but the number of high schools, and thus the number of sports teams isn't growing. Adding
mountain biking clubs would increase opportunities for athletes, especially those who aren’t interested in traditional high school sports.
7.It would bring riders from surrounding areas to spend money in the county. If you do not live in the county, please indicate your
feedback you would drive to the county just to ride---and spend money!
8. Arlington has fallen behind places like D.C. and Alexandria in terms of bike accessibility. This would raise its status.
9. There are lots of places to fit in pump tracks or even a cross course (Big Walnut Park,Stewart Park, between Yorktown High School
and Chestnut Hills Park). Pump tracks are fun for all ages and a great way to get kids into biking

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
No

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
LOS definition

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
We need more fields for our kids sports

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please preserve fields for our kids sports. Thank you !

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Alcova Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Need to include (current and future) mountain biking trails in the master plan! There exists an informal network of trails that many people
in our community use and enjoy but these trails need to be included in the framework of the POPS for this network to grow responsibly
and improve as an amenity to our community
thanks

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Address mountain/ off-road biking

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Alcova Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Transportation along the Pike which has not been dealt with since street car idea was stopped even though multiple new multiunit
buildings have been are and are being built along the pike.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Mountain biking - If you want to attract tech companies, you need to compete with CA amenities and offer tech appreciated amenities.
More explicit understanding of joint use between schools and counties, particularly around Walter Reed Library, Henry, Career Center,
etc. campus.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
Sent in a few email comments/online
surveys
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Old
Dominion

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The entire plan is important for our community and I am impressed with the level of thought, care and sound stewardship that is
reflected in the final draft of this comprehensive plan.
While all parts of the plan are important, I'm most interested in the promotion of rooftops for public space. I served on the BLPC for the
new HBW facility under construction on the Wilson School site in Rosslyn. The rooftop terraces on this building will greatly expand the
amount of public space for recreation and fitness than otherwise would have been available on this cramped lot. Land-squeezed
Arlington County has a limited amount of acreage available for parks and fields and other public uses. It makes sense to turn to rooftops
on county buildings, schools and other structures to ensure that our rapidly growing population has access to public space for
relaxation, recreation and fitness. APS and the County should use every available opportunity to promote rooftop public spaces in
development and re-development plans.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see a more aggressive sharing of public spaces between APS and Parks and Recreation to ensure that fitness and
athletic activities for our growing student population aren't short-changed due to lack of space.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlingwood

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Dear County Board Members:
I write about a VERY important issue for Arlington and it has to do with field usage for Little League and Babe Ruth which is critical for
our kids and families futures in Arlington.
1) If Arlington's kids need more seats in schools, then they certainly need more fields for play - especially baseball fields which seem to
be at a premium in Arlington based upon my many years coaching and playing here (since 1971).
2) Our kids use Arlington fields to laugh and make friends. Also to exercise and to develop good social skills like leadership,
sportsmanship and teamwork. I've seen it work throughout my decades in Arlington and it should NOT start changing for the worse now.
3) In Arlington, we have lost anywhere from 30-50% of our time on fields in recent years. This is completely unacceptable and to the
detriment of our children.
Please help and please reject any efforts to take away scarce fields from kids that are growing up and will hopefully stay in Arlington
until adulthood. Fields for kids has huge long term benefits for the future of our community. We need a dialogue on this and not
decisions from top down.
Thank you,
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Improve and increase the number of youth baseball fields in Arlington. The number keeps shrinking and the condition of the fields needs
to continue to improve. While there have been some improvements in recent years, it's not enough considering the incredible number of
kids we have playing America's pastime in Arlington Little league and Babe Ruth and Senior Babe Ruth and all the very successful
travel programs that also use those fields on a daily basis (Arlington Travel Baseball is one that has had great success and
participation). Many thanks for being open to a dialogue with the powers that be in youth baseball in Arlington.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
3.2. Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Land acquisition for parks is hugely important. But the land acquisition criteria as explained in the Appendix place huge emphasis on
expanding existing parks.
That may make the small additional areas of parkland easier to maintain (since they only slightly increase the footprint of existing parks).
But there would be far greater benefit for dollar spent by acquiring lots that do NOT adjoin existing parkland. The plan does identify a
few large isolated lots for possible acquisition, but a much greater percentage of the acquisition dollars should be targeted at buying lots
that would offer entirely new areas of park. These spaces would be small, of course, but as a space for a mini forest or place to sit and
read, they offer far more benefits in terms of quality of life, additional tree canopy, open space availability, etc. than a tiny increase to an
existing park.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Section 3.2.2. correctly points out that obtaining "conservation easements on land that is crucial for natural or historic resource... [is] ...
an important preservation strategy.
But Arlington County actively discourages landowners from putting sections of their property under a conservation easement. How so?
Because the County refuses to allow a lower property assessment (and thus lower taxes) despite the lower value that results when
development rights are given away under the easement. Most other jurisdictions in VA (and indeed around the country) allow such
lower assessments.
The Plan needs to call on the County to change this policy and remove this serious disincentive to the Plan's own stated goal.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Priority Action 10, which should be Action #1: Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees. In that vein, Priority Action 1
should be #2: Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the next ten years.
On page 54, the draft points out Arlington has "practically no undeveloped land remaining," the above focus on natural resources and
public space is justified as the top priority. This is also true given 45% of Arlington is covered in impervious surfaces, and that is
increasing at 9 acres per year. The County's resiliency against climate change, and health of its population, rely on preserving habitat
and trees; even more so as the population increases.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
far greater focus and resources aimed at what the majority of people want (p. 77): 64% "indicated they would support maintaining and
preserving existing trees and natural areas - the highest rated improvement to the parks and recreation system." The benefits of trees -for health, well-being, and as a natural bulwark against climate change (which Don Beyer cites as the existential threat of our time) are
undisputed; protecting and maintaining the urban forest is vital.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Over the multi-year engagement process, including excellent community meetings last December, citizens have been told their input
matters. Any examples of how public input has already been incorporated (and/or will be) would be appreciated.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
Combination of: letters to DPR, participation in public
meetings, making Public Comment at Board meetings.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Provide more bicycle facilities not related to transportation ie Bike Parks and natural surface trails.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Allow bicycles on natural surface trails. Installation of a bicycle pump track facility in the county preferably near WOD trail or other other
paved surface trail.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Engage user community and volunteer organizations to assist with natural surface trail management/maintenance.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Maywood

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The inter connecting trails and their expansion along with the acquisition of 30 acres of additional public space.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
My primary concern is with the ability to follow the plan as designed. The Boards's record of using funds for specified purposes is spotty
at best. I've seen too many instances of funds being diverted to other projects at the whim of the board (the famed trolley along
Columbia Pike fiasco is a prime example along with funds appropriated for the fire station in Cherrydale that were consistently
diverted).So the one change I'd like to see added to this plan is to require the Board to spend funds appropriated for this project strictly
on this project.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Boulevard
Maonor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need to more land not more paved trails. I walk my dogs everyday and bikes are a threat. However the "idea" of shared trails is not
realistic. If a trail is paved, bikes will take over.
Bluemont Park and surrounded areas are more and more covered is concrete or paved area. Bon Air for example has two new
"cultivated" areas and thus less wild spaces for grass, and the public with dogs.
Between huge ball parks (mostly unused by the way) and bike trails, the park is losing its charm.
North Arlington parks (Marcy and the like) are more natural and still have trails and it is a pleasure to walk my dogs there. Why do we
have to pay for so much construction in our parks? Who are the people and the businesses that benefit the most?
If the board really cared about the community, it would not sell park land and properties but acquire new ones. It would not build and
pour concrete all over the park but preserve the little nature we still have.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add land.
Leave dirt trails alone. Separate bike trails for walking trails.
Let people and dogs truly experience nature and enjoy the park.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
This is a sad period for the environment. Even Rock Creek park in the city has more to offer for nature lovers. Arlington is losing its
charm every time a new concrete base is build for a bench or a structure. Our children do not need more playgrounds or baseball fields,
they need park land where they can run and discover. The density of the population is increasing and will increase even more in the
near future. We need to buy public land and not cover any with more concrete.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Yorktown

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need additional playing fields and support for the level of service definition in place in the draft report.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I am concerned with the Parks4Everyone rhetoric that fields should be "decommissioned." Every field is used and over used today by
thousands of families with children. Usage per field space is incredibly efficient.
There is plenty of unstructured space in Arlington, from Potomac Overlook park, to Four Mile Run, bike/walking paths and more.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Madison Manor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would simply add the development of mountain bike trails within Arlington.
There are currently many existing off-road paths that could be utilized for mountain biking and connected into a broader mountain bike
trail system. My understanding is that the development and maintenance costs to Arlington for such a system would be minimal as
MORE, the premier mountain biking club in the Mid-Atlantic region, has pledged financial and technical backing for developing a local
mountain bike trail network. Phoenix Bikes, an Arlington youth bike program, has also pledged technical support, which would provide
trail maintenance going forward in addition to instilling knowledge of land stewardship for it's members.
Moreover, a local trail network would provide mountain bike access to area youth, especially low income youth as well as encouraging
the development of biking clubs and teams within the Arlington Public School system.
In addition to all the other wonderful features of living in Arlington, a robust mountain bike trail network would make the city even more
inviting for future residents.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
limiting the open space plan. My family has two boys that play baseball in both Arlington Babe Ruth and Arlington Little League and
neither team has enough fields to practice on as it is. I believe the plan is to take away 11 existing baseball fields and turn them into
open space play areas. I think that is short sited. Baseball registrations are on the rise each year and more space is needed not less.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add more baseball fields, not take them away.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I am sure fans of the open space plan are tired of arriving at parks and not being able to find space due to kids playing baseball on the
fields, but please notice that they are complaining about fields that are already filled with kids playing. Please don't take that space away
from those kids. Possibly require developers to set aside public space in any new development plan for open play space.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would say 6.2.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Increase the likelihood that there will be actual follow-through on 4.4 and 4.5. I'm not sure how to do that, but staff should understand
that the public looks at these kinds of proposals and takes them with a grain of salt.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Let's not have this be just another entry into the round file.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The County needs to add more public space. It may need to increase the rate at which it add space as the County Board continues to
approved increased density and up zones areas outside of the metro corridors.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see a more robust commitment to acquire additional land. I fear that most of the new public spaces will be from privately
developed spaces with public easements.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The County needs to keep better track of privately developed spaces with public easements. They should also have a full database of
these public easements. It is sad that Rustico was able to take over the public space next to the restaurant for use as a beer garden
without the County's knowledge.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Mill

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Sound stewardship of our natural resources - tree canopy, preserving green space. Arlington has been a leader in urban forestry and
sustainable landscaping for years. As climate change intensifies it is even more important to recognize he many ways in which we can
work WITH nature to mitigate some of the negative effects.
Thank you for all that you have done in the past. Please continue to think and act creatively. This is also a mental health issue....many
studies are telling us that children and adults are healthier and violence is somewhat less
an issue when there are calming green spaces interspersed in cities.
Be as visionary looking ahead as you have been in the past.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Ensure as much north-south balance as possible. I believe this is assumed but just in case.....

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Thanks for the opportunity to access it and for the work that has gone into developing it. I continue to be a content Arlington resident!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Douglas Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
To build out and extend the bike trail network with inner and outer loops.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add pump tracks, cyclocross, and mountain bike facilities in Arlington (listed in priority and ease to actually build).

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Adding lights to existing sports fields. For example, putting lights at Williamsburg will vastly expand the capacity of those fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Do not convert any existing sports fields to open use fields. Once the sports-related infrastructure goes, it will never come back. Plus,
with the influx of Amazon employees, many who may have kids, will only increase the demands associated with playing sports.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Improve the existing fields and sports infrastructure before attempting prestige projects like fields on rooftops.
Also, the survey assumes everyone responding is in a civic association. This is not true. For example, my street (
falls outside all county civic associations. I was forced to select “don’t know” in order to submit the survey.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Keeping up the natural environmental spaces with attention on the tree canopy.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
In regard to the criteria listed in the Plan for deciding on whether or not to light athletic fields, it appears that the directive from the County
Board meeting in September 2017 was mostly overlooked. The motion read...."should also include field lighting criteria to be adopted as
part of the Public Spaces Master Plan that includes consideration of the 'Key Considerations for Evaluating Potential Field Lighting' from
Section IV of the Williamsburg Field Lighting Work Group.
I was a member of that working group. I would be happy to send you a copy of Section IV from our final report, upon request.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Overall, the plan looks worthwhile. There is no mention of public outdoor pools which would be quite popular although I do not think we
have the space. Any of the natural areas would not be a good place for one.
Could a sportsplex be included on the Amazon campus?

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Reconsider the use of synthetic turf
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. It looks like there are many positive developments to look forward to in Arlington County. This
note focuses only on Appendix III, synthetic playing surfaces.
Appendix III of the Public Spaces Master Plan describes the large-scale conversion of Arlington County’s athletic fields to synthetic turf.
The report cites several benefits of this artificial turf such as reduced maintenance cost, greater consistency, and improved durability.
Yet there is no mention of the significant health and environmental hazards associated with turf made from ground-up motor vehicle
tires. The drawbacks include potential carcinogenic exposures, water contamination, elevated surface temperatures/ burn risk, and
questions about hygiene and sanitation. To embrace synthetic turf without a full assessment and public discussion of the options would
not be wise. I urge the County to suspend its conversion to crumb rubber fields, to undertake a careful assessment of alternatives, and
to ensure that the Arlington community has an opportunity to participate in these conversations. Without these actions and public
engagement, it is not possible to support the proposed conversion to synthetic turf as outlined in the Master plan.
Crumb rubber is made from ground-up car and truck tires. It derives from hydrocarbons that super-heat and off-gas on warm days,
releasing such chemicals as benzothiazole, an acutely toxic respiratory irritant and dermal sensitizer, and carbon black, a known
carcinogen.
The artificial blades of grass contain plasticizers (to make them pliable), stabilizers (to prevent photo-degradation from the sun) and fire
retardants (to make the surfaces non-flammable) - each of these chemical classes warrant human exposure concerns. These
chemicals can affect the children who play on these crumb rubber fields, and in hot weather there is also a significant burn hazard. In
addition, there are questions about sanitation, since synthetic turf cannot break down body fluids, bird droppings, etc.
The extent to which these play surfaces affect children’s health has not been determined. However, in light of the uncertainties about
health risks, nationally there is a movement away from using recycled tires in children’s playgrounds and playing fields. Instead of
crumb rubber, the infill can be made from natural materials. New York City uses natural ingredients in its new turf installations, for
example, and the Los Angeles Unified School District has removed crumb rubber from play areas for kids, replacing them with natural
fibers. Several jurisdictions use Geo Turf, which is made from coconut fiber and cork. See more detail at http://www.geoturfusa.com/
Arlington could consider also Nike’s product, Nike Grind, which is made from recycled surplus manufacturing materials and athletic
footwear. https://www.nikegrind.com/
Please consider amending the Public Spaces Master Plan to address the health and environmental hazards associated with crumbrubber playgrounds and playing fields, the need for public input, and the range of alternatives available.
Sincerely,
(member of APS Sustainability Advisory Committee and Arlington Bicycle Advisory Committee, but submitting these comments on my
own behalf)

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
(I heard the presentation to the Arlington Bicycle Advisory
Committee)
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Not to eliminate any youth sports fields with in Arlington County. These fields are already at a minimum and it would greatly impact
these programs.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The thoughtful way in which the plan was prepared does a great job in presenting the needs of the county and exploring ways that we
can develop amenities in a way that 1) makes the best use of our limited space; 2) considers the county as a whole, with input from
local groups. It's not a recommendation, but I do appreciate that you've counted open diamond fields as public space. Opening the
fields when they're not being used is a great service to the community and has increased the amount of open space available for casual
uses like just playing catch with a family member (and I've used them this way)!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Population-based estimates are a good way to get at use needs, with one caution: almost half of the diamond fields in the county are
controlled by APS and can't be impacted by DPR or improved by Little League and Babe Ruth, which have been adopting fields for
improvements and some maintenance, to relieve pressure on the County's maintenance efforts and field fund. Our fields also are not
one-size-fits-all, which might be considered when deciding what field capacity looks like. You get at this with the commentary about
turfing and lighting Gunston and setting up the field so that younger and older ballplayers can use it -- it would be great to have more of
this type of development to extend the playing hours and seasons of our fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I appreciate all of the public engagement that has contributed to this plan, which provides a framework for ongoing conversations about
our resources and open spaces.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Douglas Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
There are so many programs and facilities to manage and oversee that there is a calling for assistance in assuring that their financing,
maintenance and management is carried out in the most efficient manner. An auditing mechanism should be instituted that can verify
that there are no conflicting appropriations, duplications, or insufficient oversight. An independent auditing mechanism can determine
whether programs work at cross-purposes or are not allocating funding in the most efficient way.
Arlington County has resisted the institution of auditing oversight in its operations. No one suspects that there exists intentional waste,
fraud or abuse, yet U.S Federal government agencies welcome auditors to assist in honing the management oversight and ensuring that
tax dollars are spent in the most judicious manner. It is time that Arlington County did the same.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I did not read the entire plan, so my following comment may have been addressed. Is there a way of determining the level of health of
Arlingtonians, from adolescence through adulthood. The Plan is directed towards well-being, and these programs should address
health needs. How well do they address the health needs of our citizens?

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I am impressed with the number of parks in Arlington. We should be proud that they exist. I would like to have assurances that they will
continue to be properly maintained.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The Plan in general smartly accounts for the massive growth that will continue in our community. As population increases (thank you
Amazon), more demand for open spaces and parks will cause rifts between groups who can share space. The LOS model based on
population is a sensible approach to addressing future needs for limited spaces and amenities.
In section 1.4.2, the Plan cites multi-use fields as a solution that can maximize space--this too is a good approach, particularly when
coupled with artificial turf and lighting.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would lean forward on the use of partnerships (mentioned in 4.3.2) as a creative solution to augmenting County funded upgrades to
facilities like parks and sports fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Applaud the County and DPR for being forward looking and having a plan to address huge demand pressures in the years to come.
Let's get on with it and put this into motion.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I’m concerned that the plan doesn’t address the impacts that Amazon will have on the Plan. The decision to pursue Amazon was a
decision to embrace the further urbanization of Arlington and it’s consequences should alter our perception of the balance of the types of
recreational activities we promote. We are adding young people and young families. Team sports are extremely popular in Arlington and
allow for good density of recreation (lots of people, small space). As I’m sure anyone who has a child in sports or other recreational
activities will tell you, we don’t have enough facilities now. And we definitely don’t have enough space for adult activities. While I love
open spaces and think that they add a great deal to a community, they are not as valuable to an urban community for recreation as
sports fields are. I understand there is a group trying to argue that sports fields are underutilized space. I’m sure that careful
consideration of the information will show that that is not true. Please don’t remove ball fields and courts for open space.
Also, perhaps new construction of large residential complexes could be required to include turf sports fields (maybe on the roof) or
basketball gyms in with the workout rooms.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
What I would change is not what is "in the Plan," but instead is what is meant by "community engagement" with the plan. Arlington is an
amazing place to live, but renters are often curiously left out of knowing what is going on. Many young people do not know that there are
civic organizations, are not on email lists, and do not feel that their voices matter in the areas they call home. I have never once seen
any outreach to apartment buildings, and I have heard over and over again from Arlingtonians that anyone who doesn't pay property
taxes doesn't really matter.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I am writing to urge you to take seriously the needs of walkers in our community. Your plan on paper appears to care about us, but my
experience is that, in practice, Arlington is willing to sacrifice walkers to all other forms of transportation. Many walkers are afraid to walk
on our beautiful trails, due to aggressive bikers. Many walkers are now having difficulty with scooters on our sidewalks, which the
county has chosen to glibly address with "we will put out education," while not actually helping with the problem. Many walkers are
threatened almost daily with cars and bicycles running clearly marked pedestrian crosswalks. If I cannot safely get to a public space,
and if I am not safe once I get there, all the careful and thoughtful planning you have accomplished will be in vain.
I am also writing in the hopes that I can educate you on the needs of hearing impaired/deaf walkers. Many, it seems, do not realize that
the hard of hearing cannot hear a bicycle/scooter coming up behind them. The "on your left" call is not an effective way of keeping the
walker safe.
Walking is the slowest mode of transportation, and is clearly seen by the other modes as an irritant. I am hopeful that Arlington will not
sacrifice our needs as it moves forward with this impressive and well-thought-out plan.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I like the whole plan. The most important thing is to acquire the 30 acres of land for public space.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would change nothing.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Good job on getting this far. Thanks to all who participated.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Buckingham

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The plan is very well formulated and includes all the possible recommendations.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please work with the National Park Service to create a safe and easy access from Memorial Bridge to the Mount Vernon Trail on the
north side of the bridge.
Bikers and walkers are currently crossing two stretches of the GW Parkway on makeshift paths without traffic lights and/or crosswalk
signs. The best would be some form of stairs from the bridge straight down to the trail. A spiral staircase would work fine for walkers,
although it would not be a solution for bikers.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Highland Park Overlee Knolls

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please protect our baseball fields. Baseball is a huge part of our kids’ lives. It keeps them outside 10xs more than if they did not play.
And as a parent, it keeps me outside enjoying the fresh air and comradery of the other parents. It may be the single most important part
in making us feel a part of the Arlington Community, and we are not a couple bumps on a log as it is.
The scheduling of games is a very difficult task for our league and we need all the fields we can get. My husband and I moved from the
city to Arlington only because we believe it’s the best place to raise out kids. This is a great county and we appreciate all the county
board does for us.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Alcova Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Use of land. Need data to support the recommendations in the plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add data to support recommendations.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Alternatives to adding more green space.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Recognizing that green space is a premium in the county that must be shared by all, I support the use of the population-based level of
service model for allocated space, particularly for youth and adult athletics. As the school population grows, and with Amazon, will grow
even larger than originally anticipated, the need for adequate field space is essential for our community. Fields, in particular diamond
fields, already are lacking during the busy times of the season.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The use of multi-field sports, with artificial turf to minimize rain-outs, will yield the highest rate of return and the highest usage. I also
suggest that the county revisit its prohibition on advertising at county fields and allow facilities to sell naming rights or other advertising
features to help defray the costs of construction and maintenance. Public/private partnerships are a good goal.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Leeway Overlee

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The PSMP talks about multi-use fields and using partnerships (section 4.3.2) to help fund major projects—the sports community
supports these forward-looking ideas.
I welcome efforts to maximize the use of all spaces. That includes collaboration on improving the field allocation process and longer
term, converting fields to artificial surfaces which can handle increased use and withstand inclement weather.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
the peak season use is challenging at best, a plan to convert to artificial turf will make multi-use most practical.
A tournament that my Lions Club sponsored was canceled due to rain, artificial turf would have allowed us
to go on. We had a lot of expense that did not get used appropriately or give exposure to both the Lions efforts and the baseball players
skills.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
Our club donated $5,000 for artificial turf in South Arlington
ball field
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need to properly maintain our athletic fields and preserve those fields for use.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Finding field space for practices and games during peak times is very challenging and with the school population this will only continue.
We’re supportive of the PSMP and its use of a population-based level of service (LOS) approach. The population-based LOS used
throughout the PSMP is common for city planners and requires far fewer assumptions than a utilization-based LOS approach suggested
by Parks4Everyone. Using utilization-based LOS approach only for athletic fields but not for other facilities like bike trails and
playgrounds would undermine the integrity of the PSMP.
The PSMP talks about multi-use fields and using partnerships (section 4.3.2) to help fund major projects—these are good ideas and the
sports community supports these forward-looking ideas.
We welcome efforts to maximize the use of all spaces. That includes collaboration on improving the field allocation process and longer
term, converting fields to artificial surfaces which can handle increased use and withstand inclement weather.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
4.3 - establishing public/private partnerships with groups like the Arlington Sports Foundation to create and maintain youth athletic
fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The population-based LOS approach is the most appropriate approach for the PSMP to use when it comes to sports field planning, and
planning in general. Utilizing a different approach for sports fields than for other amenities as inappropriate and agenda-driven, and
requires many, many more assumptions. For example, a utilization-based approach would necessarily need to estimate the number of
rain days to effectively determine availability and therefore utilization. This would require a level of false precision that would, by
definition, generate a meaningless result.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
There is an inadequate number of athletic fields in Arlington. With the increasing school population and the the desire of young adults to
have sports leagues to play in, we need to be looking at maximizing our athletic field availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
It's pretty skewed. I'd say honesty and accountability should be the most important values for our community. How about doing a real
study? What are you afraid of?

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years, and we can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan (affecting our budget and land use) are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields. This is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY PLEASE! We can't always get what we want, especially in these belt-tightening times. Please practice
some restraint and common sense. The County sometimes acts as if they have a bottomless wallet.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Green spaces and so forth

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Ensure that access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support casual impromptu use and connection with nature.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
We need to ensure that the recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
It is inexcusable that the recommendations made in the draft POPS are based on flawed information and that DPR is effectively saying
it is more important to get it done rather than get it right. It calls into question the entire process and objectivity of DPR. I am shocked
that the response thus far has been to cover up these glaring mistakes rather than attempting to correct them and fire those individuals
responsible for them.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields. This is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Clarendon/Courthouse

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Arlington County should continue to prioritize the importance of organized youth sports, including baseball, softball, soccer, and
basketball. Organizations such as Arlington Little League, Arlington Babe Ruth, and Arlington Soccer Association need to continue to
have adequate fields available, including diamond fields and rectangular fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Usable trails for mountain bikers.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Allow mountain biking in Arlington

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Mountain biking in the Arlington is important for the following reasons:
1. It is healthy, fun, and encourages social interaction
2. The is lots of open green space and established natural trails in the county that can be easily used
3.Opening trails to mountain bikers cost minimal money and would bring in trail advocacy and maintenance groups such as MORE.
4. Many of the existing trails have erosion and no maintenance. MORE provides funds and people to maintain the trail.
5. The youth in the county currently need to get a ride in car to ride the trails, when they could be doing it in their back yard.
6. Mountain biking would bring in people and $ from outside the area, helping the economy.
7. Arlington is one of the few areas in the baltimore DC metro area that does not allow mountain biking

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Increased field space for youth athletics.
So many children live in , and will be moving to, ARL. Sports are a critical component of positive healthy development. Great for the
community.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More synthetic fields, particularly 90ft baseball.
Multi use fields a big plus.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The most important recommendation is to use a population-based level of service (LOS) approach for athletic field/facility use. Such an
approach is commonly used by city planners, because it requires less speculation than a utilization-based LOS approach.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
As a board member of a diamond sport organization--ABR--I know what a challenge it is to find field space for practices and games
during peak times. This difficulty limits flexibility in the event of inclement weather and scheduling conflicts, taxes field volunteers who
tend to fields, and generally reduces the overall playing opportunity of kids during the season. The strain on field availability, and the
impact it has on kids, coaches, and other volunteers, is going to increase with the opening of Amazon's HQ2. It is critical that county
leadership recognize this and adapt and plan accordingly.

Also, the plan discussing multi-use fields and using partnerships (section 4.3.2) to help fund major projects. This is a creative approach
to resource development that the sports community generally favors. We welcome efforts to collaborate on such projects and to
maximize the use of all spaces. That includes collaboration on improving the field allocation process and longer term, converting fields to
artificial surfaces which can handle increased use and withstand inclement weather.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Continued and even increased availability of fields for youth sports leagues. These are important for physical and social development
and offers opportunities for community ties to be strengthened. This is especially true for families who have parents with less flexible
work arrangements who cannot always engage in school day activities. (Usually lower income and no English speaking adults, so this is
a huge opportunity for community inclusion)

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Our children need access to recreation for organized sports and activities. It's a challenge to find fields for the younger baseball and
soccer stars. They system for getting into gymnastics and indoor activities is on the level of absurd.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Better access and a better system for registration for county activities.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Strategic Direction 3, to protect, restore and expand the natural and historic resources.
The MOST critical factor is to preserve the natural areas of Arlington -- because there is no way to rebuild them once lost. Tree-planting
(and other recommendations in this plan) can never replace the natural areas lost to development, building recreational facilities,
increasing access trails, poor maintenance and invasive species.
The specific recommendation that is most important is 3.5.1 to identify opportunities for conservation stewardship activities, such as
removing garbage and invasives.
But, the critical need is to make the preservation of natural areas the top priority. Many other parts of the plan are terrible, because they
will destroy natural areas.
Please stop destroying natural areas to build recreational facilities, expand recreational facilities and build new access paths.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would not allow the Urban Forestry Master Plan and the Natural Resources Master Plan to remain subordinate units of the PSMP
because this"new" PSMP will lead to greater damage to our precious, irreplaceable natural areas.
Preservation of Arlington's declining natural areas must be given equal weight in the planning process. Rather than meet the priority
task of preserving natural areas, and protecting them from invasive species, the Department of Parks and Recreation frequently uses
"maintenance capital" funds to rebuild and expand park amenities and infrastructure. The Staff claims that maintenance capital projects
are exempt from environmental impact assessment requirements! That is shocking, because the County can never replace the natural
areas it allow its own staff to damage or even destroy by acting without environmental impact assessments. The amount of tree loss on
just a handful of public sites is appalling: https://arlingtontreeactiongroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/v2-Tree-Removal-NumbersMatrix-for-Public-Sites-as-of-8-28-18.pdf.
This PSMP will use our tax dollars and bond money to harm Arlington, because it is mainly a plan to add man-made infrastructure to
parks, without the vital preservation of natural areas and existing forests. I recommend you make the Urban Forestry and Natural
Resources Plans stand-alone plans that are equal to the PSMP.
The PSMP pays no more than lip service to natural resources and the tree canopy. Instead, it contains contradictory goals focused
almost entirely on developing public parkland and open space to fill them with "amenities," ignoring the fact that as nature is the most
precious amenity Arlington has. Access to these natural areas is already sufficient. The PMSP plans for greater "access" means more
impervious surfaces, more land disturbance, fewer trees and less natural space for everyone.
This is dangerous and foolish, because much of these precious natural areas existing to protect Arlington from devastating flooding.
County Staff has noted how the rapid proliferation of impervious surfaces is causing growing water to overwhelm the stormwater
management infrastructure and fuel serious flooding countywide. Much of Arlington's public parkland lies within or adjacent to streams,
floodplains and Chesapeake Bay resource protection areas. After the devastating floods and hurricanes in the 1970s, the Army Corps of
Engineers designed a new stormwater channel. This storm channel works together with land acquisition specified in Arlington's original,
1958 Stormwater Master Plan, which recognized the relationship between land use changes and runoff:
"In one of its most important recommendations, floodplain land acquisition was recommended to avoid flooding in areas near streams.
This recommendation led to the acquisition of parkland along most County streams and was the basis for establishing the parks
adjacent to Lubber Run, Four Mile Run, Gulf Branch, Donaldson Run, Doctor’s Branch and Windy Run." p. 3 2014 Stormwater Master
Plan http://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=2800&meta_id=124249
This land was purchased intentionally to keep it natural and undeveloped so that it could absorb the maximum level of runoff to mitigate
flooding downstream.
The PSMP needs to recognize the special nature of public parkland, its critical importance to water and air quality as well and flood
control, and the need to limit land disturbance, reduce impervious surfaces and severely restrict mature tree removal (trees of 10 inch
dbh and up) on public parkland.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
You need to re-insert the results of the scientifically valid 2016 public survey in the PSMP. This data was in a previous draft, used to
produce Fig. 17, which listed the public respondents' top priority investments for outdoor spaces and public parks. The overwhelming
majority of citizens wanted these priority investments made outdoors: hiking trails, natural areas & wildlife habitat, and paved multiuse
trails. The public does not want development of public parkland with lots of new "amenities." What Staff is recommending in this PMSP
conflicts with the priorities that the public has identified!
This PSMP needs to be readjusted so that its plans for new facilities and "amenities" align with the public's stated priorities.
It's good that the PSMP calls for acquiring an additional 30 acres of park/open space, but County staff and the Board say they lack
funds do to this. That makes it all the more critical that this PSMP be revised to ensure the protection of existing natural areas.
Rather than spending the money that is earmarked to purchase the WETA building in the Four Mile Run Valley to create an "arts
district," the PSMP should increase its emphasis preserving and restoring natural areas, including by reducing the footprint of existing
facilities and the number of new facilities.
Another reason to stop building new facilities is the the County lacks the resources to properly maintain its existing facilities -- and the
County budget is project to have a shortfall this year.
For any new construction in the PSMP, you must specify where operating and maintenance funds will be obtained to support the
infrastructure. The PSMP should shift its bond capacity from building new facilities to maintaining existing facilities and natural areas.
The PSMP needs to be based on what the community has said tis priorities are. It baffles me to see Arlington and its parks often
compared to St Paul, MN, which has a lower population density (5,899 people/sq mi) and over twice as much land area (56 sq mi). St
Paul a higher percentage of parkland per square mile than Arlington (15%, or 4,937 acres) versus Arlington with just 11.3% parkland
with 1,787 acres (including school property).
Arlington much less space and higher population density. It cannot with and cannot match St Paul's numbers for how public space
should be used. Trying to do so distorts and harms the PSMP analysis. The PSMP needs to drop these erroneous quantitative
estimates for sports field demand.
The problem with access to sports fields is due to a lack of routine, regular maintenance that leaves many fields unplayable. The PSMP
does not explain how the County will maintain new facilities when it clearly fails to maintain existing ones. The PSMP should also
include improve the reservation system to make more efficient use of fields. Usage data show that Arlington has a surplus of baseball
fields already. A lot of the reserved time goes unused.

Thank you

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Columbia Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The Obama Administration created a national program to promote pollinator highways that focused on utility rights-of-way. To date
Arlington has not engaged in this program, although it would dovetail with the concept of the "Biophilic" community that is now under
active discussion.
Creating a pollinator corridor in Arlington would be consistent with our ideals and would have the support of Arlington residents. Section
3.2 (page 96) of the draft report makes mention of "pollinator patches." However, the report does not include any specific plans.
I recommend that Arlington County create a small ad hoc study group to create a plan for a pollinator corridor(s) through Arlington.
Obvious sites would be areas next to the W&OD trail, or median strips (like that on George Mason Drive). These areas would probably
require signage to let people know what's going on, an active plan to STOP mowing these areas and allow vegetation to grow. It could
also include programs with the schools to plant appropriate native plants and monitor the pollinators who will be attracted to these
corridors.
Such a program would cost relatively little but would make an impact on our nation's ability to save the Monarch Butterfly and other
pollinator species.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
There is no one recommendation that stands out but rather the aggregation of the strategies and actions reflected in the Plan. Overall,
the PSMP offers a wealth of innovative strategies for expanding the availability of parks, recreational facilities, and amenities within the
overall context of limited opportunities to physically expand the footprint parks and natural areas and is very comprehensive. The
proposed plan offers a useful roadmap for continuing to expand and improve access for residents to a broad range of facilities and
amenities, particularly for access to nature and spaces for casual recreation.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The vision articulated for Arlington’s public spaces would be reinforces with the inclusion of clear, measurable goals for achieving that
vision beyond the target goal of adding 30 acres of new public spaces over the next ten years. Many of the proposed actions offer the
basis for such goals but are generally undercut with language such as “consider”, “explore” or even weaker “consider exploring
opportunities.” Given the high priority expressed by resident for expanding natural areas and particularly the tree canopy, the plan
should commit to becoming a biophilic city (rather than simply “Explore opportunities to participate in or join the Biophilic Cities
movement). Additional goals that should be articulated include:
• The creation of corridors that would connect fragmented natural areas and provide healthier habitats for local wildlife
• Expansion of the tree canopy to as much as 50 percent from the current level of 41 percent
• Measurable improvements in water quality of streams
• Reduction of lawn area in public parks and APS property in favor of more natural landscaping featuring native trees, shrubs, and
plants,
• Ensuring that all residents are within 10 minutes walking distance of a park as alluded to in a sidebar blurb
• Making all recreational facilities easily accessible through multi-modal means and particularly by public transportation.
• Adoption of the International Dark-Skies Association’s Community Friendly Outdoor Sports Lighting program guidelines to reduce
nighttime light pollution
• Restatement of relevant goals in Arlington’s other comprehensive plans.
The PSMP appears to obscure the challenges the County faces in meeting the competing priorities for public space expressed by
participants in the process and the plan’s assessment of future needs. Actions for expanding and improving public spaces (section 1)
calls for the use of level of service as a planning tool to manage public space assets efficiently. In Appendix II that describes the results
from the level of service analysis that was conducted, however, an estimated 26 acres of new public lands would be required to meet
expected demand for sports playing fields in 2035, which at face value would absorb almost all of the recommended acquisition of new
land. The plan notes that such expansion is impractical but never clearly articulates the challenges presented by this analysis in the
body or offers guidance to meeting demands within physical constraints or criteria for making tradeoffs.
The plan would be much improved if it specifically and up front stated that meeting expected demand for public facilities and amenities
as well as expanded natural areas will only be possible through creative approaches and strong public-private partnerships. Many of
these innovative strategies are described in the plan but without this necessary context. The Plan would also be improved with greater
clarity on how the possible opportunities for park expansion laid out in Appendix II would help meet the estimated demands. Most of
them appear to be small parcels of land that only marginally increase the size of individual parks.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The PSMP should give greater emphasis on engaging the private sector to promoting Privately Owned Public Spaces as a key strategy
for expanding the availability of public spaces. Currently the draft has one action (1.1.4) that mentions these spaces plus Appendix III
with the focus on design standards. The plan should include actions for the County to specifically work with developers to incorporate
public spaces as part of the development as well incorporating biophilic elements (and other sustainability features) into their designs.
Incentives built into the permitting process should be developed to encourage such actions. Developers of multi-family housing and
even commercial properties should also be encouraged to add facilities and amenities such as casual gathering areas, community
gardens, dog runs, and swimming pools for residents, which would ease some of the pressure on County resources. The Plan should
also include actions to develop incentives for home owners to preserve and expand their tree canopy and incorporate more naturefriendly features.
The Plan offers numerous actions for expanding partnerships with Arlington Public Schools as one of the key partners but there is room
for improvement. Action 3.2.4, which calls for collaboration with APS to identify, preserve, enhance, and maintain natural and historic
resources, could be strengthened by including or even focusing on expanding natural areas and the tree canopy on school property by
replacing unused lawn area with native planting of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants. Washington-Lee High School, for example,
has a large expansion of grass area facing Quincy Road. While there are some trees parallel to the sidewalk, the addition of more trees
and other plantings could offer small areas for public use and serve as an educational resource for the schools without cutting into lawn
area now used for various sports practices.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Having just raised two active sports boy in Arlington, the largest challenge facing the sports community will continue to be the need for
high-quality practice and game space. As such, recommendations that will maintain existing spaces and create new spaces are the
most important to me.
Specifically, the following specific recommendations are most important:
• 1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
• 1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
• 4.3.2 Finding Partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding partners may be the best way to ensure
that the needed fields and improvements get constructed.
We visit complexes in the area that have corporate sponsorships and involvement. We should consider a new model for sports
complexes. The Montgomery County Sport Plex is a good example of a mix of corporate and local govt funding.
Here is an example of what Virginia Beach built https://vbfutsal.recdesk.com/Community/Page?pageId=1860
Also Raliegh North Carolina has a business model where their CASL soccer tournament series brings hotel room nights into their town.
So the Raliegh Visitors Bureau helps fund the complex.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I find the plan to be very well thought out and have no major changes. My only minor concern is how the methodology for finding how
the field use is determined. I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program participants live might be better. For example,
in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is underserved.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.
I do urge the rapid adoption of this plan so we can proceed to the next steps of finding additional field space for our kids to use for
practice and games.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would add in more outdoor working areas, especially along the orange line corridor. For example, I live in a Ballston by Quincy Park
and there are numerous things to do in the park but not one pull up or dip bar. There is so much space there and so many young
people (25-35) that the exercise “equipment” could certainly be easily and cheaply installed and used greatly. I recommend body weight
exercise equipment be installed in parks with ample room. A pull up bar is very cheap and could even by installed on a warehouse
shed.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Appeal to the demographics immediately surrounding each park.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
Called a hotline one time to make my above mentioned
suggestion
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Pickleball(PB) is a quickly growing sport which allows four people to vigorously exercise on a court one-half to one-third the size of a
tennis court. Since there are 89 tennis courts in Arlington, some of which are underused, the time has come to dedicate some of these
courts to PB. This summer a pilot program at WR proved Arlington has many PB players but we shouldn't have to put up/take down nets
every day in order to play.
We also need indoor PB courts. TJ has become the "mecca" for upper level PB players in our area. Since PB needs a court on which to
be played, let's try to minimize scheduling of other activities on the indoor PB courts. (not referring to school sports) Also, when there
are school holidays, TJ staff should be able to modify schedule so that the maximum number of PB courts can stay open during that
time.
Arlington is an urban county with more people moving in. PB is a good sport for all ages and takes up little space. Please make more
courts available.
Thank you.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More use of diamond fields when the sport is not being played, ie baseball and softball. However, any group using the outfield must
understand there are limitations to how space can be used. Cars may not be driven across the outfield. Loud music is not allowed.
This has been a problem at Quincy Park softball field when used by non-softball players.
Thank you.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please - more PB courts.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I am supportive of the PSMP and its use of a population-based level of service (LOS) approach. The population-based LOS used
throughout the PSMP is common for city planners and requires far fewer assumptions than a utilization-based LOS approach suggested
by Parks4Everyone. Using utilization-based LOS approach only for athletic fields but not for other facilities like bike trails and
playgrounds would undermine the integrity of the PSMP.
The PSMP talks about multi-use fields and using partnerships (4.3.2) to help fund major projects—these are good ideas and the sports
community supports these forward-looking ideas. We welcome efforts to maximize the use of all spaces. That includes collaboration on
improving the field allocation process and longer term, converting fields to artificial surfaces which can handle increased use and
withstand inclement weather.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The County needs to know that finding field space for practices and games during peak times is very challenging. That’s our experience
right now—and we know from APS data and predictions post-Amazon news that this will only continue.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Rosslyn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.5.12 and 1.5.13 are extremely important. They acknowledge the importance of planning for multi-modal accessibility in every aspect,
and to understand that streets can be more than just car storage. Streets are public space too--and are we really using them to the
betterment of our whole community?

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would expand the considerations in the Land Acquisition section. I would expand the search process for Land to include small parcels
and behind-houses pieces of land that may not look like much, but have the potential to connect neighborhoods through a footpath or
missing piece of trail network. Even small parcels next to streets can be small pocket parks or places for benches that otherwise would
not be usable by members of the public. And pieces of land next to houses can connect culs-de-sac in previously cut-off neighborhoods.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The Plan does a good job of mentioning accessibility, trails as transportation networks, and funding for sidewalks, but there needs to be
stronger, more specific language throughout (e.g., on page 74 there is a mention of parks being made accessible to the 'greatest extent
possible,' which doesn't imply an imperative or a responsible party, and doesn't go far enough). Similarly, on page 85 there is a mention
of the Neighborhood Conservation Program to fund sidewalk gaps, but that program has been cut so another funding source should be
identified to supplement these critical safe routes.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email
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Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
3.2.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees.
This is the most important of all the recommendations in the PSMP. Yet it is not being taken seriously.
Because the PSMP is predominately a plan to add man-made infrastructure to parks, there is virtually no hope of tree and natural
resource preservation on public land using the current language.
Though there is nominal lip service paid to natural resources and the tree canopy in the PSMP, the bulk of the document contains
contradictory goals focused almost entirely on developing public parkland and open space to fill them with "amenities," as if nature
weren't a precious amenity in its own right. The document talks about giving humans greater "access," which translates to more
impervious surfaces, more land disturbance, fewer trees and less natural space for everyone to enjoy. This at a time when staff has
noted the rapid proliferation of impervious surfaces, which is causing growing runoff volumes to overwhelm the stormwater management
infrastructure and is fueling serious flooding countywide: http://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?
view_id=2&clip_id=3567&meta_id=180499.
Results of the scientifically valid 2016 Parks & Recreation Needs Assessment Survey appear to have been scrubbed from the PSMP.
This data was used to produce Fig. 17 in a previous PSMP draft. Fig. 17 listed the public respondents' top priority investments for
outdoor spaces and public parks. See p. iv: 2016 Parks & Recreation Needs Assessment Survey: https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.useast-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/01/Arlington-County-Parks-Rec-Survey-Findings-Report-May-9-2016.pdf
The overwhelming majority of citizens want these priority investments made outdoors: hiking trails, natural areas & wildlife habitat, and
paved multiuse trails. The public isn't asking for the development of public parkland with lots of expensive "amenities"; instead it is staff
spending limited resources on outdoor infrastructure that conflicts with the priorities that the public has identified.
Though the PSMP calls for acquiring an additional 30 acres of park/open space, the manager and board have almost no funds (a small,
unused amount rolled over from the last CIP) to make this goal even remotely possible for at least 10 years. That makes it all the more
necessary for us to preserve, not pave over, the limited amount of natural space that we still have.
"With no new funding scheduled from bond funds over the next ten years, the Program will focus on utilizing remaining Bond and PAYG
balances (approximately $3.5 M) to fund high priority opportunities that arise." Adopted FY2019-FY2028 CIP, p. C-51.
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2018/06/CIP-Combined.pdf. [Note: Roughly half of this $3.5 million
is already earmarked to purchase the WETA building in the Four Mile Run Valley, where staff intends to create an "arts district."]
The PSMP should acknowledge the lack of funding for the next 10 years and place a much greater emphasis on sustainability, including
the preservation and restoration of existing parkland and natural spaces by reducing the footprint of existing facilities and reducing the
number of new facilities. We must become better stewards of the land we already have because we are unlikely to get additional
acreage in the future — if it is even available.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
RECOMMENDATION: Make the Urban Forestry and Natural Resources Plans stand alone plans that are equal in weight and
importance to the PSMP rather than subordinate to the PSMP.
So long as the Urban Forestry Master Plan and the Natural Resources Master Plan remain subordinate units of the PSMP, the "new"
PSMP will be no more successful than the old version in terms of protecting tree canopy and natural resources.
Preservation of Arlington's dwindling mature tree canopy and natural resources must be given equal weight in the planning process.
DPR frequently uses "maintenance capital" funds to rebuild and expand park amenities and infrastructure. Staff claims that maintenance
capital projects are exempt from environmental impact assessment requirements. A review of tree loss on just a handful of public sites
is truly shocking: https://arlingtontreeactiongroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/v2-Tree-Removal-Numbers-Matrix-for-Public-Sitesas-of-8-28-18.pdf.
Because the PSMP is predominately a plan to add man-made infrastructure to parks, there is virtually no hope of tree and natural
resource preservation on public land using the current language.
The fact that much of Arlington's public parkland lies within or adjacent to streams, floodplains and Chesapeake Bay resource protection
areas (RPAs) isn't an accident. After the devastating floods and hurricanes in the 1970s, the Army Corps of Engineers designed new
stormwater channel. This storm channel works together with land acquisition specified in Arlington's original, 1958 Stormwater Master
Plan, which recognized the relationship between land use changes and runoff:
"In one of its most important recommendations, floodplain land acquisition was recommended to avoid flooding in areas near streams.
This recommendation led to the acquisition of parkland along most County streams and was the basis for establishing the parks
adjacent to Lubber Run, Four Mile Run, Gulf Branch, Donaldson Run, Doctor’s Branch and Windy Run." p. 3 2014 Stormwater Master
Plan http://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=2800&meta_id=124249
This land was purchased intentionally to keep it natural and undeveloped so that it could absorb the maximum level of runoff to mitigate
flooding downstream. And yet every park "project" is a chainsaw massacre (even with resource protection areas) with huge increases in
hardscape and impervious surfaces. Just at Lubber Run, there will be a loss of over 100 mature trees, many near the steep grade
leading down to Lubber Run.
This ongoing rape and exploitation of public land must stop before we have lost our entire tree canopy and our streams become nothing
more than stormwater ditches. It is pointless to spend millions to "preserve" the lower end of Four Mile Run while simultaneously
degrading the land by paving it over and killing trees that will ultimately degrade the upper end of Four Mile Run.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We are facing a significant budgetary shortfall in FY2020. Tight budgets are likely to be the norm for the foreseeable future. In other
words, even as DPR adds more and more expensive "amenities," it will have the same amount of money (or possibly less) to care for all
this new infrastructure. Currently, DPR has trouble keeping sports fields in playable condition. Trees in our parks get pruned only once
every 17 years or so — far too infrequent to provide meaningful benefit.
In the last downturn, the County Board savaged the park/recreation budget (FY2010 and FY2011), cutting many maintenance and
operational positions and funding that has never been restored. Since then, DPR front-line staff are constantly being told to do more
with less as more and more infrastructure and facilities are added without commensurate increases in the operating budget. This isn't a
sustainable or realistic plan. The PSMP is silent on where operating funds will be found to support all this new infrastructure.
RECOMMENDATION: In the PSMP, acknowledge the lack of funding for proper maintenance and operation of existing facilities. Place a
greater emphasis on sustainability in the document and in practice. Shift limited bond capacity from expansionary projects and new
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facilities/amenities to fixing what we already have. Look for ways to find additional efficiencies in DPR's budget in order to identify more
funding that can be allocated to routine maintenance and repair to keep fields and facilities in good working order 100% of the time.
In a recent ARLnow column (https://www.arlnow.com/2018/11/08/peters-take-parks-countywide-planning-document-is-still-seriouslyflawed/), Peter Rousselot covers an additional significant PSMP shortcoming: basing "need" for facilities on flawed level of service
(LOS) computations that don't include current utilization and projected demand data, as advised by the consultant that recommended
using LOS.
"[G]uidelines are provided that help each community determine its own LOS standard based on current supply/demand and future
supply/demand projections." 1.2 LOS Development, p. 1, http://parks4everyone.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/POPS_LOSMethodology_171220.pdf
Why is utilization data so important? Because each jurisdiction's conditions are different. Utilization numbers for cities of roughly the
same size can vary widely. Golf is wildly popular in places like Florida, but is significantly less popular in places like Minnesota. Accurate
utilization figures are key to determining the actual need for additional facilities, if any, as a population grows. This helps each
jurisdiction to make informed choices about prioritizing the use of limited financial and space resources.
Why not just adopt the LOS figures of a city of similar size and skip the utilization data? Unfortunately, this could easily lead to a
misallocation of very limited bond capacity that could result in a shortage of facilities to meet the documented, ACTUAL need here in
Arlington. Moreover, no two cities — even those of similar size and/or population — have precisely the same set of circumstances.
Arlington has smaller parks and smaller overall acreage per square mile than many if not most other cities of "similar" size.
For example, Arlington and its parks are often compared to St. Paul, MN. Though St. Paul has a lower population density (5,899
people/sq mi) and over twice as much land area (56 sq mi). It also has a higher percentage of parkland/sq mi than does Arlington (15%,
or 4,937 acres) whereas Arlington has just 11.3% parkland with 1,787 acres (including school property).
Arlington simply has a lot less space to work with and cannot necessarily match St. Paul's LOS numbers in a particular category, nor
should it try to.
RECOMMENDATION: Remove the erroneous quantitative estimates for sports field demand from the final PSMP. Develop new,
quantitative data for existing supply/demand, and use that thoroughly vetted (by an independent third party) data to establish estimates
of future county-wide supply/demand for sports fields.
Artificial scarcity in Arlington sports fields exists for two reasons:
A) Lack of routine, regular maintenance of dedicated sports fields has left many in unplayable condition. This problem is well known.
Baseball parents identified the problem at public meetings for the Bluemont Park baseball diamond project back in 2016, when parents
decried the poor state of many baseball fields. Parents are volunteering to help maintain fields, but it simply isn't enough, forcing many
teams to compete for (and wear out) the smaller number of fields in playable condition. The lack of regular maintenance isn't a new
phenomenon. It's long-standing and chronic. Here's a photo from the 2008 update to Aurora Highlands' NC Plan (a ball field in Ft. Scott
Park):

When DPR staff cannot adequately maintain existing fields and "amenities" to keep them in usable condition, how will DPR maintain a
larger number? This question is never answered in the PSMP or anyplace else. Meanwhile, existing fields sit unused or underutilized
due to lack of proper maintenance.
B) A poorly functioning reservation system also hamstrings the efficient use of available space and creates the appearance of a field
"shortage." Time and again, analysis of actual field utilization vs. the reservations in the DPR system show that many more hours are
reserved than are actually used. This creates the appearance of a "shortage" of available field time. In 2016, Boulevard Manor resident
Sandra L. Spears noticed this discrepancy when she and others performed a detailed utilization review of youth baseball fields during
the week of April 11 through 17, 2016. Her team of spotters made visual observations and compared the results to DPR's system
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the week of April 11 through 17, 2016. Her team of spotters made visual observations and compared the results to DPR's system
reservations:
"Usage data show that Arlington has a surplus of baseball fields. Baseball supporters have claimed that there are too few baseball fields
in Arlington. Usage data refute that argument. During the reference week in April, the fields in Arlington were used during 40% of hours
when baseball is normally played, indicating a 60% supply cushion for youth baseball diamonds in Arlington. For the eleven fields
comparable to Bluemont 3, the utilization rate was 54.39%, again showing a generous supply cushion for advanced youth baseball."
The Williamsburg Working Group likewise performed a utilization analysis of rectangular fields in 2016 (based on 2015 data). Though its
weekday utilization was fairly high (74%), weekend utilization was very, very low (indicating a good amount of capacity even during
periods of high demand). It is unclear whether the group used DPR's flawed reservation data or whether there was any in-person
concurrent review of the data to confirm its level of accuracy. See https://parks.arlingtonva.us/wpcontent/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/DPR-WFWG-Field-Report-for-January-19-2016.pdf.
Even DPR's own "rovers" are aware of how frequently "reserved" fields sit unused and unavailable to others who are seeking space.
One of three DPR staff reports of reserved fields not being used. See the FOIA documents called "Rover Reports" at
https://foia.arlingtonva.us/responses/entry/938/.
Most recently, the group Parks 4 Everyone, used FOIA requests to analyze DPR reservations data and compare it to the actual use of
sports fields. Again, the findings were similar: Lots of "reserved" time went unused.
RECOMMENDATION: Replace the county’s current field scheduling system with a real-time, web-based system.
In Summary
Arlington County has limited land, limited human resources and limited financial resources. Planning needs to take these realities into
account so that there is better, data-driven, informed decision-making about what our priorities are. We need a realistic plan for how we
can accomplish our objectives. And we need a much stronger commitment to the stewardship of our land and natural resources, both of
which are scarce and valuable commodities that should be treated with much greater respect.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I am in favor of the county plan as it is today with the projected athletic fields and usage. I have raised three children who have played
on many different sports teams, including baseball and soccer. I am a HUGE proponent of encouraging children to play team sports!
Baseball in particular has given my boys years of joy. They each played from age 4 through high school and continue to coach youth
teams as adults. I am proud to live in a county that makes this available to our young people--giving them the opportunity to explore all
sports and grow to love and share their passions! As we continue to grow and attract new families, I have not doubt that this is a big part
of the attraction.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I think increasing the off-street or protected bike lanes and improving walkability is one of the most important parts of the plan. I am
delighted to see that there is a plan to create a bike path along the full length of Route 50. I also look forward to any related efforts to
reduce the use of cars, particularly along the metro corridors, and dedicate more space and priority to pedestrians and cyclists.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Very specifically, there are few good north-south protected bike lanes. I see that the plan references further thought on pedestrian/bike
passages over 395, but in particular I would recommend exploring a way to extend the Washington Boulevard path over 395 to connect
with Pentagon City and Crystal City. Currently, it is very difficult to either bike through the messy interchange of Washington, Route 1,
and 395, or you have to bike all the way around the cemetery and then back up from the river. Given the expected growth of the new
"National Landing" neighborhood, it would be great to be able to more directly connect it with the heart of the R-B corridor by bike or by
walking.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlingwood

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.4. The County's sports and recreation facilities are grossly deficient. They have not kept pace with the dramatic increase in population
generally and, more specifically, with the dramatic increase in the school age and young adult population. As the father of 3, I've had the
opportunity to see how many other communities around the state and in other states have met their sports and recreation demands.
Interestingly, many communities with clearly fewer resources available to them have done a much better job of meeting those demands.
When developing new critically needed facilities, Arlington needs to place greater focus on function, maintenance,and repair and less on
form. For example, the Long Bridge soccer/lacrosse/etc facility was way overbuilt with art and rain gardens instead of bleachers, snack
bars and parking...essential items when hosting tournaments, etc. Another example are the baseball fields where poor design
(Yorktown, etc) leaves many unplayable following small rain events and maintenance and repair is largely left to the efforts of parent
volunteers.
With respect to sports and recreation the old adage always holds: form follows function.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Action 1.1. Acquiring new land for public spaces should be a last resort given the expense. Instead, the focus should be on using
existing spaces more efficiently. Moreover, Arlington is an urban/suburban suburb county that already has a wealth of public spaces
available to it. For example, as a hiker and fisherman, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to take advantage of the contiguous
Potomac shoreline, the Outdoor Lab facility, and the many Arlington and Northern VA natural areas, such as Donaldson Run and
Potomac Overlook to name but one. The natural and open space choices in, contiguous, or nearby Arlington are many and varied and
often appear underutilized.
In lieu of acquiring more land, Arlington should focus its resources on bettering the utilization and maintenance of what it has and better
informing the populace of all the opportunities existing spaces offer.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Again, maximize the utility and quality of existing resources and keep pace with the sports and recreation demands of the community
with with cost-effective functional, low maintenance facilities. We need Chevys/Toyotas, not Cadillacs/Lexuses!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Westover Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Prevention of the destruction of green space and tree canopy in resource protection areas throughout the County by by right developers.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The Plan should affirm the right of the County to prevent by right development that will increase the amount of impervious surface in
resource protection areas in the County governed by the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act (CBPA).
CBPA is a federal law that trumps any and all state law or precedents that accord unlimited rights to by right developers. The CBPA's
enabling ordinance in Arlington County prohibits by right development that will increase the amount of impervious surface in a resource
protection area. The Plan needs to state affirmatively that it will enforce this ordinance.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please read Peter Rousselot's critique of the Plan here:
https://www.arlnow.com/2018/11/08/peters-take-parks-countywide-planning-document-is-still-seriously-flawed/
and here:
https://www.arlnow.com/2018/11/29/peters-take-latest-pops-plans-other-serious-flaws/
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The expansion of rectangular fields. Both of my kids are avid soccer players and there is such limited field space especially in North
Arlington. It amazes me how few fields there are (and the fact that Willamsburg has no lights) in the North side of Arlington. I bet 80%
of all kids participating in Arlington soccer live in the North-side and have to constantly drive to Crystal City, Gunston, Long Bridge etc.
How much more traffic does Arlington need? Also, if we are being conscious about our environment all we are doing is adding to
Arlington's carbon footprint by having facilities far away from where everyone lives. I am thrilled to see in this plan a need for lighted
fields but feel like this should be expedited - there is even an Arlington County Board member who recently campaigned on getting lights
at Williamsburg. Let's make this happen in the short term - not 5 years from now.
Soccer is a critically important part of Arlington society and the club has become one of the best in the state. Let's build on that
momentum and get more lighted fields and more fields in North Arlington to keep our kids fit, healthy, and having fun enjoying their
community. They are the future of Arlington and given how wealthy this county is we have an obligation to keep providing these kids
with the best sports opportunities we can.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Expedite Lights at Williamsburg

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I think he overall plan is great. Anyone pushing to eliminate sports fields in Arlington County should be ashamed of themselves. They
are doing this to only serve their self interests and then hide behind a bunch of lawyers. If you don't want to live in a vibrant community
like Arlington where there is a huge demand for sports then move somewhere else. You are not wanted here
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Adding or changing use of public recreational spaces.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Granting more places to mountain bike in Arlington County. Mountain biking is a healthy and fun activity for youth and adults to engage
in together. There are multiple open spaces to utilize for trains and it can be done at a minimal cost and with help from local youth bike
programs. Multiple users will build more volunteers to help maintain the trails which are quickly eroding, can cause injuries to all users,
and being neglected. Mountain biking clubs would be able to flourish locally, giving more students the opportunity to improve and stay
fit. Granting access would attract more tourists and homebuyers, as well as boost the local economy for bike shops, bike repairs, dining
and hotels.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Potential cost. Very well thought out proposal but would like to see costs of all these ideas and have priority so we do not burden
families with country taxes and fees.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Really, this is not very good question. I would like to see all the total costs with each step of the plan so people can make financial
choices.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
This is not really transparent engagement. You have develop
a plan but you don't share the costs of creating the plan or
implementing it.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Preserving trees & expanding park & trail space.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Preserving trees & park space.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Stafford Albemarle
Glebe

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
First is Priority Action 1 - to acquire new park space
and second is Priority Action Ensure access to the Potomac etc.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Prioritize acquiring, protecting more land, open space, public access to natural landscape

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I think there should be a priority to make preserving/expanding/protecting natural space the first priority in all zoning processes - I see
lots of words about preserving the tree canopy, but I see lots of permitting that allows cutting down significant trees rather than requiring
the land owner to design new or additional construction in a way that preserves trees.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
#10 - to protect, restore and expand natural resources and trees

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more emphasis on preservation and expansion of our natural areas, such as they are, often degraded with invasive
species. Management of these is not addressed.
I note a huge emphasis on "signage" and conformity/standards of amenities in the PSMP. That's fine and well and good, and keeps alot
of planners and staff happy, but too few resources are allocated to actually maintaining parks and urban canopy in good condition.
We've hollowed out landscaping staff. New spaces that are envisioned/developed will require more robust on the ground staffing, and
this support and the associated costs aren't addressed.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Community gardens also get short shrift in this document. The touted reduction in size of plots in the county took place over ten years
ago (while I was administering the program for Parks) - yet our waiting lists remain over five years long. By the time individuals on the
waiting list are offered a plot, they are often in a different phase of their lives, or have moved.
Candidates for community gardens are not, however, organized as are club sports participants, so their voices aren't heard at the same
volume.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Outdoor space for schools

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
HB Woodlawn has been without field space due to construction this year, and next year when the new school opens there will be no
field that can accommodate the school's one and only one sport: Ultimate Frisbee. Frisbee has created a wonderful community spirit at
the school, but it is really hard to enjoy without adequate field space.
Busing and forcing parents to drive to far-flung locales makes it even harder.
Please help these student athletes play the one and only sport that is readily available to them, at locations that are convenient and
suitable for play.
Thank you!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Maywood

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Saving and increasing field space.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Its love for impermeable surfaces and streets (otherwise known as oil slicks). You don't call for building above streets to increase field
space (as could have been done at the new HB with not too much additional cost), you don't call for the drastic reduction in street
space...which are substantially used for parking private vehicles. You don't even call for the study of the possible creation of tunnelsstreets, to increase open/field space. This plan does not push any of these envelopes.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
2nd set of comments:
#1 We have prioritized parking cars over fields. An obvious and EASY example are the new plans for stratford. APS refused to rent/let
the empty parking lot at the Episcopal Church on the corner of the Stratford property...and instead are building a parking lot on the
Stratford field deeply diminishing the current big field that is so heavily used. Rental of the Episcopal church parking lot would have
required a modest staircase and tiny bridge over a creek. APS thought this was too "burdensome". This decision should be
reversed..and valuable field space saved. The new parking lot is not only dipping into the field..it is more impermeable surface.
Reccommendation. Impermeable spaces for parked cars should be a high priority for moving or eliminating if this can facilitate more
open space. (This of course also relates to tennis courts and bball courts which I referred to in previous comment). TJ is such an
obvious place to move the tennis courts and bbal courts to get more open space.
#2 Arlington must be prepared to invest in the maintenance of natural turf. Yes it is expensive....but it is better for the environment than
impermeable synthetic fields. And yes, natural turf is becoming tougher and more resilient. It also fighting global warming....and is more
bearable in the summer time.
Another important characteristic is the natural temperature regulation and lubrication of the surface from transpiration in the grass plant.
Grass plantscan transpire at 110 kg [H2O]/m2/hour,[22]with a latent heat of vaporization of 2.43 MJ/kgat 30 degrees C.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/23674688_Natural_Turf_Surfaces_The_Case_for_Continued_Research
#2A There are expensive hybrid fields that we should consider. They may last longer and are better for the environment and limit heat
island problems. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hybrid_grass
#3. Multi-use fields are so important. Diamond fields are only played by a small percentage of our open field sports. We must prioritize
them over diamond fields. Diamond fields should be substantially eliminated. And few diamond fields should be constructed with
permanent outfield and sideline fences. These should all be snow fences.....(easily removable), or no fences at all.
#4. GOALS should be easily movable. Lacrosse and field hockey are. but soccer and football goals are often not. This limits the full use
of these fields for sport use. For example, smaller kids don't need full size fields...and can play on smaller ones.... But soccer goals that
cannot move (like longbridge and many other places) reduces these field possibilities. Another example, Ultimate can be played (with
difficulty) at longbridge park on narrow but long fields. We split the field in half (long ways). But the soccer goals cannot be move onto
the concrete sidewalk or collapsed, or taken somewhere...so that the narrow fields could be just a few meters wider and make this
option to double use the field more feasible. Doubling the capacity by having all goals be movable make A LOT OF SENSE.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
2nd set of comments
only.
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need to expand/add new facilities for youth sports activities, including completing the fourth field at Long Bridge and developing
multi-purpose indoor facilities to expand available playing space in the winter and during rainy/inclement weather. We also need to
convert additional fields to synthetic fields and add lights to more fields, including Williamsburg Middle School's turf fields. The County
also needs to seek out corporate, universities, and non-profit partners to fund specific projects.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Are there distinct recommendations? It looks more like considerations when making decisions, in which case I am torn between taking
care of trees (which does not seem to be a priority in residential building, so you need to do it somewhere) and making cost-effective
decisions (which is perhaps most immediately relevant in discussions of dog parks (and I have a dog, but it's not the government's job to
provide a wonderland where he can play fetch -- fence and a faucet, people).

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I'd like the development and allocation of fields to support sports for which participation is growing, such as Ultimate and flag football.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Catering to the needs of seniors (55+) , many of whom are retired.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
See below

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We very badly need more Pickleball courts, especially indoor courts, in Arlington.
The 55+ community is being under-served because the facilities are very limited and wait times at existing facilities are frustratingly
long.
Pickleball is almost certainly more popular among seniors than tennis. And it’s popularity is growing.
There are more than 100 dedicated tennis courts in Arlington . Yet only about 8 “ part-time” pickleball courts in Arlington and 0 dedicated
pickleball courts. Moreover one facilities has only 1 court at very restricted hours. This is not conducive to team play or cameraderie.
Another facility has 2 courts during restricted hours , but the natural lighting in the facility makes play almost impossible. A third facility is
“tight”for play, because of footprint. TJ , which has only 3 “part-time” pickleball courts is the best place to play and wait time there can
be 20 minutes or more ! This must change.
Very simply, we need more indoor Pickleball courts. We have a multimillion dollar acquatics center and an expensive skateboard park.
One relatively inexpensive option to address this inequity, short of dedicated courts in an existing school or community center , would
be to put a bubble over 4 or 6 existing tennis courts and re-stripe them as pickleball courts.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Columbia Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
There are many important recommendations in the plan. The ones that concern me at this time involve the increase of pickleball courts,
both indoor and outdoor. I teach pickleball for the 55+ program and classes fill up quickly every session. Most of the students go on to
continue playing in Arlington County facilities. There has been an increase in attendance and an increase in wait times between games
at scheduled pickleball play at Walter Reed Community Center and Thomas Jefferson Community Center. Some times players wait as
long as 45 minutes between games! At Thomas Jefferson Community Center, we often see space that could have been given to more
pickleball courts that is dedicated to other activities without anyone using it, or with very few people using it. Pickleball players are a
dedicated bunch and many show up every day or several times a week. Any investment in more courts in Arlington will immediately be
made worthwhile by players. Pickleball is called the fastest growing sport in the US and that is probably not hype. On internet forums,
other communities all over the United States are showing off their shiny new dedicated pickleball facilities. Pickleball player numbers will
continue to increase and it behooves Arlington to meet the need.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
More pickle ball courts

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More pickle ball courts

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Many times, there is a long wait to play pickle ball at TJ and the courts are reduced from three to only two several mornings a week for
the stroller mom class, which could be held elsewhere. Also, there are no courts available on Saturdays. Thanks for considering my
suggestions.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in the nation, as well as Arlington. Unfortunately, pickleball courts are very limited, both inside and
out. The county needs to dedicate permanent space for pickleball. The temporary tape at the outside courts at Walter Reed needs to
be replaced with permanent line markings. More space is needed at TJ Middle School and the hours of pickleball need to be expanded
to decrease wait time. Other communities around the country are adding pickleball courts because of the ever growing demand.
Arlington already holds one of the largest tournaments on the East Coast. The demand for more courts will only continue to increase.
It's no longer just a senor's game. More and more young people are taking up the sport.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
See 4 above.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please provide an indoor place every day and evening of the week for people to play Pickleball. I know that TJ has Pickleball hours
every day, but it is not comfortable to go there if you are an average, non tournament player. We need a place for average senior
citizens to go play whenever they want. Hours are especially needed in the evenings and weekends. Thank you for your consideration.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Fairlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I didn't see this in the plan but I am most concerned about access to facilities and ball fields. While my children have grown up and are
now in college I have always been concerned about Arlington's pay to play system when it comes to ball fields and a rather nonresponsive parks and recreations department when it came to trying to reserve and pay for these facilities. First of all I think that there
should be a greater option for the public to use Arlington's ball fields. It is easy to get access to soccer fields and basketball courts but
not softball and baseball fields. Then the price to access them I am sure gets organized leagues to pay for them but what about a family
who just wants to have a place to throw the ball around. Can't really happen in Arlington which I think is sad.
Now I am hearing that there is a desire to reduce the number of ball fields -- probably because usage may be down because you have
made them so expensive for the public to use them. I disagree with any effort to limit the number of fields as we don't have enough
fields for the current amount of kids who want to play baseball and softball and with the number of children likely to increase you may
want to consider adding fields not cutting fields. Of course more fields will not work if you limit access to the fields and charge too much
for their use. I do know there are a couple of fields that are open for access but going on Arlington's web page you would never know
that. It would be helpful to advertise that fact and where and when these facilities are open for play. Thanks!
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Rosslyn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Pickleball players are increasing rapidly, leading to long waits to play, especially at Thomas Jefferson rec center. We’ll need many more
indoor and outdoor courts, some right now and more over the next few years. It’s the fastest growing sport in America.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waverly
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
To many citizens in Arlington, the answer to that question is that the County must provide more spaces for the growing sport of
pickleball. It's an activity for people of all ages and levels of athletic ability, and Arlington is exploding with people who want to play. Any
plan for the recreation needs of the future needs to take this into account.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Acquisition of new land for public use, developing and modernizing existing facilities, ensuring that spaces are accessible to everyone
geographically, ensuring that diverse mix of interests are served by the County in terms of facilities.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
1) In "Strategic Direction: Trails" section, Please add consideration for allowing biking on exiting shared-use unpaved trails, and add
development of facilities for off road bike sue (mountain biking, cyclocross, BMX). Mountain biking is a sport that is accessible to all
ages, and it is a great way to get folks outdoors and into the nature. Ironically, Arlington County residents who want to take their
mountain bike or hybrid bike of the paved trail must drive to Loudon of Fairfax counties, or to Maryland, in order to ride on an unpaved
path, on a mountain-bike specific trails. Fairfax County and Montgomery County allow biking on many of their trails, allow volunteers to
build and maintain those trails, and went as far as building mountain-bike specific facilities such as dirt jump tracks and pump tracks.
These facilities are being heavily utilized on any given good weather weekend. Arlington County should consider change in policy as
well.
This video explains some benefits of introducing mountain biking into community.
Why cities build MTB parks, and how to convince yours:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yO17nzId6xI
Richmond, VA is a great case study where city was able to retrofit excising multi-use trails for mountain bike use with minimal cost to the
city. Richmond has miles of unpaved multi-use trails accessible right from downtown, which have been built and are being maintained by
volunteers from RVMORE.
1) In "Strategic Direction: Trails" section, also consider growing popularity of last-mile electric-assist vehicles such as electric scooters,
skateboards, and bikes, which have a huge potential for increasing the number of residents who can comfortably live a car-free life in
today's fast-paced environment where walking or public transport can be just too slow.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Priority action 1 - Adding at least 30 acres of public space over the next ten years.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on the Arlington Public Spaces Master Plan.
I have noted the Plan's foward-thinking and necessary attentions to supporting our natural areas with the strategic concept of Arlington
as a biophilic community (3.3.1), tree preservation and maintenance (3.3.3), management of non-native invasive species (3.3.4),
increase of habitat diversity (3.3.7) and overall coordinated approach to our public space management.
To ensure a better understanding of what is intended, it would be helpful to incorporate a clear statement about the use on native plants
in our stewardship efforts. As a general principal our park and public space stewardship should use native plantings in both new and
existing spaces where practicable. Perhaps the use of native plants to support our stewardship activities is simply understood. To the
extent this is true, my concerns may be unfounded. It is my purpose here to ensure importance and ecological value of native plantings
is not simply assumed but specifically mentioned where appropriate.
To achieve this purpose it may be helpful to strengthen or clarify some of the proposed Actions either in the Action statement or the
descriptive text. For example:
• 3.1 - Modify descriptive text. "The update to the Natural Resources Management Plan will build ... . In addition the update will include
best practices for natural resources protection and expansion, stream restoration, wildlife corridor planning AND HABITAT
IMPROVEMENT INCORPORATING THE USE OF NATIVE PLANTINGS."
• 3.3.7 - Modify descriptive text. "As Arlington becomes more and more developed, there is less overall space and fewer types of
spaces available for critical wildlife species to inhabit. The County should preserve what habitats current exist and seek to enhance
them THROUGH NATIVE PLANTINGS AND OTHER MEANS to balance the continuing urbanization of the region.
• 3.3.4 - Modify descriptive text. "Non-native invasive species are detrimental to the local ecology by competing with the native species
for resources and disrupting established ecological cycles. It is important not only for the County to effectively manage non-native
species on public space but also to educate private property owners ON THE ILL EFFECTS OF INVASIVE SPECIES AND
CORRESPONDING ECOLOGICAL VALUE OF NATIVE PLANTINGS. "
Your consideration of these comments would be most appreciated.
Finally a Housekeeping detail. It seems that Priority Action 6 (1.5.7 on page 66) is missing from page XI.
Thanks for all your efforts.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
My 3 children are active users of diamond fields. After several years of participating in baseball/softball activities, it is clear to me that,
while significant progress has been made over the last couple years, Arlington needs to continue providing adequate diamond field
resources to serve the county's youth. Fields are constantly in use during the season, with many of our games lasting until 9:30 pm.
The high level of use contributes to deteriorating conditions as the season progresses. In addition, about 1/3 of games are cancelled
due to wet conditions, which puts further stress on field availability. I support the Level of Service criteria the report is based on and
urge the committee to place a strong emphasis on diamond field availability. Thank you for your efforts.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Claremont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The need for more multi use fields. The competition to obtain filed space has gotten more challenging. When we do get it for a practice,
it went from a half filed to a quarter field.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Allow for more field space. Arlington Public Schools have seen an increase in attendance. Where are these children going to play?

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Look at lighting alternatives to some fields that are dark.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Access to outdoor recreation and programs for persons who otherwise might not have access, e.g. dwellers in multifamily housing.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would add an affirmative commitment to promote equitable access to park programs and facilities for low income people and people of
color. Participation and access should be measured and evaluated regularly using a social equity lens. Where differential access is
identified, the Plan should include a commitment to adjust the program requirements, language, locations and/or fees in order to reduce
barriers to participation.
Currently, section Item 1.7. "strives for universal access...regardless of age or ability". This should be amended to include language,
income, race or ethnicity.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Yorktown

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Maximizing public space through innovative and creative options, including the use of lights for turf fields, creative alternatives for indoor
recreation like climbing gyms or indoor facilities for kids, and continued multi use options for existing facilities and fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
We need more indoor multiuse facilities and options for better use of school facilities. As a mom and Girl Scout leader and as the
mother of athletes, I need more options for my kids in the winter. It is simply too cold and I cannot afford to join some expensive private
club. We should encourage healthy activities for kids and look to make existing spaces force multiplyers.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Coninue tree regeneration and using natural local plants for green spaces and lining streets. I love the parks too. But the county can do
more to maximize space such as adding lights to more fields, allowing gyms or work out facilities to build, improving indoor recreation
options and innovation, such as rev spaces on top of parking garages etc.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I believe as the population of the county grows, the needs for more rectangular and diamond fields also grows.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dominion
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Increasing the number of fields for sports, adding lights and artificial turf to more fields. Also, adding more year round sports complexes.
I like the recommendations that think more urban, such as utilizing rooftops and building over roadways.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I've read the
drafts.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Anything related to increasing modes of transport. I am an avid cyclist and ride my bike to work in DC. I am proud of Arlington's trail
network and think increasing non-automobile traffic will become increasingly important for the county.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Maintaining opportunities for our youth - sports and schools.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I support the Public Spaces Master Plan. This has been thoroughly vetted and communicated with the community with ample
opportunities for feedback. Last minute efforts to derail the process - particularly by those advocating against youth sports are shameful
and should be discounted.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
It's absolutely crucial to preserve the use of Arlington fields for its youth in organized sports--whether soccer, baseball, softball, lacrosse,
etc.
Children in Arlington Public Schools have uneven access to playing fields and, even when they do, the quality of the fields is uneven.
For example, Tuckahoe Elementary is next to lovely field space that the children are able to use occassionally for PE, but not during
recess. The fields are very nice but are shared with Bishop O'Connell, which means that they are not always available for Arlington rec
sports.
Children at Glebe Elementary, on the other hand, have poor quality fields that had no grass in spring of 2018. First graders played rec
soccer on dirt fields at Glebe, presumably because field space was at a premium.
Field space in Arlington is always at a premium. This past summer, my son's rec baseball game was bumped from Bluemont Field
because the field was double booked. Additionally, Greenbrier Field was unavailable for several weeks during the spring/summer
because of an unsafe divet in the field that took some time to replace.
Recreational sports bring the Arlington community together and having the field space available to ensure the continuation of these rec
sports is a critical component of building a strong Arlington community.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need more Pickleball courts both indoors and out. Their are so many players both young and old. It’s the fastest growing sport in
the country. Pickleball lessons are needed for those who work during the day. We need to convert some of the outdoor tennis courts
into Pickleball courts.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Expanding and adding new facilities, as well as turning as many facilities as possible to synthetic surfaces, and adding lights, especially
in northern Arlington, are all necessary measures. This should include Arlington Public School fields, which are great resources but
often suffer from overuse. Converting at least portions of outside space to synthetic surfaces would help a lot. I am a rec soccer coach
and it's a constant challenge to find good fields at convenient times where we won't get rained out all the time.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The plan overall does a good job balancing the need for organized sports with more casual uses. However, I think that it could prioritize
organized activities more, as those using space for casual uses can also use sports fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service, as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
more pickleball

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
more pickleball

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
more pickleball

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Highland Park Overlee Knolls

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Priority Action #4: Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support casual, impromptu use and connection with
nature.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would encourage that real natural elements like tree parts and boulders for climbing, plants for playing in and among, and moveable
loose parts for kids to use for building (not fiberglass trees and fake boulders) be incorporated into every neighborhood park, in niches
along trails, and most importantly, in every schoolyard.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I fully support all the elements of the plan that encourage connection to nature, most especially for children.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Fairlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I hope the county will:
* protect moderately priced housing,
* protect our parklands and manage them with an emphasis not just on use but on their importance to environmental health,
* convert some county tennis courts to pickleball use because it's a growing sport and especially good for older folks (of which we have
many!) who no longer can play more vigorous sports
* continue well-funding the library system, which has adjusted so creatively to changes in the way people use it

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We have a GREAT county. I've been a resident for the better part of the last half century and raised two daughters here. I lament
changes that are making us a place mostly now for more affluent people (my own children, unfortunately, cannot afford to buy homes
here). I guess that is inevitable given our position vis a vis DC, but I hope the county government will do all it can to maintain our history
of civic involvement (with things like this POP) and to provide resources which allow less affluent families to live here. We need
balance.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Yorktown

Q3 Your email
r.

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Anything that is green and increases walkability.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I didn't see any type of local market in there, and that is something I would LOVE in our community. This could be an outdoor farmer's
market with permanent awnings and booth structures, or a big warehouse with pop up shops inside similar to Union Market or Eastern
Market. I think this would help build community and also support our local businesses. It would also help the environment, because it
would make it easier for residents to stop purchasing things shipped from far distances.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I'm so glad this is a priority for the county!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Alcova Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Addressing the explosive growth of pickleball in Arlington.
Richmond, VA, has recently expanded to 26 dedicated outdoor pickleball courts. Arlington has exactly one dedicated outdoor pickleball
court, and it doesn't even have a permanent net. More courts are needed.
Gaithersburg, MD, has a cluster of six indoor pickleball courts, and can thus have league play. Arlington cannot have league play - we
don't have the facilities. More are needed.
Pickleball is exploding in Arlington - growing by leaps and bounds. Converting under-utilized existing tennis courts to pickleball courts
will allow league play, outdoor tournaments, and accommodate the ever-increasing demand for places to play.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Put concrete timelines and deliverables in place for converting under-utilized tennis courts to pickleball courts.
The current plan says:
"Action item 1.4.3 (p.64): Explore the identification of dedicated outdoor pickleball courts to meet the growing demand."
This action item reflects the earlier statement (p.32):
"The demand for pickleball, a paddle sport that combines
elements of badminton, tennis, and ping-pong and is played on
a court similar to a tennis court, has grown rapidly in the County.
Requests for repurposing existing courts to pickleball have
become frequent."
...but Action item 1.4.3 doesn't go far enough. "Explore the identification of..." is not a strong enough deliverable.
The Action Item should say "Establish dedicated outdoor pickleball courts to meet current and projected demand."

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Pickleball is growing by leaps and bounds across the country, and regionally in the DMV area, and especially here in Arlington. The
Plan is an outline of how Arlington will address the future. The future includes a lot of pickleball! The Plan should reflect that.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Boulevard
Maonor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.
Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of
courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
With regard to pickleball, many of the county's current pickleball offerings are exclusively offered to seniors. There are many younger
adults (in our 40s) who would love to play but who can't get to the community center during the work day. We are limited to TJ on
Saturday and Langston-Brown on Friday nights as our only indoor playing options. Please offer more pickleball that younger, working
citizens can attend!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball for younger players. I am not 55, an so the resources available are more
limited. I also ICE SKATE and would love to have more ADULT skating considerations at the MedStar facility (though I know that may
be out of the County's control).

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More pickleball courts and more skating opportunities for ADULTS.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please, more ADULT ice skating opportunities, and more pickleball resources for ADULTS UNDER 55 !

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I have recently traveled a great deal in the US and have found that most communities have embraced the pickleball wave is taking over
the country. Especially given Amazon settling here let's put out there that Arlington is with the times.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More dedicated pickleball courts

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Arlington is a very progressive place to live though I am shocked that there are not more pickleball courts, shocked I tell you.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The entire plan is well done and contains many highly important goals and actions.
Action 3.3 is the most important, because doing the things that fall under it create a physical and planning environment that will support
successful results from actions in much of the rest of the master plan.
Personally, I think the action step under 3.3.1 is the most important--in the sense of most fundamental--individual item.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The one thing I would change is a fairly broadly distributed problem with multiple examples that center around the selection of action
verbs in the action statements and individual action steps. I recognize that not all of these can be stated as full commitments to do
something, as opposed to looking for information, or analyzing options, or conducting a process to support future decisions.
In some cases the verb selection seems extremely and unnecessarily weak, basically committing to nothing, as opposed to committing
to looking at something. I think many of those can be repaired with a different word. I recognize that in these kinds of documents it is
common, and desirable, that a set of terms become the common lexicon for consistency and familiarity. They connote different kinds of
outcome products (or no product per se) as well as the degree of commitment intensity to the action. I do think, however, that in a few
cases that has been degraded to the point of "damning by faint praise" as the saying goes. In planning document contexts, a very weak
commitment is no commitment.
Some action statements and action steps can be edited to say more definitively what they mean, assuming that they are in the
document at all because they do have meaning and there is an intent to do something with an intended outcome, whatever that might
be. For example, if the outcome is to generate information on a new way of managing resources, or research approaches to
collaborating with private developers, the result can become input to future county planning deliberations without committing the
county's actions on that information. But the recommendation should still be stated with commitment to that product or process.
Examples of this problem can be found in:
1.1.5--not a recommendation
1.1.6--a suggestion with no commitment
1.1.7--not a recommendation
1.3.1--should drop first word "consider"
1.3.2--should drop first word "consider"
The problem is especially notable in cases where the critical verb powering the action statement and the implementing verb for the
individual action steps under that statement are not synchronized. The language should fit logically as a whole. Wordsmithing on
individual verbs without consideration of the context can undermine the integrity of the entire action.
One example of this problem is in Action 1.3. The top verb is "Ensure" regarding access to spaces. Steps 1.3.1 (completing and
inventory to understand...) and 1.3.2 (exploring opportunities to develop standards...) both begin, inexplicably, with "Consider" as the
verb. That is nonsense. If we do want to "ensure" then it can't be done just by "considering" whether or not to gather information. At
least we need to commit to gathering the information. It is another step to use that in decision-making, of course, but you can't have the
Action verb and step verb in this juxtaposition.
Another example, in the opposite direction, is in Action 1.4. The action verb is "Explore" opportunities to expand and add facilities and
improve efficiency. Exploring means to look around for ideas and options. It does not mean to make decisions about individual choices.
Exploring creates information to be used in a further deliberation or action. Yet, the first action step, 1.4.1, uses "Provide" all-season
access with temporary or permanent structures. That is a definite action requirement, with both planning and costs implications. Action
step 1.4.2 has two main verbs, "Identify" and "build" when referring to locations for two new multi-use facilities. That is also about major
projects. So, if these are strong commitments, why isn't the action statement stronger. Or, if the hierarchy of the plan is strict, how do
you get to those commitments in the steps through an action statement that does not authorize the actions under it?
The plan is very good in its content, and I agree with most all of the elements, at least in principle. I think the plan's execution is in some
jeopardy, however, when the action hierarchy does not support the obvious intent throughout.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
1. Regarding 1.2.5, and perhaps other elements: While this plan is for public spaces, I think there are instances where impact on public
spaces by private decisions needs to be addressed. Residential developers have an option to allow tenants to have pets or not. When
they chose to allow pets, they charge an additional fee to their tenants. And then the tenants have nowhere to walk their dogs except in
public spaces around their buildings and in public parks. We have issues with dog litter and off leash dogs in our parks and a shortage
of legitimate dog facilities. The public cannot be expected to accommodate the pet densities in parts of the county with multi-family
housing and high population density already pressing on our casual spaces. Arlington should, in its planning and approval process,
require developers of any multi-unit dwellings to either not allow any pets in perpetuity, or, create as part of their development
appropriate accommodations for the estimated number of pets they will allow. This should be in the permit, and based on the structure
and the footprint of the property. Rooftop dog walks would be one way to do this, but that is a design issue. The basic point is a policy
issue about private gain versus common good with regard to a scarce resource.
2. On the same topic, when the Carlin Springs property plan is considered, that site should contain a good quality dog park. The current
dog park where Long Branch enters Four Mile Run should be closed. If closing it is not politically feasible at the opening of the Carlin
Springs park, it should be fenced and kept as far from the RPA as possible.
3. The Natural Resource Master Plan and the Urban Forest Master Plan should be developed together as a single, integrated,
document. Reference to 3.1.
4. Regarding 2.2.5, for many reasons voice communications between cyclists and others, including other cyclists, does not work well. It
depends on wind, ambient noise, speed, voice quality and other factors, even when it is well-intended. And waiting until within vocal
range frequently means the warning is too late to be helpful. Too early and many people sound harsh when trying to project their voice
in time, either being irritating to others or feeling self-conscious about giving a warning at all. So it is a lose-lose situation often, on top of
the discourteous riders who do not bother to give warnings at all. The best solution is to require all cyclists to have and use a simple bell.
It is easy, pierces distance without sounding harsh, and requires no vocal efforts.
5. The Buck property site plan should include decking I-66 from Quincy eastward. There should be two levels. The lower level would
house county vehicles (buses, cars, other equipment) and protect them from the elements, which would make inclement weather prep
and access much easier than having them exposed. The top deck should be a full park, with meadow, walkways, tree clusters of
species selected for the soil depths available, and shallow water features. The connectivity afforded will significantly help the highway
barrier problem for humans and wildlife, and the location will create additional natural space in an area that is beginning to see
development plans approaching on both sides (Kirkwood, Lee Highway)

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The most important recommendation for our community in this Plan is the recommendation to add 30 acres of park/open space in
Arlington over the next 10 years. Sadly, the County Government has provided virtually zero funding for this recommendation, and
therefore it is an empty promise.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
For the reasons explained below, the one thing that should be changed in the Plan is to remove the erroneous quantitative calculations
of "Population Based LOS" from the Plan:
https://www.arlnow.com/2018/11/08/peters-take-parks-countywide-planning-document-is-still-seriously-flawed/
Peter’s Take: Parks Countywide Planning Document is Still Seriously Flawed
by Peter Rousselot November 8, 2018 at 3:15 pm
On Oct. 24, Arlington County posted on its website the latest draft of its proposed Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP), or POPS plan
(Plan for Our Places and Spaces).
The POPS plan will guide all Arlington park and recreational planning decisions for the next 20 years.
The latest POPS draft incorporates highly inflated quantitative estimates of present and future demand for sports fields.
After the 2017 POPS draft was posted, Arlington residents sought information to understand the plan. The Department of Parks and
Recreation (DPR) refused to provide many kinds of data and answers, so residents launched a series of FOIA requests in December
2017.
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By late Spring 2018, DPR had produced a lot, but not all, of its data regarding field supply and demand. Those data demonstrate that a
remarkable amount of inefficiency and mismanagement have resulted in a very large amount of unused field capacity. Further details
are available here.
Despite the large discrepancy between DPR’s own supply/demand data and the public POPS recommendations, DPR continues to
defend to the public, to the POPS Advisory Committee, and to the County Board that the POPS recommendations are valid because
DPR is using a valid methodology which DPR has called a “Population Based LOS.” (LOS = Level of Service.)
While a properly performed estimate of Population Based LOS is indeed one methodology used to estimate park needs, DPR’s own
expert consultants state that a properly performed LOS should be based on current and future supply/demand data. Their methodology
statement was provided to DPR but was not made part of the POPS document.
Not only did DPR fail to incorporate that necessary data, it failed to tell the public that it had not done so. Further details are available
here.
Approving erroneous supply/demand estimates is destined to misallocate land and tens of millions of Arlington taxpayer dollars
The POPS plan is intended to guide quantitative park and recreational decisions for 20 years. Therefore, basing that final plan on the
erroneous and incomplete LOS recommendations will result in the misallocation of tens of millions of tax dollars and hamper efforts to
meet residents’ needs.
That misallocation is destined to occur because in any subsequent proceedings, e.g., to develop an individual park’s master plan or
whether to make investments (e.g., add synthetic turf or lights), it is inevitable that DPR and advocates for such investments will rely on
the erroneous POPS quantitative estimates to justify those decisions.
In response to the concerns raised, some County Board members have suggested that subsequent individual park planning could
consider a single facility’s usage to determine its need or new investment. However, county-wide demand needs to be determined in a
county-wide proceeding.
It is completely impractical for any large park facility decision to be developed solely within its own park boundaries, ignoring the
capacity of nearby and county-wide facilities (e.g., a decision to add synthetic turf to one field, while another field that could be used has
enough excess capacity). Further details are available here http://parks4everyone.org/population-based-level-of-service/.
Conclusion
The best solution to the present situation is to:
remove the erroneous quantitative estimates for sports field demand from the final POPS plan
commence a new, independent and transparent process to:
develop new quantitative estimates of county-wide supply/demand for sports fields
replace the county’s current field scheduling system with a real-time, web-based system

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
These are my additional comments regarding the Plan:
https://www.arlnow.com/2018/11/29/peters-take-latest-pops-plans-other-serious-flaws/
Peter’s Take: Latest ‘POPS’ Plan’s Other Serious Flaws
by Peter Rousselot November 29, 2018 at 2:45 pm
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by Peter Rousselot November 29, 2018 at 2:45 pm
In a November 8 column, I discussed some serious flaws in Arlington County’s latest draft of its proposed Public Spaces Master Plan
(PSMP) or POPS plan. That column discussed errors in the quantitative estimates of present and future demand for sports fields
prepared by the staff of the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR).
Today’s column identifies additional weaknesses in the latest PSMP/POPS draft.
Impact of Amazon’s Arlington Headquarters
On November 13, Arlington County announced the new Amazon HQ2 facility to be located in Crystal City. In welcoming Amazon,
Congressman Don Beyer also expressed caution:
“We all know that success presents its own challenges:
Ensuring that the quality of life — parks and open spaces, safe neighborhoods, well-educated children — keeps pace with rising wealth.”
Amazon’s arrival underscores the urgency of correcting the PSMP draft’s substantive flaws to ensure the most efficient and effective
possible use of Arlington’s limited land and financial resources.
Statistically valid evidence of community priorities omitted
A 2016 public survey’s statistically valid results appear to have been omitted from this PSMP draft. These data were used to produce
Fig. 17 in a previous PSMP draft. Fig. 17 displayed the respondents’ top priority investments for outdoor spaces and public parks, with
the overwhelming majority of residents choosing hiking trails, natural areas & wildlife habitats, and paved multiuse trails as their highest
priorities.
As documented in the survey graphic below, Arlington residents are not prioritizing the continuing development of public parkland with
lots of expensive “amenities.” But, Arlington County’s DPR staff is pushing for expensive, new outdoor infrastructure that will deplete our
constrained financial resources.
DPR’s spending priorities conflict with Arlington residents’ priorities.

Virtually no new funding for open space acquisition
The latest PSMP draft calls for acquiring 30 more acres of park/open space. Unfortunately, this is an empty promise. The Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) adopted by the County Board in July 2018 contains NO new park/open space acquisition funding for the next
10 years:
“With no new funding scheduled from bond funds over the next ten years, the Program will focus on utilizing remaining Bond and PAYG
balances (approximately $3.5 M) to fund high priority opportunities that arise.” Adopted FY2019-FY2028 CIP, p. C-51.
(Note: Roughly half of this $3.5 million is earmarked to purchase the WETA building in the Four Mile Run Valley, where County staff
intends to create an “arts district.”)
With little to no new park/open space acquisition in the foreseeable future, it becomes imperative for us to preserve, not pave over, the
limited natural space we still have.
Conclusion
Because the POPS plan guides all Arlington park and recreational planning decisions for the next 20 years, we must get it right.
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Because the POPS plan guides all Arlington park and recreational planning decisions for the next 20 years, we must get it right.
The latest PSMP draft should be amended to
reinsert the 2016 statistically valid needs survey data showing community priorities for investments in parks and recreational facilities,
use these survey data to set priorities,
acknowledge the lack of funding for the next decade to acquire new open spaces, and
place a greater emphasis on sustainability–including the preservation and restoration of existing parkland and natural spaces by
reducing existing facilities’ footprints, by trimming nonpriority new facilities, and by converting dedicated fields and sport courts into
multiuse facilities that serve the greatest number of people and needs.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I have spent hundreds of hours reviewing various iterations
of the POPS plan since the first draft was published.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dominion
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
In my opinion, the single most important challenge facing the community is service levels for lighted and unlighted, synthetic, rectangular
fields. The demands placed by soccer, ultimate, lacrosse, etc. will only grow over time and without an easy ability to purchase land, we
need to maximize the field space we have in inventory.
As such, recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and identify and develop new ones are most important.
Specifically, the following specific recommendations are most important:
• 1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
• 1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
• 1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
• 4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
• 4.3.2 Finding Partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding partners way be the best way to ensure
that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely manner.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I feel comfortable with this plan and have no suggestions for major change. It’s a balanced approach which includes the priorities of
those in the organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation) communities.
My only suggestion is that attention be paid to the Access Analysis component of the plan as it pertains to where participants live vs. the
county as a whole. There are significant disparities between north Arlington and south Arlington as it pertains to access to lighted
rectangular fields. At present, residents of north Arlington are significantly underserved with regard to access to lighted synthetic
fields...

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
After reviewing the plan, I support the population-based level of service model as described in the plan. This approach provides a solidevidence based methodology for determining future needs and it seems like the only way to approach service level calculations within a
reasonable amount of time.
I hope this plan can be adopted soon as the pressure to maintain service levels for youth rectangular sports is mounting every day...

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We need to utlilize our existing field space to the max. This means lighting and turfing more fields. It's insane the Williamsburg fields
are not lighted yet. The board cheated thousands of county taxpayers so ten neighbors who live right next to a school are coddled. The
parking lot lights in the school are on all night. I get they aren't as bright as field lights, but that area is not dark. I live there.
Adding a 4th field at Long Bridge would be great as there are no residential neighbors there to complain.
Turfing/lighting the soccer fields at Bluemont and Fields Park also make sense. Fields is on a busy intersection without that many
residences nearby. Bluemont is set back and already abuts lighted tennis/baseball fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Please do not cave to these folks who want more devoted field space for unstructured activities. They can walk around the block, use
plenty of our other parks, or go for a hike like everyone else. They have outlets that they can use today.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The county board has to be proactive and brave. We are a tiny land/river-locked county. Painful decicions have been pushed off in a
misguided attempt to please every resident, and as a result no one is pleased. The entitled nimby's have to understand that what
makes Arlington so great is that our schools, facilities, parks, and services are exemploary. For them to disingenously complain that
they are allergic to lights or traffic living in the DC metro area is baloney. They are being selfish, and the board can do something about
it. These neighbors will ultimately gain the most from having lighted fields in walking distance from their houses. They will use the fields
more than others, and their property values will increase having such great facilities so close. They are making a fuss strictly to make a
fuss and becuase they are scared of new things. The other 98% of Arlington county is relying on you to fix this! Please help!
Three years is too long and inexcusable to come up to likely come up with the exactly same conclusion we already knew going into this
process, "Gee, we really do need more fields/lights/etc." The community has been begging for years, it's time for action.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Don't know

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I am a parent of 5 daughters, all athletes. The two major sports we play are Soccer and Softball. We are fully engage in community
sports and travel sports. The biggest challenge facing the families and organizers of the soccer and softball communities will continue
to be the need for high quality practice and game space. As such, recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and
identify and develop new ones are most important.
Specifically, the following PSMP recommendations are most important:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
4.3.2 Finding partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding community and/or corporate partners way be
the best way to ensure that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely manner.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
We are satisfied with the well laid out plan we viewed online and have no major changes. It’s a balanced approach which includes the
priorities of those in the organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation)
communities. We believe those two types of spaces go hand in hand and are complimentary to the users of the space.
While I appreciate the methodology of Access Analysis the plan uses, I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program
participants live might be better. For example, in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is
underserved. Our 2nd oldest daughter is now a NCAA Div III pitcher but her teams had only two lighted, regulation Softball fields
(Yorktown and Four Mile Run) to practice at and had to share those with every Arlington School team, Little League, Fast Pitch Softball
programs not to mention Adult Leagues that played in the evenings. North Arlington especially as an incredible number of organized
sports programs but athletes lack access to space to practice. For our daughter to become great she had to practice daily, play in
competitive tournaments with multiple fields and that means leaving Arlington for most athletes. This is not an option all families in
Arlington can afford. Many clubs and teams are forced to reduce programming close to athletes homes which is why increasing access
to sports fields in the play is such a welcome, exciting development. Can you imagine how many more Arlington NCAA, MLB, MLS,
US SOCCER and Nationally recognized athletes Arlington would produce if the organized sports associations and communities that
help them grow and learn could do so close to their neighborhoods?

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs. As the parents of both competitive and recreational athletes, we recognize the excellent
effort on the part of the County to produce a balanced PSMP . It balances diverse, competing interests and ensures our parks, trails
and recreational facilities will continue to set the standard that is the envy of similar localities across this area and the US. We also
appreciate that the PSMP talks about multi-use fields and using public-private and innovative partnerships (section 4.3.2) to help fund
major projects - these are sound proposals and the families of athletes and sports community supports these forward-looking ideas.
I encourage the the rapid adoption of this plan so city planners and their innovative partners can proceed to the next steps of finding
additional field space for our kids to use for practice and games. This will benefit not only my daughters and family, but the thousands
of families these public spaces will serve, including our next generation of great National Athletes from Arlington, VA.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The largest challenge facing the soccer community will continue to be the need for high quality practice and game space. As such,
recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and identify and develop new ones are most important.
Specifically, the following PSMP recommendations are most important:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
4.3.2 Finding partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding community and/or corporate partners way be
the best way to ensure that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely manner.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I find the plan to be very well thought out and have no major changes. It’s a balanced approach which includes the priorities of those in
the organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation) communities.
While I appreciate the methodology of Access Analysis the plan uses, I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program
participants live might be better. For example, in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is
underserved. Specifically lights at all synthetic fields!

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.
I do urge the rapid adoption of this plan, so we can proceed to the next steps of finding additional field space for our kids to use for
practice and games.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Woodmont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in the country with most major cities and many smaller towns sporting an active pickleball scene.
Ass you have to do is go to the Thomas Jefferson Community Center any morning and you'll find 20-30 people waiting to play on the
three available courts. I would like to see at least one more court at TJ to help reduce the wait time between games as well as more
indoor and outdoor pickleball courts generally. Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that is played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County generally, and at least one additional court at TJ Community
Center specifically. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new players entering the game in our community. Wait times
between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball. (I was recently visiting Boulder Colorado and I found
each community center at pickleball courts and a dedicated coaching session for beginners as well as one for intermediates each week.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
In addition to its class-A schools and easy access to DC, I think Arlington won the Amazon competition because of our quality of life,
especially for kids and families. Athletic playing fields are a big part of that.
As the population grows, we will need to expand our use of playing fields -- but since space is limited and at a premium, it would be
good to allow more intensive use of fields we already have. We can add lights, convert fields to artificial turf, and rehab/build more allseason air domes, like at Gunston. We have good conversion criteria -- the county should use that. A few NIMBY neighbors shouldn't
hold the rest of the county hostage.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The Plan is good and balanced. At the same time, there are more synthetic fields in the north of the county, but the lit ones are mostly in
the south. I would suggest building more synthetic fields in the south (where there is space), but allowing more intensive use of what
we have in the north by adding lights.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
This is great. Please implement it quickly!!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bellevue Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Rectangular field space

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More turf.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The largest challenge facing the soccer community will continue to be the need for high quality practice and game space. As such,
recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and identify and develop new ones are most important.

Specifically, the following PSMP recommendations are most important:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial. This year I had to coach at 6-7 for due the
lack of fields, which resulted in half practiecs towards the end of the season
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting. The rain this
season was terrible, so we played 3 out of 8 games, even though it wasnt raining. Turf fields alleviate this condition.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
4.3.2 Finding partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding community and/or corporate partners way be
the best way to ensure that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely manner. Amazon is bringing an
increase in population, I believe they would be kin at helping.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I find the plan to be very well thought out and have no major changes. It’s a balanced approach which includes the priorities of those in
the organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation) communities. The more
outdoor spaces the fewer kids seating in front of the video console
While I appreciate the methodology of Access Analysis the plan uses, I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program
participants live might be better. For example, in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is
underserved.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.

I do urge the rapid adoption of this plan, so we can proceed to the next steps of finding additional field space for our kids to use for
practice and games.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Clarendon/Courthouse

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I support actions that ensure athletic fields (rectangular and baseball diamond) stay as available to our county’s youth. Moves to
repurpose any athletic fields for more general purposes are not good for our community.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would support the creation of more rectangular fields and diamond fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Old
Glebe

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.9.5 - Promote tree canopy

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Provide more court time for pickleball. We have experienced a rapid growth in players entering the game in our community. Wait times
between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Yorktown

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Keep Arlington unique by preserving the high tree canopy in public spaces that teach children and youth to appreciate high trees and
know what to plant for the future.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
less emphasis on sports, more emphasis on space

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The present Dec 2018 Public Spaces Master Plan for Arlington reads like a plan for a place with 100% apartment dwellers. That is,
people who will be happy if you just give them some space to run around in. But Arlingtonians love beauty, too, beauty on every street.
What are the plans to keep Arlington's tall tree canopy?

The Arlington tree canopy creates a PUBLIC space ABOVE OUR HEADS,--

above our streets--, but the roots are in private land. How will we protect that?
So much is already lost for a century even if we replant now. But we are replanting with small trees that will never create that majestic
high canopy !

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Keeping our playing fields! Kids need their activity time especially for sports and things that keep them moving.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Keep sports fields! The community is already running out of fields to use, particularly for soccer, and we need more. Not less!!

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Soccer fields are important!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Dog parks, we definitely need more dedicated space for off-leash areas in Arlington. I would argue that the orange line areas still need
more due to all the people in apartments and condos.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Less artificial turf. I am concerned about toxicity of some of the materials, including the black dust on soccer fields and the grey dust at
the Clarendon dog park. I had to stop taking my dogs to the very expensive Clarendon park because they were covered with dust after
every visit and required baths.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
In general, less is more. Don't overspend on lots of crazy features and too many hard or artificial surfaces in these parks. I support more
hiking and biking trails, more natural park spaces, more dog parks, more tennis courts, and more plain grass fields.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The ability for all to access good quality fields and play spaces. As a soccer family, we rely on Arlington County fields. We know that
things are tight when field use is high and therefore more fields are better and more available access is always better!
Access also means multiple types of fields: indoor, outdoor, turf, grass and dirt. This is a great opportunity to work in partnership with
public schools. Therefore it could pull from 2 funds: county and School Board.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I generally like all of the points and in particular I appreciate the thought and analysis that went into it.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Echoing previous comments, I truly appreciate the thought and analysis that went into this plan.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Fields. The County needs as many fields, particularly rectangular, as we can afford and manage--and we do not have enough yet. This
plan helps in this regard and we need to do more. For example, we should follow the guidelines to have lights on every turf field. And
we should pursue turf on the Kenmore field that already has lights. Most youth sports organizations in the County have grown over the
past decade and there is no evidence that this trend will abate. There is no analytic basis for the claim that fields are underutilized and
thus can be removed.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Install lights at Williamsburg Middle School right now.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please think carefully about the disproportionate voices that are heard at County events and processes. IF Arlington leaders and
decision-makers really believe that we should be a thoughtfully progressive community then we cannot bow down to the constituents
that have the time and resources to tilt policies in their favor. These groups, which generally represent the white, more affluent, and
older citizens of North Arlington, should not have a disproportionate impact on space and field policies just because they have more time
to devote to these issues. And I say this as a white, more affluent and older citizen of North Arlington.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The largest challenge facing the soccer community will continue to be the need for high quality practice and game space. As such,
recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and identify and develop new ones are most important.

Specifically, the following PSMP recommendations are most important:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
4.3.2 Finding partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding community and/or corporate partners way
be the best way to ensure that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely manner.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I find the plan to be very well thought out and have no major changes. It’s a balanced approach which includes the priorities of those in
the organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation) communities.
While I appreciate the methodology of Access Analysis the plan uses, I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program
participants live might be better. For example, in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is
underserved.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.

I do urge the rapid adoption of this plan, so we can proceed to the next steps of finding additional field space for our kids to use for
practice and games.
The new PSMP is another excellent effort on the part of the County. It balances diverse, competing interests and ensures our parks,
trails and recreational facilities will continue to set the standard that is the envy of similar localities across America - serving over
230,000 residents, all within a dense footprint of 26 square miles.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.4.1. Provide all-season access to athletic fields, commensurate with demand, through the use of temporary or permanent structures.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would strongly recommend keeping -- or bettering -- the 1/5,153 level of service for diamond fields rather than reducing it 1/6,000
residents.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Also -- it would be great to continue synthetic field improvement to avoid weather related closures and to provide for multiple uses.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.
Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of
courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Madison Manor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The most important recommendations are those involving the addition of and improvements to fields and facilities for soccer. I have two
children in the Arlington public school system, grades 4 and 6. They both play rec soccer for Arlington and I am a coach for one of the
teams. The sixth grader plays for her Kenmore Middle School team. In addition, the fourth grader plays on the Arlington travel soccer
club and plays Indoor Soccer through Arlington County. In our 5 years of soccer with Arlington, we have come across some huge field
space issues. It has been very difficult getting proper field space for practices and games in both the spring and the winter. This was
especially noticeable this past fall with the rain and not nearly enough artificial turf fields for the demand.
Specifically the most important recommendations are:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities: The only indoor turf field is the Gunston bubble so we are are forced to use the gym at Arlington Mill
for half of our games. There are no other options in Arlington for indoor soccer training.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park - we need the fourth turf field and lighting
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic and adding lights, especially to Williamsburg. With
one child playing on her middle shchool soccer team, I would also love to see turf fields added to the middle schools such as Kenmore,
Swanson and Thomas Jefferson (the upper field).
4.1 Work with APS to maximize availability of fields
4.3.2 Finding partners to fund projects.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Overall it is balanced, but would focus on population density and do more to provide access to lighted synthetic turf fields as there is not
enough to serve the community's needs.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I support the population-based level service model laid out in the plan and urge adoption of it so we can move forward with finding
additional field space for our kids to use for practices and games. This would support the rest of the community as well since a
substantial number of adults use the soccer facilities as well, particularly the turf fields. For example, in the Spring our team practiced at
the Barcroft field and every night it was in use by both adults and kids of all ages, who we had to displace for our soccer practices. They
need a place to play soccer as well.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.
Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of
courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball.
I would like to see league competition for pickleball in Arlington County.
As a working adult who is not yet 55, there are limited times and places offered by Arlington County to play pickleball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.
Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of
courts and court time availability.
Consider raising the non-resident community center fee by 50-100% to fund more pickleball courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball.
I would like to see league competition for pickleball in Arlington County. For working adults not yet 55, there are limited times and places
offered by Arlington County to play pickleball.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Arlington is in need of more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball has become very popular among players of a variety of
ages. The sport has many social and health benefits. It can be played at many skill levels year round. There are often long wait times
to play at TJ and Walter Reed.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Increase the number of venues for pickleball. Currently there are limited numbers of indoor pickleball courts. Interest in playing
Pickleball has increased dramatically over the last few years. The county offers classes to learn to play pickleball for seniors but has not
increased the number of courts to accommodate these players.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Arlington should be proud of its Pickleball community. Players from DC, Alexandria and Fairfax counties come to Arlington to play
Pickleball. Arlington hosted the Mid Atlantic Pickleball tournament this past October that brought together over 300 participants from
throughout the county. Many of these players spent money in the county by staying in local hotels and eating in county restaurants.
The county should plan to accommodate the player needs of all skill levels. This could be done by converting more of the underused
outdoor public tennis courts or increasing the playing time at the various community/senior centers.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
There need to be more indoor and outdoor pickleball. More and more people are learning how to play, but there are not enough courts
and times available to play.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
To add more resources for pickleball for players of all ages. It is such great exercise but only so many people can play due to the limited
number of courts and the limited times those courts are available.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please provide more times for people to play pickleball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I've followed reports of the
process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I think the decision to increase pickleball opportunities throughout the county is critical. This is an activity that benefits all ages and has
a smaller footprint than tennis and other sports. We need more indoor pickleball courts and we need more pickleball hours...especially
availability at night and on weekends.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I think the plan should be more definitive and imperative about plans for Pickleball facilities (indoor and outdoor) throughout the county.
Pickleball is a sport for all ages and new Pickleball facilities are needed to meet the increasing demand for places to play Pic

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Pickleball is an activity good for all ages. It is less stressful on the body than most sports and can be played from childhood through old
age. Pickleball provides social interactions and competitive opportunities. It's good exercise for the entire body. If the county is serious
about helping seniors age in place, then more Pickleball courts are needed. The hours of current indoor Pickleball courts need to be
expanded so that playing opportunites are available at night and on weekends for those Arlington residents who are employed during
the week.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Alcova Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of
courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
Also consider adding Pickleball lines on current tennis courts and a means to set up Pickleball net until dedicated Pickleball courts
become available.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of Pickleball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Rosslyn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Arlington needs to preserve what parkland and greenspace we have. With more people expected, we need more parkland.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. We can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Arlington government does not appropriately value the park and greenspace that we have inherited.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I've been active for over a decade in Arlington CivFed
discussion of park use and planning.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Columbia Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to have more indoor & outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in America. In the last 2 years I have
seen a tremendous increase in the number of people playing in Arlington. We literally have players from 9-90. Because of weather
outside play is dictated by the seasons. We really need more indoor courts. The wait times have become extremely long. We want to
exercise our bodies not our backends! Pickleball is also a very social game. It brings folks of all walks of life together. We have a
ladies group consisting of about 20 players. We go to lunch, the movies, baseball games etc. Both retired & still working we didn't know
each other before pickleball. We are constantly adding to our group. There are many other groups just like ours.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More indoor & outdoor pickleball courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Many tennis courts are just no being used. We would like to have these converted to dedicated pickleball courts. We can put 2
pickleball courts on every one tennis court. Because of the shortage of indoor courts we don't have places to practice/drill inside. We
would like to have additional indoor courts for instructional clinics & so we can start league play. Believe me when I say Pickleball is
here to stay & growing exponentially! Thank you for your time.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
We have a representative who has been & currently is
working with Peter Lusk
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

North Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I think there should be more indoor pickleball courts--especially for morning (senior) play. The current wait times now for courts to open
are excessive.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
See #4. More indoor pickleball courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The county should create some pickleball leagues--day and night--like it does for softball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.
Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to expanding access to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth
in the number of new players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the
limited number of pickleball courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball.
I would like to see league competition for pickleball in Arlington County.
Because weather affects the ability to play pickleball outdoors, I would like to see more in-door pickleball courts, or bubble domes over
outdoor pickleball courts in the winter. This is a highly popular sport, especially among seniors.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
"I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. We can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan"

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Free space!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. We can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
If you are running a defecit, cutting staff and services, how can it possibly make sense to for example, spend $29M on artificial turf? In a
fiscally constrained environment the county should do a better job setting priorities.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
adding natural green space

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
To increase the commitment to add green space with whatever tools the county can use. Transfer of Development rights is one of them.
The county needs to sharpen its working relationship with builders and developers to help increase the amount of natural green space
throughout the county. In light of what we know about climate change this is more necessary than ever. The county's various entities
need to work and plan together to preserve and add green space: county property, school property and private property.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
With the county growing and being paved at such a rapid rate it is more important than ever for us to acquire more county green space,
not pave what we have. For instance, Lubber Run should not be adding an expensive building project that includes office space and
extra parking that necessitated the destruction of park trees. There is ample office space available throughout the county that should be
used for necessary county office space.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Priority Action #10 "Protect, restore and expand natural resources and trees."
Next would be #'s 1, 7 and 8.
However, I doubt that #1 is even possible since I don't believe there are 300 acres of open space left in the County to be acquired, and if
so, it would be too expensive. Without a dedicated source of revenue for this recommendation, it is basically meaningless. However,
should resources be available, priority should be given to acquiring and preserving any remaining natural, wooded areas in the County
Recommendations 1, 7 and 8 are in line with a 2016 survey of Arlington resident's priorities for our parks.Why aren't these
recommendations even referred to in the Plan? Why should the staff alone even be drafting this policy, since their priorities are to keep
and expand their jobs. Building more and more facilities is more staff-intensive, so of course they would recommend that. The
methodology and content of this Plan are deeply flawed.
Getting into details, sections 3.2 and 3.3 are most important, particularly 3.2.4., 3.2.7., 3.3.2 , and 3.3.3. Development and use of
existing natural areas and newly acquired ones should be limited to trails, in line with the 2016 public survey. In particular, the Public
School system is notoriously prone to destruction of natural areas, apparently viewing them as not part of its mission. Those priorities
should be changed. And in already developed areas, per 3.3.2 and .3, maximum effort should be made to preserve and expand tree
canopy.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Several expert commentators have commented on the flawed staff analyses of the need for additional recreational and other hardscape
facilities in Arlington's Park. These analyses should be removed and objective real-time use studies should be done.
In particular, Section 1.4.2 and Action Plan Item 1.4.2, recommending the construction of two new multi-use activity centers should be
removed, at least until OBJECTIVE public use studies and public surveys demonstrate the need for these facilities
I live within eyesight of the new Stratford Park facilities. They were under-used before they were redeveloped, and that has not changed.
Even the vaunted soccer field on school property (now closed for construction) was not that frequently used outside of school play times.
As stated above, objective use studies should be done and additional use of existing facilities should be attempted before any additional
studies are done. Comparison of Arlington with national use studies based on population may not be valid, since Arlington is a unique,
small area jurisdiction

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The Plan may be obsolete already due to the recent decision by Amazon to relocate half of its new second headquarters facility to the
Crystal City area. Studies should immediately be undertaken to evaluate the impact of this large increase in employment in a particular
area and the pressure on land use and housing resulting from the that increase.
In the words of a public commenter, the Plan should be amended to:
place a greater emphasis on sustainability–including the preservation and restoration of existing parkland and natural spaces by
reducing existing facilities’ footprints, by trimming nonpriority new facilities, and by converting dedicated fields and sport courts into
multiuse facilities that serve the greatest number of people and needs.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
Although this is the first time I've commented in writing, I
participated in some kind of meeting/discussion group earlier
in the process to discuss the parameters of "casual use.".
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I don't see "recommendations" in this plan other than references to recommendations in past PSMP. This draft has "Strategic
Directions" and "Priority Actions". Of those, I consider the most important to be 1.1. "Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years" followed closely by 3.2. "Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees."

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I want the PSMP to meet the needs of all Arlingtonians for the next two decades. To do this we must ensure that the recommendations
in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities. I would remove the incomplete and flawed
recreational field recommendations from the PSMP until the County can complete a transparent public review of the field usage data.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The PSMP’s call to acquire 30 acres of new public space is an empty goal unless the county identifies funding for land acquisition.
Including $0 for land acquisition in the last Park Bond referendum was not an propitious start.
Given the existential threat climate change poses to the future of young Arlingtonians and the potential of trees and natural areas to
ameliorate some of the problems, why isn’t climate change a central focus of the PSMP? Why aren’t there sections covering the value of
green space in the discussion of “The Top 10 things Arlington County Government will do to lessen the impact of climate change”? The
US government just put out a mammoth report on climate change; what is Arlington doing locally? How is it “progressive” Arlington does
not make tackling climate change a prominent and vital part of planning our green infrastructure for the next few decades?
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Highland Park Overlee Knolls

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Maintaining the natural space we have. The issue is complicated by climate change (think 2012 derecho) and excessive tree removal
by aggressive development that causes catastrophic flooding. 4 mile run has become a surface sewer between East Falls Church and
Dominion Hills. In this area; little has been done to protect the creek bed...EXCEPT along the creek where there are either HOUSES or
bridges. Arlington needs to place boulders and other supports along both sides of the creek bed...or suffer a collapse of a portion of the
WO&D trail in that area. Why has the park eroded in this area to the degree that it has? Are there agreements that Arlington has with
the State and Regional authorities to reduce run-off into the Potomac; maintain the tree canopy and maintain the existing parks? Yes,
there are and NO..Arlington is not complying with those agreements. There is much going on in Arlington; it is a pity that the quality of
the park land is being eroded by negligence, by the COUNTY's negligence. Instead of building vanity projects like an expensive pool in
Crystal City....it would be wiser to place that money in the PARKS. Trail and tree maintenance should be THE priority of the County.
Instead, the park land is washing away towards the Potomac. Trees are being uprooted and slowly washed downstream toward
Bluemont. Move the priority to maintain the parks from #10 in the PLAN to #1. Seriously, as more infrastructure is built by the County to
maintain...theft from the park's budget will happen to pay for maintenance of POOLS and Ziplines...infrastructure that the people of
Arlington DID NOT VOTE FOR...WHAT we voted for was money for PARKS. Not for County Board vanity projects! The quality of the
environment; the health of the environment is reflected in the Parks in Arlington County. Right now, the quality and health are poor.
SURFACE SEWER or park. It is your choice; we voted for parks years ago. You did not listen then. Are you listening NOW?

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
See above. Move maintenance of our existing park land up from #10 to #1.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I really have little faith in this process. Prove me wrong.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The imbalance between investment in parkland for casual use vs. programmed sports. This needs to be fixed. Residents want the
County to maintain existing parkland, add to space allocated for passive activities and preserve trees and nature. These are not
priorities in the current POPS plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Delete the current criteria for field lights and substitute the consensus criteria unanimously recommended by the Williamsburg Field Site
Evaluation Work Group.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The plan reflects the current staff structure of DPR. Preserving trees is a lower tier priority. No senior staff have been devoted to
defining, preserving and expanding parkland for casual use. 3 out of 4 senior staff positions are devoted to building, maintaining and
programming sports fields and programs. The most recent Community Satisfaction Survey - like the prior one - shows that these are not
the highest or even next to highest priorities of residents regardless of age. People do not trust the methodology used to calculate and
respond to alleged demand for field space. Existing fields are not well utilized. Start with preserving and maintaining what we have
before depriving neighborhoods of the small amount of open space that's available to them for casual use.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Woodmont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The provision for sufficient public fields for youth sports.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Provide for higher-quality youth fields and additional space for youth sports.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email
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Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Parks connectivity and green spaces that are walkable from population centers. Thinking about parks and transportation.
In Pentagon City - connecting across 395 to Long Bridge, reconmecting the paths at the east side of the Pentagon, improving
connectivity at the west side of the pentagon. Connect Pen Place to Virginia Highlands park via a greenway, and Virginia Highlands to
the tunnel to Army Navy Country Club with bike lanes and use the ANCC easement as a connection west of 395.
In crystal city, providing a traffic light and bike lane at the water park pedestrian tunnel and widening it. Connecting from the pedestrian
tunnel to the waterfowl sanctuary and Long Bridge. Provide two way protected bike lanes similar to those on K Street in Georgetown
along the major thoroughfares in crystal city and pentagon city
Think of bike lanes as supporting scooter lanes. Increase the number of covered bike lockers at metro stations. Install security cameras
Connectivity to the Pentagon marina from Pen Place and a water taxi stop at Gravelly point - with connectivity to Pen Place for water taxi
commuting.
Connect Fort Scott park with Oakcrest park and Oakridge with 4 mile run via Fraser and Troy parks.
Make ANCC a public park or open to the public at least along edges and along roads to commute through.
Allow bike through Arlington cemetary and connectivity to it.
Improve bike crossings at Memorial Bridge from Mt Vernon traiil
Bury thru traffic on Rt 1 per the Crystal city sector plan to allow greater connectivity to Crystal City and a widened green median /
sidewalks.
Improve airport trafffic with the traffic circle proposed in the Crystal City sector plan and keep uber parking on the airport grounds.
Improve park fencing in Aurora Highlands to wrought iron from chain link
Improve stormwater management at Nelly custis and virginia highlands parks
Increase park tree count, inspect and improve and maintain median trees in pentagon city and crystal city. replace poor growth and
poor installations
work with maryland and virginia to inprove river water quality and support wildlife and improve animal greenways leading to the river
areas includng the raccoons, beaver, foxes, rabbits, possums, chipmunks, deer and birds,
Include pollinator gardens in parks, and work with wildlife organizations to improve wildlife environments in parks includng adding water
features
eliminate the use of roundup - a carcinogen and other sustainable park mgmt operations
work with the pentagon to increase tree cover, drainage and connecting pathways in their lots
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
see 4

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
see 4

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. This is done by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan.
Parks are for everyone not just people with kids. More than 75 % of residents DO NOT have children and yet we keep adding million
dollar plastic playground equipment and synthetic fields to every park.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We need trees and green spaces that provide tranquility not fields and playgrounds. What happened to people having a swing set in
their own back yards. Lives are busy and we need a peaceful place in our parks away from loud noises and sports.
You need to be buying up houses next to existing parks to expand. This is especially true in neighborhoods like Penrose that has
doubled it's population in ten years due to the county allowing assessory dwellings and building on tiny lots and the increase in
apartment buildings along the pike
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
can't recall
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Addition of new sports fields and increased access to and maintenance of existing fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Would be nice to expedite delivery sooner than planned.
The outreach was solid and methodology is sound.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please do not be swayed by Friends of Aurora Highlands/Parks 4 Everyone--their aim of undeveloped/greenspace is narrow and not
reflective of the desires of residents, current demands and anticipated growth.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Add 30 acres of public land in the next 10 years. Ensure that schools are given priority use of land over private groups.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. We can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan.
.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I learned as a member of the Career Center Working Group that the parks staff are resistant to any compromises or changes to current
parkland use. Very disappointing. School use is priority, and I don't have kids biasing my opinion. The county needs to put acquisition of
parkland at the top of priority list as if it's not there, all land will be developed into high rise apartments. This is how a by-rights state
works.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
already submitted this

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
already submitted this

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Action step 3.3.1 is currently listed with DPR as the only county department responsible for implementation, and PRC and UFC as
commissions with interest. This is much too narrow in both conveying the importance of biophilic planning and design to county
departments, and incorrectly implies that other functions have no responsibility or impact on its implementation. DPR should have the
lead role, if only because it is the most advanced in its awareness on this topic. But CPHD, DES, APS and Human Services all have
reasons to participate. LIkewise, E2C2 and NCAC should be added to the commission list at a minimum. There are others with interest,
whether or not they are named here.
With such clear benefits to individual residents and to the county generally, this initiative should involve an active and balanced
collaboration of county offices and volunteers.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
More features to encourage casual use of parks.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would recommend expanding programming (formal and informal) - more park performances, themed events, non-sports participatory
activities (drum circles? community ukulele events? rent snow cannons and make snow in the summer? stargazing? brown bag lunches
with interesting speakers? geocaching? Pokemon Go festivals?). And maybe sequential events that rotate among parks, encouraging
residents to visit County parks outside their own neighborhoods.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Good job!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
we need to keep green spaces open, with water facilites

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I am unsure

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Dog parks! p225-229

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
p225-229 - we need more dog parks! Perhaps a section of Fort Scott Park (large grassy field would be a great dog park), Long Bridge,
or Virginia Highlands?

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Thanks for all the work that went into this.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Adding a dog park in the Southeast part of the county

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Place it at Aurora Highlands or Nelly Custis

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Plenty of space available Nelly Custis (3/4 of the park unused) and you already have a zillion playgrounds in the neighborhood... or use
some open space at Aurora Highlands...

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Green common areas with art work, fountains, sculptures, etc. to encourage Arlington’s young professionals to stay/socialize in the
county, rather than move downtown (the current trend).

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Safer on-road bike trails with physical dividers, as well as more off-road trails throughout Pentagon and Crystal Cities to improve
continuity of the developing area. There is a sharp separation between East and West Crystal City that needs to be bridged with more
green areas, dog parks, and perhaps, less parking spaces to make way for art works and park benches

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
There seems to be a lot of consideration for young families with children; however, Arlington also has a notable young, single population
and with the arrival of Amazon, will certainly have considerably more. Many of us would like to see more amenities for young
professionals, like bike trails, volleyball courts, tennis courts, common areas to socialize, dog parks, etc. There is a trend for young
professionals to leave Arlington for DC, and already projections that new Amazon singles will most likely move downtown. The county
should consider improving park amenities to retain current young Arlington professionals and attract future similar residents.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Columbia Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please, please, please DO NOT install artificial turf in any areas where children will play. Growing evidence suggests the rubber
particles that are part of artificial turf fields cause cancer--the particles get inside your mouth and inside any cuts or scrapes. We used to
play soccer with our young son at the natural grass field at Rocky Run Park. We only returned once after the artificial turf was installed.
He was about 4 years old. He was absolutely COVERED in the black, rubber particles. They were on his face, in his hair, on his
clothes. It was frightening, disgusting and unacceptable. We will NEVER use an artificial turf field with him again, and our community's
tax dollars absolutely should not be spent ever again on such a surface.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Please, please, please DO NOT install artificial turf in any areas where children will play. Growing evidence suggests the rubber
particles that are part of artificial turf fields cause cancer--the particles get inside your mouth and inside any cuts or scrapes. We used to
play soccer with our young son at the natural grass field at Rocky Run Park. We only returned once after the artificial turf was installed.
He was about 4 years old. He was absolutely COVERED in the black, rubber particles. They were on his face, in his hair, on his
clothes. It was frightening, disgusting and unacceptable. We will NEVER use an artificial turf field with him again, and our community's
tax dollars absolutely should not be spent ever again on such a surface.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please, please, please DO NOT install artificial turf in any areas where children will play. Growing evidence suggests the rubber
particles that are part of artificial turf fields cause cancer--the particles get inside your mouth and inside any cuts or scrapes. We used to
play soccer with our young son at the natural grass field at Rocky Run Park. We only returned once after the artificial turf was installed.
He was about 4 years old. He was absolutely COVERED in the black, rubber particles. They were on his face, in his hair, on his
clothes. It was frightening, disgusting and unacceptable. We will NEVER use an artificial turf field with him again, and our community's
tax dollars absolutely should not be spent ever again on such a surface.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
"I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. We can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities.
The County must remove the incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can
commence a transparent public review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public
Spaces Master Plan will more accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan"

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Old
Dominion

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
A park space on 26th and Old Dominion and removing the old/temp Salt Dome.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
They're all important—but I'll say Priority Actions #2 and #9 rise to the top.
Why?
1. In general, single-family neighborhoods already have YARDS, built-in green space cum casual use space. The dense urban areas,
which subsidize services in the neighborhoods, lack open and green space. As the population grows, with more density in urban and
urbanizing areas, the open space needs will become even more acute. To make dense areas "livable" the open spaces must be made
biophilic, accessible, flexible, and creative. Other cities do this.
2. Climate change. More heat, more windstorms, more heavy rain and floods, more extremes in general will stress existing trees, plants,
parks infrastructure. All the things needed to adapt and mitigate—like requiring pervious surfaces, adding more appropriate and
appropriately placed trees and plants, invasives removal, drainage improvements—will be crucial to make this work.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Put more emphasis on adapting to and mitigating climate change. That will cost money, so keep educating and planning for the
mitigation and the money.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
With regard to level of service: there is some controversy concerning how to project how much field space of what kinds will be needed.
I believe DPR may lack resources to do direct observation of field use. It has booking data, but I believe it also needs an innovative
citizen-led-parks-mentored data collection plan. Get APS involved. Get middle and high-schoolers, make data-collecting projects part of
their curriculum and credits: use photos, counts, drones, clip-boards, high-tech/low-tech to establish field use patterns, especially for
non-booked times. (It could also get young people out-of-doors). Seniors could do this too.
Flag football, ultimate frisbee, and soccer have all emerged as more important sports compared to, say, 40 years ago. Pickle-ball is
coming up fast. Plan for flexibility.
Demographics are important. Households now are very different than in the 40s and 50s when much of Arlington was developed. Pay
attention to the demographics when planning casual-use space.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I've lived in Arlington for 36 years, been to all parks, trails,
and playgrounds, use facilities regularly, talk to DPR
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
These items are the most important to our community.
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would address the lack of lighting for fields in North Arlington. Commuting across the county each night to get to practices place an
undue burden on those who live in North Arlington.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please adopt as quickly as possible. Thanks.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Yorktown

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
More pickle ball courts! Both inside and out. It is such a fast growing sport that all ages can play, I've been playing in Arlington for a
little over a year and in that short time I've seen an increase in numbers of people playing it.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources focused on adding more pickle ball courts in Arlington Co. Under-utilized tennis courts can be
changed to accommodate more pickle ball courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners in Arlington Co. as well as league competition.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Park space; not athletic fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would ask for decisions to be made on real data.
It is my understanding that the County's own survey showing strong priority for open natural space has been dropped from this final
draft. I live in South Arlington county and do NOT want more athletic fields, especially if put forth by Arlington Parks/Rec without
following the advice of their own consultant plus using a standard formula from other jurisdictions. South Arlington is about to add an
Amazon influx of many more people and it is IMPERATIVE that enough open and natural environment be available in high density
neighborhoods. I am disappointed that the decision makers would ignore the expressed priorities of county citizens and specific
consultants in favor of some algorhythm.
I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of everyone for the next 20 years. We can do this by ensuring that the
recommendations in the Plan are based on actual data, sound methodology and residents' priorities. The County must remove the
incomplete and flawed recreational field recommendations from the POPS plan. Until the County can commence a transparent public
review process of the actual need and usage of fields, this is the only way to ensure that the Public Spaces Master Plan will more
accurately reflect the priority needs of all residents and the aspirational goals of the Plan.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I live/walk by athletic fields all the time near Pentagon City. Rarely used fields are not accessible to other citizens, who ARE present.
Plans for the future should be sure to have open green spaces in South County, not just North Arlington.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
followed it "off line", signed petitions, discussed with
neighbors
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ballston-Virginia Square

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
3.2 Protect, Restore and Expand Natural Resources and Trees
I like that you are asking what is most important for our community. I would have a different answer if you had asked what is most
important to me, right now.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Could we do anything over I-66? Like the parking garage near W-L expect for public space?
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I think the plan seems very comprehensive and thoughtful.
I grew up here, moved away in my 20's, and now have been living here for the past 12 years and I am still discovering new parks and
amenities.
It is great to see that thought is going into the overall structure, use and upkeep of our public spaces.
Now that I have a child in soccer I appreciate the number of and the work to maintain the rectangular fields. When considering turf
versus natural grass I would hope that Arlington understands any health impacts of artificial turf (we know they are convenient).
I agree with the thinking on rectangular fields and even though I have a child in soccer I still would prioritize the tree canopy over more
field space. Lighting, like the plan suggests, could extend usage for some groups.
I was surprised to read that people said we need more public spaces. I think Arlington has a lot of variety of spaces and a large number
of public spaces. I am always discovering new parks.
I was very happy to read everything in section 3 resource stewardship. It would be great to daylight more streams and have a better
connection to the Potomac River.
However, we do need to be aware of other activities near public spaces. We went to Long Bridge Park recently but had to leave
because of the horrible airplane exhaust smell. I was getting a headache.
I love the bike learning loops.
I'm glad bathroom facilities at parks are in the plan.
It terms of programming for children...it is so stressful because one has be online at a certain time or just miss out.
I don't know what better way there could be for communicating to the public about resources, but I find I still wish I was better involved
and connected.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Crystal City

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Improve maintenance and connectivity of walking and hiking trails.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Access to biking/hiking trails; expansion of defined parks; adding access to Mt. Vernon Trail.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Shirlington

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
more pickleball courts

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Safety. Traffic. Cleanliness.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Focus on cleaning up what we already have to get better use out of them.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Grow public green spaces and parks and continue the expansion of existing green spaces and parks along 4 mile run and the river.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Significant additional focus on Crystal City and Potomac Yard. Particularly now that Amazon is moving into the area, and Potomac Yard
is going to be a new Metro Station, development of additional green space and access to the other side of the railroad tracks thru
tunnels. Development of and reclamation of watershed along the river in the Crystal City and Potomac Yard area with connections to the
4-mile run outlet and Regan National. Requirement for new buildings to include accessible park space around the structures and rooftop
gardens/parks as part of the site/building plan approval to include refurbishment of existing office spaces.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Less emphasis on creating buildings and community facilities and more on creating usable park/green space, walkable trails with tree
canopy

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
While the need for more open green space including dog parks is most important, the actual recommendations in the Plan to achieve
this are flawed at best. There is far too much emphasis on increasing the number of fields and programmed usage when in actuality if
current resources were managed better there would be no need for additional fields which would allow for more un-programmed open
space on scarce remaining land.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The standards for dog parks in the Final Draft does not reflect the changes recommended by the chairs of the Planning Commission and
of Shirlington Dogs II, the largest county dog park sponsoring group, as well as many users that were made in the previous POPS draft.
These included the fact that national standards indicate dog parks should be at least 2 to 3 times what the Draft shows and that the
county's own previous standards state the optimal size be two to five acres. The larger the park size the healthier and safer it is for the
dogs, their owners and is far more environmentally sustainable. Also the standard for surfaces should reflect that natural materials are
preferred. There are many complaints about James Hunter dog park, the only one in the county that currently has synthetic surfaces,
including that it is harmful to the dog's paws, excessively hot in the summer, and there is a strong smell of urine and high levels of
bacteria. In addition these surfaces are extremely expensive to install and properly maintain. Synthetic surfaces could be appropriate
for the smaller dog runs but by making synthetic surfaces a required standard for dog parks would make establishing new dog parks
more difficult as they would require more costs and maintenance. In addition, as in the case of the James Hunter dog park, the intended
users would utilize other dog parks that have natural surfaces putting additional burden on them.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The Inventory chart on top of page 226 does not accurately state the ground cover at Shirlington dog park which is mostly natural sod,
dirt and grass with some pea-sized stone used to fill holes. It is these natural materials that is one of the factors for the popularity of this
dog park.
Figure #35 on page 226 does not reflect the actual numbers of dogs residing in the county. It is commonly estimated that only one-third
of the dogs in the county are registered which puts the actual currently number well over 13,000 dogs. The county can do a much
better job to ensure more dogs are properly registered, which is not only a safety issue but by not doing so the county is losing up to
$100,000 annually in lost revenue.
Any additional dog parks the county invests in must be designed with performance as the main criteria, using the natural materials each
specific site dictates and be large enough to make sure nearby residents utilize them instead of the Shirlington dog park.
Steps should be taken to allow dog parks and dog runs to be built on private land and remove the standard that dog parks are required
to be on public land.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Athletic fields, biking trails

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
H-B Woodlawn field - currently being redone - should be a turf field

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Public spaces available to everyone for their enjoyment.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Public spaces should reflect the needs of the entire community and should not be just for sports, thereby closing off those spaces to the
rest of the community.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I’ve expressed my opinion
before.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More focus on sports fields, which are a huge part of the quality of life for many busy adults as well as for kids. Once sports fields are
destroyed they are nearly impossible to replace. Baseball and softball and soccer are vary important to many of us.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I'm concerned that the county received a disproportionate amount of input from people who are older, wealthier, and can afford the time
necessary to attend public meetings.
In my neighborhood, for example, a well intentioned older person who does not play sports launched an effort to try to have our local
softball fields destroyed. Those of us who work and have kids could not come to the various meetings to have our voices heard. We
need county officials to be mindful that WHO they hear from does not necessarily reflect WHO CARES about various issues.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I work and have kids and volunteer and have not been able
to make any meetings. I emailed in comments at one point.
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington East Falls
Church

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The largest challenge facing the soccer community will continue to be the need for high quality practice and game space. As such,
recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and identify and develop new ones are most important.

Specifically, the following PSMP recommendations are most important:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix
as well.
4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
4.3.2 Finding partners to fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding community and/or corporate partners way be
the best way to ensure that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely manner.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I find the plan to be very well thought out and have no major changes. It’s a balanced approach which includes the priorities of those in
the organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation) communities.
While I appreciate the methodology of Access Analysis the plan uses, I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program
participants live might be better. For example, in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is
underserved.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.

I do urge the rapid adoption of this plan, so we can proceed to the next steps of finding additional field space for our kids to use for
practice and games.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Priority Actions 7, 8, 9, and 10
Community Cohesion created by connected and green public spaces.
Tree canopy maintenance and increasing tree canopy in residential neighborhoods.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Consider How to offset the housing density with green spacer. Approve development in aurora highlands, Pentagon city and Crystal city
only if it incorporates and integrates green space.
Too dense right now with concrete everywhere and can't see trees or sky! I grew up here since 80s and it has become too dense with
crime increase.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Looks good.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
For me, recreational opportunities are extremely important, especially as the county gets more densely populated, the population ages,
and obesity continues to be a significant health problem. For retired seniors like me, pickleball has provided a welcome source of
exercise, competition, and community. The more courts and times that can be made available the better.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see a significant increase in courts and times devoted to pickleball. Currently, waiting time often exceeds playing time at
key times during the day. I see few (if any) sports facilities being utilized as thoroughly as the pickleball courts.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Colonial Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I would like to see more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America.
Pickleball is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by all ages.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of
courts and court time availability.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball.
I would like to see league competition for pickleball in Arlington County.
As a working adult who is not yet 55, there are limited times and places offered by Arlington County to play pickleball.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Purchasing new space strategically, preserving and maintains existing space

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
It was long. I only hit the parts that mattered to me.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
I implore you to open more indoor and outdoor pickleball courts. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America and
has seen rapid growth in interest in popularity in Arlington, as I'm sure you know. Alas, the lack of places to play (most especially for
players not 55+) was an inconvenience last year but is rapidly becoming a genuine impediment to growth now.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new players entering the
game in our community. Wait times between games can be up to 20-30 minutes due to the limited number of courts and court time
availability. Additionally, newer players find themselves forced to share courts with much better, more experienced players as there are
not enough courts to set aside novice courts as many other communities with dedicated courts are able to do.
I invite you to conduct a Google news search for "pickleball" and scroll through the articles about communities that have built or are
planning to build new courts or dedicated existing underused tennis courts into pickleball courts. A couple of years ago this was
predominantly well-heeled retirement areas, but not anymore.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to permanent pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at 27 locations across
Arlington County.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners to learn the game of pickleball.
I would like to see league competition for pickleball in Arlington County.
As a working adult who is not yet 55, there are limited times and places offered by Arlington County to play pickleball.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Madison Manor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
It’s super hard to have sports programs here that have full use of your fields. It’s important to me that our kids programs continue to
have priority. There is plenty of green space for open use and I don’t see a need to prioritize that over sports programs

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Sports fields and kids programs are my number one priority as an Arlington resident.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Tara Leeway
Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The most important recommendation is the conversion of dedicated athletic fields to open, multi-use space. This MUST NOT be
adopted. As a 2nd generation and life long arlingtonian parent to 3rd generation arlingtonians, the growing number of students and
children should have the same access and sporting infrastructure that I grew up with in arlington. In addition, this is really short sighted
considering the growing population of the county and the increasing demands for athletic space that will be required. Once the fields are
changed, they will never change back.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Eliminate the proposal to reduce the number of athletic fields. Most communities increase their athletic fields when the population grows
and do not reduce it. The non-dedicated athletic fields in Arlington are already a hot mess. My daughter plays soccer on fields where
people walk their pets because of the lack of barriers and fences that indicate their primary usage. Numerous times this fall season
there were girls that stepped on dog feces.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
What is adopted by the county must not take away from the already strained sporting infrastructure. If the proponents of change were
correct about the over capacity of fields then my son would have played more than 3 soccer games this fall. He didn’t because there
were not enough fields that could accommodate all the rain outs this fall.
Also, not all residents live in civic associations and the survey should have reflected that option. I chose the one from my childhood. My
current street is not part of any CA.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Putting nature first. I was encouraged by Priority Actions 4, 7 and 10 as they made it sound like the plan was considering our impacts
on nature and doing what we can to minimize the negative impacts with the little bit of native green space left in the county. However,
none of those priorities come through in the rest of the plan. What's worse, not having access to the green space that is to become
Long Bridge rec center, or completely paving it over? The last Willow Flycatcher to nest in Arlington was in that small parcel of land.
But no more. Please pay more attention to the needs of plants, birds, amphibians, reptiles that are trying to hang on in the county.
Again, the priority actions sounded like you might, but it seems like lip service.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
See answer to #4 - put more emphasis on maintaining wild space for animals and plants. As an avid birder, I always leave the County if
I want to see anything interesting (such as DC).

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
More soccer fields.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
More soccer fields.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The foresight for generational land acquisition to reserve land before it becomes redeveloped.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The plan is very thorough and considerate of multiple needs of public spaces. The population-based level of service model makes
sense for anticipating future growth needs. I don't believe the plan needs changing.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
More upfront investment in maintenance could potentially yield stronger savings. For example, when rectangular fields are closed due to
wet conditions, use this as an opportunity to roll and aerate the fields and keep them usable for longer. Also when fields are closed due
to wet conditions, have enforcement of this decision and keep off 'pick up' games that ignore field closures and cut up the grass. May
also be worth considering designated small-scale 'pick up' rectangular fields that cannot be reserved by an organisation and allow the
community to use them on a first-come, first-serve basis. Related to that, working closely with APS to allow greater community use of all
rectangular fields both grass and synthetic.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Williamsburg

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please make more fields available. To serve everyone, dog parks or structured playgrounds on those fields are fine, but it's the fields
that we need.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I haven't read the whole thing, but we need fields!

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Placement of a dog park in Aurora Highlands or Arlington Ridge neighborhood

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I maintain a balance of "free space" vs. baseball fields, new playgrounds, etc. Most of the work on parks done near my neighborhood
over the last 5 years has removed green space and replaced it with activity specific fields, such as the baseball field at Fort Scott or the
baseball fields at Virginia Highlands. Green space with no other purpose than just being open space is equally important.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dover Crystal

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
None- while they’re all encompassing, the goals do not address the paucity of lighted, turf rectangular fields in the county. With Amazon
coming there will be even more demand for this type of fields. The plan touches on this issue as part of other goals but does not
address this issue head on and offer solutions to this problem. Just adding turf fields will not fix the problem- without lights, you limit the
usability of the space. The County and it’s residents need strong leadership from County staff and elected officials. Take a stand and
do what needs to be done and quit kicking the can down the road. The future is now.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Acknowledge that compromises need to be made and that the County can’t satisfy everyone.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Converting grass fields to artificial turf and adding lights.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Do not buy houses to turn them into little parks. It is incredibly costly for the county and it depletes the housing supply.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The plan clearly states the important priorities of protecting natural areas and providing casual-use places where people can go to enjoy
being in nature. Both as a resident of Arlington, and as the Arlington lead staff member for the Northern Virginia Conservation Trust, I
see the critical importance of maintaining Arlington’s natural, unprogrammed areas – and I'm glad to see that reflected in the plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The plan should add tools to the toolbox – specifically privately-held conservation easements – for the potential acquisition sites. Among
the sites listed are natural resource areas (page 154+) and public access areas (page 159+). For natural resources, in the cases where
resources are concentrated on one or two parcels, an easement can be an effective tool. And for public access prospects, in many
cases the owners may prefer to keep them privately owned even while offering public access – so an easement is also a good tool.
Also, the “generational” opportunities (page 163) are in many instances outstanding candidates for easements. Northern Virginia
Conservation Trust is a ready and willing partner for these important sites.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Northern Virginia Conservation Trust very much appreciates our ongoing partnership with the County and the huge effort with
considerable detail that has gone into this plan.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waycroft Woodlawn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Capacity in which commenting and Disclaimer:
I serve on the Arlington County Park & Recreation Commission (PRC). However, I am commenting here in my individual capacity. My
comments do not reflect any official or other position of the PRC.
Most important recommendation in the Plan: Paragraph 1.4.2., Page 61: Identify the locations and build two new multi-use activity
centers to provide year-round access to indoor athletic courts and fields.
Arlington County significantly needs more and better indoor athletic facilities. These facilities should accommodate, among other
activities, playing tennis.
Participation in playing tennis is trending upward. See, for example, your own statistics on page 31 of the Plan. At the same time, indoor
tennis-playing capacity in our area has been declining. In 2018, the Four Seasons Tennis Club in Merrifield, Virginia permanently closed,
eliminating 10-15 indoor tennis courts (depending on the season). Private facilities in the area provide limited indoor tennis playing
capacity. Examples include the Arlington YMCA and the Army-Navy Country Club. However, both facilities are oversubscribed, and the
fees some of them charge exceed many citizens' financial means.
Before being adopted, the Plan should be revised to address specifically where the two new activity centers could be constructed. Two
possibilities consist of Shirlington, adjacent to the CubeSmart. (An activity Center could be colocated with anticipated bus parking on
that property.) A second possible location consists of National Landing in order to serve a population anticipated to expand on account
of Amazon's commitment to operate a "second headquarters" in Crystal City.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Specifically provide for constructing additional outdoor tennis courts in the near term. Prioritize developing new courts in the areas of
Arlington County in which the Plan indicates they are most needed; see page 191 of the Plan. Similarly, provide County indoor tennisplaying capacity; see preceding answer to question 4.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Address the "Amazon" effect:
Revise the draft Plan to address how Amazon's plans for National Landing affect the Plan's priorities and recommendations. Should the
Plan specifically anticipate particular new amenities in National Landing that may not have been suggested before Amazon selected
National Landing for its "second headquarters"? If the Plan specifically addresses the impact of Amazon, then how would the draft's
other action steps be affected?
Cover Page:
It is appreciated that the final draft unlike prior drafts provides an image acknowledging that Arlington County's public spaces include
athletic courts.
Page 31:
The first paragraph under the heading "Recreation Trends" helpfully acknowledges that citizens in all age groups increasingly are
participating in DPR's recreational activities. Arlington County should keep in mind these trends and should design future recreational
amenities to serve all age groups, not merely those having more time than others to attend public meetings and "lobby" for activities and
amenities they prefer. (Unfortunately, the Plan capitulates to special interests of particular interest groups by emphasizing pickleball
courts; see associated comments below).
Figure 6 on Page 31 confirms that participation in playing tennis has been trending upward. Statistics from various tennis organizations,
including the Arlington County Tennis Association (ACTA) and the United States Tennis Association (USTA), would confirm those
trends. The growth in tennis playing that your own statistics acknowledge influences preceding answers to questions 4 and 5 and
various other comments that follow here.
Page 32:
In the first full paragraph, complete the thought about demand for pickleball. Acknowledge here that demand for usage of athletic courts
for other sports, including tennis, is also growing. See, for example, your own statistics in Figure 6 on Page 31. Consequently, the Plan
should state that Arlington County will address the demand for pickleball by building dedicated pickleball courts rather than converting
existing courts to pickleball courts.
Page 61, continuing to Page 64:
Paragraph 1.4.2.: Agreed--indoor multi-use activity centers should accommodate tennis.
Page 64:
Paragraph 1.4.3. reads like "special interest" or "rifleshot" legislation. The Plan should balance this language unfortunately skewed
toward pickleball by acknowledging that demand for tennis courts is also increasing; see your own statistics on Page 31 and other
statistics that could be provided to you. State here that during peak usage hours citizens often wait long periods of time to access tennis
courts even at venues such as Bluemont Park and Quincy Park that provide more tennis courts than other County parks. To achieve
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appropriate balance, add here an image of tennis players waiting for tennis courts.
Page 66:
In Paragraph 1.5.5., state that the number of outdoor tennis courts at Bluemont Park should be increased to meet consistent excess
demand for tennis-playing capacity there. Also state that indoor tennis courts should be added at Bluemont or, alternatively, some of the
courts there should be bubbled seasonally to enable indoor playing during winter months. State that, if necessary, as a trade-off for
additional tennis capacity at Bluemont Park, lesser demanded tennis courts at other locations could be repurposed, provided that the net
number of County/APS tennis courts does not decline any further than it already has.
Page 66:
Clarify in Paragraph 1.5.6. the discussion of lighting tennis courts. Explain that while some courts are lighted, lighting could be added to
additional courts in order to increase their availability.
Add a third sentence to Paragraph 1.5.6. to read: "Particular courts also could be seasonally bubbled to accommodate their use during
winter months."
Page 68: paragraph 1.5.10.
Provide in Paragraph 1.5.10. that new tennis courts could be built on rooftops. A tennis court admittedly consumes a large amount of
space (60 by 120 feet). With today's land values, dedicating that much space to one particular activity admittedly presents challenges.
One solution to meeting the demand for more tennis-playing capacity in Arlington County would consist of building tennis courts on
rooftops. To enable their use year-round, tennis courts on rooftops could be seasonably bubbled.
Page 72:
Expand the discussion of restrooms in Paragraphs 1.6.3. and 1.6.4. to state as a priority action that all Arlington County parks should
have working restrooms and working water fountains. These amenities are needed to assure the safety of an aging population. Having
them in all our parks also would increase parks' usage.
Page 191:
Plan in the short term to add tennis courts in the areas in red indicating most need. Do not defer fulfilling these needs.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
This comment is an update to one previously submitted. Thank you.
Figure #35 on page 226 does not reflect the actual numbers of dogs residing in the county. In 1999 the county and Animal Control
estimated there were 18,000 dogs residing within Arlington. Given the overall population increase from 2000 to 2017 of 23%, a
conservative number for dogs currently in the county would be over 22,000. As there are currently 114,000 Arlington County
households, and surveys indicate 25% of households have at least one pet or more, the overall number of dogs is most likely higher.
The county can do a much better job to ensure more dogs are properly registered, which is not only a safety issue but by not doing so
the county is losing up to $100,000 annually in lost revenue.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Once again, the city has changed the game after agreeing to a direction. On page 195 under the area for lighting fields, the city had
agreed back in the SEPTEMBER meeting to include the recommendations in section 4 of the WFWG report. To which everyone had
agreed to.
The neighbors around Discovery are very upset that the city continues to make promises and then continues to break them. You have
no credibility left with this neighborhood.
I am not opposed to fields. I am opposed to spending more money on lighting fields when it would be better to spend the money on
converting grass fields to artificial turf. What happens when it rains is a majority of our fields shut down and only the artificial turf fields
are open for play. As a former Arlington Soccer coach, I understand this all to well. Lights will not solve the problem. And for all the
reasons in the WFWG report, we should not be considering lights.
Please follow what you agreed to in September.

Don't break another promise.

Thank you.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Don't light more fields. Convert grass fields to artificial turf.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Ashton Heights

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Need more soccer fields

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Need more soccer fields

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Colonial Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Hi! My father in law plays pickleball here and would love to see more courts--there's apparently a wait time right now when folks want to
play.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Leeway Overlee

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.5 - Make better use of existing public spaces through system wide planning and investments in facilities.
As space is a premium and we must get the most out of the parks we have. A lighted artificial turf field guarantees maximum usage of
the facility. For fields utilized for athletic events, all of our turf fields should be lighted and our lighted fields should be turfed to maximize
their usage. The rectangular field at Bluemont junction should probably be converted to other use because it seems be closed more so
than other fields that it might not be worth the efforts to maintain it as an official field.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
As our county continues to grow, there will be competing interests for our tax dollars. We need to make the most of what we have, get
the biggest bang for the bucks.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Buckingham

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Action 3.2. Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees. (page 96).
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Action 6.1.4 (page 126) states:
6.1.4. Align maintenance practices with pollinator and beneficial insect habitat needs.
Pollinators, including honey bees, native bees, birds, and butterflies, provide a vital role in maintaining a diverse ecosystem.
Maintenance practices such as limiting the width of mowed areas will help support important habitat areas and enhance user’s
appreciation of the natural environment. However, mowing on a planned basis may still be needed to maintain a meadow-like habitat or
to control invasive species."
Recommended revision:
Add a fourth sentence to item 6.1.4. that states: "Mowed buffers adjacent to paved trails should not exceed three feet in width."
Explanation:
Item 6.1.4. lacks specificity. The addition of the above sentence will add this needed specificity, while assuring that paved trails will
have a wide enough buffer to assure safe travel while not needlessly destroying natural habitat.
This specification is important because a number of paved trails (including the W&OD Trail) that travel through natural areas presently
have adjacent mowed buffers that greatly exceed three feet in width. This undesirable condition is present because the County
apparently has no maintenance standard that limits the widths of buffer strips that are adjacent to paved trails. The Public Spaces
Master Plan needs to contain this specification to help assure that the County government adds it to its trail maintenance standards.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The second sentence on page 40 (Trails: Primary Multi-Use Trails) states: "They are paved and should be a minimum of 10 feet wide
and striped to separate directions or types of travel." Revise this sentence to state:
"They are paved and should not be more than 8 feet wide. They should be striped to separate directions or types of travel."
Explanation:
Trails that are wider than 8 feet encourage speeding by cyclists. Such trails also encourage cyclists and pedestrians to travel side-byside and to make stops within the trails' paved areas, rather than outside of those areas.
These activities create many conflicts between users. They greatly increase the incidence and severity of accidental injuries. As a
result, trails that are more than 8 feet in width are less safe than are those that are only 8 feet in width. This is especially true for
heavily used primary multi-use trails, where such conflicts are most likely to occur.
Further, 10 feet wide trails have greater adverse impacts on the environment than 8 feet wide trails have. 10 feet wide trails displace
greater amounts of natural areas and create larger amounts of impermeable surfaces than do 8 feet wide trails. This increases
stormwater runoff, which adds pollutants to rivers and streams, as well as to the Chesapeake Bay.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Item 2.2.1. (page 86) states "Compile and clarify design standards for all types of trails.
Design standards may include width and height, lighting, landscaping, tread width, tread surface material, striping, slope, cross slope,
turning radii, passing spot intervals, rest area intervals, signals, tree planting and preservation, and road crossing treatments."
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Recommended revision:
Revise the second sentence of this recommendation to state:
"Design standards may include width and height, lighting, landscaping, tread width, tread surface material, striping, slope, cross slope,
turning radii, passing spot intervals, rest area intervals, signals, tree planting and preservation, maximum widths of mowed buffers
adjacent to trails, and road crossing treatments."
Explanation:
Action 2.2.1. should specify that design standards should include the maximum widths of mowed buffers adjacent to trails. It appears
that there are presently no such design standards. As a result, mowed areas adjacent to trails that travel through natural areas (such as
the W&OD Trail) are often excessively wide. This needlessly destroys meadows and other natural habitats. Excessive mowing near
trails also increases stormwater runoff.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Action item 2.2.4. (page 86) states: "Separate modes, where space allows, on high traffic trail routes and where user conflicts
commonly occur."
Recommended revision:
Delete item 2.2.4.
Explanation:
Separate modes on high traffic trail routes decease safety. They do not increase safety. That is because many cyclists wishing to
quickly reach their destinations on such trail routes prefer to travel on whichever mode has the least traffic, regardless of the whether
the mode is designated for cycling or for pedestrian use.
It is not possible to police such trails sufficiently to prevent such misuses of the designated modes. As a result, speeding cycles create
hazards for children and other unwary users of the pedestrian modes. This increases the incidence and severity of accidental injuries.
Further, separate modes of travel on trail routes require wider routes and additional pavement. This inevitably decreases natural areas
and increases stormwater runoff. It is not possible to successfully mitigate these adverse environmental effects.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Action item 3.1 (pages 94-96) states: "Update the Urban Forest Master Plan and the Natural Resources Management Plan through a
combined process."
A sentence in the explanation for item 3.1. states: "The update to the Natural Resources Management Plan will build on the successful
implementation of many of the recommendations in the existing plan, focusing on strategies to minimize the loss of natural lands and
resources, improve ecosystems and wildlife habitat through restoration, manage invasive species, and provide educational outreach."
Recommended revision:
Revise the above sentence to state:
"The update to the Natural Resources Management Plan will build on the successful implementation of many of the recommendations in
the existing plan, focusing on strategies to minimize the loss of natural lands and resources, improve ecosystems and wildlife habitat
through restoration, preserve and increase meadow and pollinator habitats, manage invasive species, and provide educational
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through restoration, preserve and increase meadow and pollinator habitats, manage invasive species, and provide educational
outreach."
Explanation:
The revision adds the phrase "preserve and increase meadow and pollinator habitats" to the above sentence. Item 3.2 (Protect, restore,
and expand natural resources and trees.
(page 96)) contains a similar phrase ("Alongside riparian and aquatic habitat conservation, preserving and creating unique terrestrial
habitat, such as meadows, edges, and pollinator patches can assist in providing the full spectrum of habitats.")
However, the phrase in item 3.2. limits the preservation and creation of meadows, edges and pollinator patches to riparian and aquatic
habitats. To help assure the preservation, improvement and creation of meadow and pollinator habitats in other types of areas, it is
necessary to add the above phrase to item 3.1.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Action item 3.2. (page 96) states: "Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees."
Recommended revision:
Add a paragraph 3.2.x. that states: Create pollinator corridors within parks and street medians.
Explanation:
Many pollinator habitats within the County are small and fragmented. There is little connectivity between such habitats. Pollinator
populations are therefore often isolated and small in numbers. The creation of pollinator corridors connecting those in parks and other
public open spaces will help reduce or reverse the population declines that such pollinators as honeybees and monarch butterflies are
now experiencing.
The medians of nearly all County highways, roads and streets presently contain only mowed grass. The County can convert these
medians to pollinator corridors by decreasing the mowing to only once per year (during the early spring, outside of the growing season)
and by adding flowering meadow plants.
The County can also recognize the importance of existing pollinator corridors, such as within the Washington and Old Dominion
Regional Park by directing invasive plant control efforts to those areas. In addition, the County can work with the National Park Service
to create a pollinator corridor near the Potomac River by replacing many of the frequently mowed areas within the George Washington
Memorial Parkway with pollinator habitats.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Appendices:

The final draft Public Spaces Master Plan contains a number of appendices. However, none of these contain the County's maintenance
standards for parks, trails and natural areas. The 1994 Open Space Master Plan contained such an appendix.
Recommendation:
An appendix in the Public Spaces Master Plan should contain such an appendix. This will permit the public to interact with County staff
to help assure that the County and its contractors are complying with these standards.
--------------------------------------------------
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-------------------------------------------------The final draft Public Spaces Master Plan does not contain an appendix that identifies public areas that the County can convert into
natural areas. There are many such areas that presently contain expanses of frequently mowed grass that are not presently in use for
recreational activities. A frequently mowed area that lies between Four Mile Run and N. Sycamore Street in East Falls Church is one
such area.
Recommendation:
The Public Spaces Master Plan should contain an appendix that identifies public areas that the County can convert into natural areas.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Preserving and expanding green spaces.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The recreational fields recommendation needs to be completely redone. Also, more trees.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
More trees.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Donaldson
Run

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please light the turf fields at Williamsburg

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Please light the turf fields at Williamsburg

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please light the turf fields at Williamsburg

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Prioritization of casual-use, natural green space and trees.
Arlington is not SIM city - once natural space is built on, it cannot be fully reversed. We need to preserve and expand our natural spaces.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Expanding existing parks to create large, conglomerate parks is not as valuable as establishing many, smaller parks such as "pocket
parks." This strategy of many, smaller parks has numerous advantages including - Broader access to park areas
- More availability of casual spaces
- Lower cost (can buy single lots as they become available, versus high cost of buying houses near parks)
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Target engagement materials to the Arlington public. Make them digestible for people who are not being paid to work on this - e.g.,
provide synopses by neighborhood, give a list of main points at the beginning of each chapter, make the text big enough to read, etc.
And actually use public expertise to enhance the plan, rather than using engagement activities to check a box.
The process needs to be more transparent, scientifically sound, accurate, and up to date - and there are Arlington residents with the
expertise to help make this a reality. (And then, there would be fewer people outraged at the county, and thus, less work to do to deal
with that)
(Also note that transparent means on the county side, unlike the statement below which implies it is the responsibility of the residents. It
is the responsibility of the county to be transparent and welcoming about its processes.)

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
That it was possible to know that the County was doing something, even though it was almost impossible to find out what – and I don’t
have confidence that I know what they were doing.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The most precious natural space is that which has never been built on. This should be our top priority to preserve.
Soil is a living thing, and when it’s virgin soil it brings a more complete ecosystem to the green space.
Prioritize acquiring land, even if it isn’t improved in any way, because then we have it for the future. As opposed to extensive planning
and improvements that can be done later.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Establishing many small parks in single or double lots is really important.
Adding to the borders of large parks does not make them accessible to more people, and actually can make them accessible to fewer
people.
It is also lower cost if you buy lots that have not been built on.
Part of the problem with buying adjacent lots is that you remove houses next to parks. Some people like to live next to a park, and if that
possibility is removed, they will move to another county.
Make staff work transparent and accountable.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Glencarlyn

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
More Fields for Youth Sports and Add lights so people can play till 9pm at night. Add more Futsal courts!

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Add a few Futsal courts

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rivercrest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Asa wanting more fields when they already have a monopoly on Arlington is comical. No, they don’t need more fields. They need to
contribute to the community they want to spends 10s Of thousands of dollars on soccer, when we have a school system issue. Also,
they spend money on outside Arlington talent. So, when you donate to asa, they soend that money on non Arlington kids. We bleed in
Arlington on spending money on low income. Tell me how much money asa spends on low income ARLINGTON kids? Look into it

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Spend money on the kids that live here. Stop asking for a hand out. You own a monopoly on arlington. I will never vote for asa to have
more fields. You put nothing into the development of Arlington kids. You do what’s best for your company.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
See above

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
J
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Pickleball is an easy to learn sport that is fun to play and very social. It is an intergenerational sport that can be played and enjoyed by
all ages. It encourages building community. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing racket sports in America. I would like to see more
times for indoor play and and dedicated outdoor pickleball courts so that people of all ages have opportunities to play this inclusive
sport..

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would like to see more resources devoted to pickleball in Arlington County. We have experienced a rapid growth in the number of new
players entering the game in our county.
I would like to see more times available to play on indoor courts and dedicated outdoor pickleball courts. At this time, there are few
opportunities for people who work or attend school to play pickleball. I hope this changes in the near future.
All of our adjacent jurisdictions are looking for ways to meet the needs of their increasing number of pickleball players. I truly hope
Arlington becomes known as the place to play pickleball in the DC Metropolitan area. In addition to the benefits to the participants, the
county will also see economic benefits from players who frequent county restaurants, gas stations, etc.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please consider converting underutilized tennis courts to dedicated, permanent outdoor pickleball courts. There are 89 tennis courts at
27 locations across Arlington County. Because pickleball is a social game, we would like to see multiple pickleball courts at one or two
locations rather than sprinkle them across several locations.
I would like to see more opportunities for beginners (of all ages) to learn the game of pickleball.
Please increase the times and places for working adults who are not yet 55 and for all students to play pickleball. Currently, the Walter
Reed and Arlington Mill community centers limit their pickleball play to adults age 55+. The Thomas Jefferson CC (1-3 courts) and the
Langston Brown CC (1 court) are the only available options for those who work and for students.
Thanks for all your hard work.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
That something is being put out to the public, but as usual it is hard to access and understand.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
To move emphasis from acquiring land near existing parks to buying smaller parcels throughout the county for mostly small unimproved
open space. Adding one residential lot to a large park will not make a significant difference but adding a residential lot where there isn't
open space or to keep the lot from being built on will make a huge difference for the better. In conjunction with this change the emphasis
from organized sports to supporting access for everyone--even if they don't belong to an organized league!

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Make staff work transparent and accountable. There are processes that are not being followed and the feeling of the relationship is us
against them. We have better relationships with developers.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dominion
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Please take into consideration, the need to provide adequate field space for our children. Especially with the growth of Ultimate Frisbee.
Thank you!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Dominion
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The need for additional or refurbished field space in Arlington County is a priority for our children to have healthy activities and I
appreciate the plan's attention to increased field space.
Specifically, I believe the following recommendations are most important:
• 1.4 Expand or add new facilities.
• 1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting.
• 1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights.
• 4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability
• 4.3.2 Finding partners to fund specific projects.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The plan is well researched and it's clear a great deal of thought and effort went into it. It’s a balanced approach which includes the
priorities of those in the organized sports (active recreation) and more “un-programmed space” (casual or passive recreation)
communities.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
We, as an Arlington family, have benefitted greatly from the many and varied public spaces in our county. We are deeply appreciative of
the care and planning that has gone into the Plan. We hope the County Board will adopt the plan and allow for as many of our kids to
have as much room to play and grow as possible.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Clarendon/Courthouse

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Preservation of multi-use sports fields. Both of my sons play in various sports leagues in Arlington County and I play in an adult league
as well. There is a lack of good quality athletic fields. Also, rectangular fields especially can be used in a variety of different ways by
the community. For example, at Rocky Run park on nice days the community can be found using the field in many different ways
concurrently and not just playing athletic games, but also including walking around in the nice weather and picnics.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Increased emphasis on conversion of certain athletic from natural grass to turf. Usable field space is already at a premium. For
example, many of my son's rec. soccer games were cancelled this Fall because of rain. I heard from some parents that their children
were only able to play two games last season!

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington
Ridge

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please note our comments include images and maps that could not be included with this online comment form. We will forward our
entire comments with images to the POPS Advisory Committee via Email
We applaud the goals of Arlington County’s Public Spaces Master Plan. As Chair of the Forest Hills Community Association (FHCA)
Development Committee, I am writing on behalf of our residents to draw your attention to an issue we have discovered while learning
about a proposed development adjacent to our community. Specifically, Arlington Country does not have specific guidelines or
regulations governing the construction and land disturbance on Steep Slope sites with more than a 15% grade nor are there detailed
regulations for the various soil conditions.
As Arlington County pursues Land Acquisition strategies to meet its goal of adding at least 30 acres of new public spaces over the next
10 years and protecting natural areas, we would encourage the County to give careful, priority consideration to land with a mature tree
canopy and geological features such as steep slopes and unstable soil conditions that are poorly suited for development.
It has become widely recognized that disturbance of Steep Slopes should be restricted or prevented based on the impact disturbing
Steep Slopes can have on the surrounding area, water quality, and the environmental integrity of landscapes. Cities and counties are
setting in place policy and regulations to protect these fragile environments and geological conditions. What better way to protect these
areas than prioritizing them for acquisition and preserving the natural environment and resources the land affords the community.
The neighboring Counties of Fairfax, Loudoun, and Alexandria have regulations and guidance on construction and land disturbance for a
variety of Slope and soil conditions due to the known hazards of developing on Steep Slope and unstable soils. These policies are
particularly important in areas requiring high volumes of clearing and cut and fill.
In fact, municipalities across the country are enacting Steep Slope policies and zoning regulations to prevent erosion and reduce the
risk of landslides that endanger lives, damage property and infrastructure, harm water quality, and degrade wildlife habitat. These
regulations can also preserve the aesthetic character of visually prominent hillsides and mature tree canopies by discouraging
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regulations can also preserve the aesthetic character of visually prominent hillsides and mature tree canopies by discouraging
vegetative clearing and excessive earthwork to accommodate development.
Closer to home, a key example of land with mature tree canopy and fragile geological conditions is land currently under contract for
development adjacent to Forest Hills. This summer FHCA learned of a proposed development of 3 to 5 single family homes on a very
steep, densely forested parcel of undeveloped land at the 2400 block of South Queen Street (Image 1). Looking on a map, the thickly
forested lot for sale is to the East of Haley Park and South of Oak Ridge Elementary School.
Since learning of the proposed development, it is critical to note it is not the objective of FHCA to oppose By Right developments or to
prevent owners from selling their property. Our community simply seeks a safe and environmentally sustainable use of land adjacent to
FHCA that protects our neighbors, their families, and their property from any adverse impacts associated with development on Steep
Slope and potentially unstable soil.
This fall we learned proposed development at the 2400 block of South Queen Street is designated by Arlington Country as “9D” soil in
the Arlington County GIS Mapping Center, Environmental Layers, Soils (Image 2). There are only 98 acres in Arlington Country that
share this “9D” designation representing 0.6% of County land and there are no notable County policies for land disturbance and
construction on this unique terrain.
9D signifies a Sassafras Gravelly Sandy Loam of 15 to 25 percent slope (Image 3). The 9D soil designation is consistent with previous
soil and geological surveys of the hillside dating as far back as 1942 (Image 4). Throughout Arlington County, the 98 acres of 9D soil
predominantly constitute parks and recreation areas, fairways at Army Navy Country Club, and buffer regions adjacent to highways.
In 1951 five homes were built at S. 14th Street and S. Columbus Street (Barcroft Park area) on 9D soil. There has been no residential
or commercial construction on 9D soil in Arlington County since 1951. Image 5 depicts the 5 homes built in 1951 atop the 9D soil and
Image 6 details location of the homes in relationship to the Arlington County Soil Map. Unlike the proposed development site behind
FHCA, where the new single family homes would be situated amid the steep grade of the hill, the 1951 homes were constructed at the
outer edge, plateaued portion of the 9D soil area.
There are numerous issues regarding development on 9D soil. Using the example of the undeveloped land adjacent to Forest Hills,
there several concerns regarding the potential hazards associated with clearing the lots for the new homes including the possible risks
and adverse impacts associated with:
• The destruction of the mature tree canopy in an area comprised of one of the oldest, well-preserved, and last remaining Acidic OakHickory Forest remnants in Arlington County. Image 7 provides an overview of the existing mature canopy. Under the County’s building
and permit provisions up to 80% of these mature trees could be cleared for construction.
• Steep Slope Disturbance. Preserving the structural integrity of Steep Slopes is critical. Destroying the plant cover on Steep Slopes
allows rapid storm water run-off, increased sedimentation and erosion which in extreme cases can lead to landslides.
• Overwhelming the already strained Stormwater management system in our immediate area and the environmental impact on
Chesapeake Bay Preservation efforts and water quality.
• Costs to Arlington County to upgrade Water and Sewer systems to accommodate new development.
• Potential construction and engineering limitations associated with building on suspected expansion soils and unstable soils (per
Arlington County GIS Maps and USGA survey Maps) on an area with 15%-25% slope.
Protecting natural areas and the mature tree canopy of Arlington County is a critical and appreciated priority. Its inclusion in the Public
Spaces Master Plan gives hope that fragile areas similar to the land adjacent to Forest Hills will be protected from development in the
future through County Acquisition programs. However, we encourage Arlington County to explore policies and zoning regulations to
protect these unique areas to supplement the goals of the Public Spaces Master Plan and the Urban Forest Master plan.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have
regarding the Plan.

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Boulevard
Maonor

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Our parks are being Disneyfied and there is less and less space for unstructured use. This priority should be higher: PRIORITY
ACTION 4 (REC. 1.3., PG 60) Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support casual, impromptu use and
connection with nature.”
The final draft report notes, “64% of the people indicated they would support maintaining and preserving existing trees and natural areas
– the highest rated improvement to the parks and recreation system.” (pg. 77) and, “Preserve Natural Areas, high priority outdoor
amenity and highest rated desired improvement to parks system in the 2018 PSMP Update Survey.” (pg. 97)
These key points, i.e., the highest priorities, should be higher in the report and inform its priorities. Why this priority is lower and these
points are buried deep within the report seems odd.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
This should be the first priority: “PRIORITY ACTION 10 (REC. 3.2., PG 96) Protect, restore, and expand natural resources and trees.”
Particularly given what people rated their highest priority (see above comment) and since the first priority listed -- acquiring 30 acres a
year -- is not funded (though I support it in principle).
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
This report smacks of ageism. On page 29, the slicing of the age groups in to five-year groups and the comparison to the rest of the
metropolitan area creates an over emphasis on the millennial cohort and neglects the larger portion of Arlington’s population that is over
the age of 34. The figure provided with the text shows that 47.8 percent of the population is over the age of 35; 39.3 percent is over the
age of 40; 31.4 percent is over the age of 45. The 25-34 age cohort of 27.6 percent of the population is just a little more than all of the
population over the age of 50, which is some 24.9 percent. This paragraph should be re-written to better describe the demographics of
Arlington.
From the draft final report: “AGE The median age of Arlington’s residents is 34 years, slightly less than the 36-year median age of
metropolitan area residents and the same as the median age of residents in the District of Columbia. However, there is a striking
difference in the number of residents that fall into different age groups. Arlington has over 77 percent more residents between the ages
of 25 and 34—a cohort often referred to as millennials—and 12 percent more residents between the ages of 35 and 44 compared with
the metropolitan area, offset by having fewer residents than the metropolitan area in all other age cohorts. 2011-2015 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates DP05. P. 29”
Note: the millennial population (25-34) in Arlington seemingly grew from 2000 to 2010 from 25.2 percent to 27.6 percent of Arlington’s
population, but has now declined to 25.1 percent. Meanwhile, the population above the age of 34 has grown between 2010 and 2018.
See Arlington’s profile: https://projects.arlingtonva.us/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2018/04/2018Profile.pdf at:
https://projects.arlingtonva.us/data-research/demographics/

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I have been following it.
Thanks,
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Lyon Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Please provide more permanent outdoor pickleball courts. Right now we have NOT ONE permanent outdoor court with a permanent
net, yet there are numerous under-used tennis courts.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I would allocate more resources such that we could transform some under-used tennis courts into pickleball courts. Two pickleball
courts could be constructed out of one tennis court, yielding potentially double the useage per square foot (four tennis doubles players
vs eight pickleball doubles players).

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Pickleball's time has come. Other jurisdictions see this and are increasing their pickleball resources. The experiment at the Walter
Reed Community Center has been extremely successful. Please take the next logical step and arrange for the construction of outdoor
courts.
THANK YOU for the opportunity to comment, and for the work you are doing to make Arlington County a better place to live!

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Douglas Park

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
All planning must heavily consider viable long term Sustainability and Partnerships.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I appreciate the great level of work and commitment to create this draft. It is no easy task to get to this point. I appreciate the opportunity
to weigh in. I want this Public Spaces Master Plan to meet the needs of our community for the next 20 years. Lets ensure
recommendations in the Plan are based on Arlington's own data, sound methodology and residents' priorities. Arlington has a history of
trust issues and trust has deteriorated over the determination of Level of Service in this draft. This is an area deserving more
consideration and sensitivity. A transparent online scheduling process for facilities is needed to determine actual need and usage of
fields, a step towards building trust and ensuring that POPS will more closely reflect the actual needs of residents and the aspirational
goals of Arlington.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Planning has become increasingly difficult as our county faces shrinking resources and a growing population. It is important to build
trust and reconcile the need for increased transparency so that fiscal limits sustaining/maintaining existing facilities is understood by staff
and community as we plan, redevelop and acquire for more recreational facilities in light of other county priorities.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Barcroft

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
All additional dog parks the county invests in must be designed with performance as the main criteria, using natural materials each
specific site dictates and be large enough to make sure nearby residents utilize them instead of the overburdened and under resourced
Shirlington dog park.
Immediate steps should be taken to modify county code to allow dog parks and dog runs to be built on private land and to remove the
standard that dog parks are required to be on public land. With the scarcity of open space every possible option needs to be available.
Overall emphasize needs to be placed in the POPS for more open green space and dog parks in the county. As opposed to diamond
and rectangular fields, they are utilized by every segment of the population.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
The plan rightfully recommends multi-use fields, which is important to help address our growing population and continued need for fields
due to our younger generation of Arlingtonians.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
I'm not sure that there's anything I would change in this plan -- it appears to have a nice balance of priorities and outlines a clear
framework for moving forward. I'm hoping to see this approved in the near future.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I am a parent of two children in Arlington, both middle school age. I have been an active participant in our community and have served
as PTA President of Glebe Elementary School for two years. I'm also a very active parent in the youth sports community here in
Arlington, as my children have played multiple recreational sports since they were of age to play a team sport - about the last 10 years. I
appreciate that this POPS Plan is thorough, is sensible and is forward-looking. It's what our County needs based on the expected growth
in our community.
As a sports enthusiast, I welcome the efforts to maximize the use of all spaces. From my personal experience and my experience with
several years under my belt as a baseball team administrator, it's next to impossible to find an open field for an unscheduled practice,
whether it's an ad-hoc team practice or just going to gets some batting practice in with our kids, Our fields, regardless of sport, are used
heavily. We need more; not less.
Props to POPS for a job well done! I'm hoping to see this approved for our entire community.
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Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.2.1. Identify opportunities to add or change park and recreation amenities or enhance multi-modal access based on Level of Service
Analysis.
Our community is large, dense, and will only continue to grow.
We have a list of simple park-related needs such as dog parks and natural casual-use community spaces that have been requested for
literally decades, while at the same time we've been "given" expensive and land-intensive field and maintenance projects throwing our
community park needs even further out of balance.
We need the ability to say we want amenity X removed and we want amenity Y changed so that we can figure out how to restructure our
parks to best meet the needs of residents now and in the future.
But the only way to do that is with a real, honest evaluation. We need to have the data on facility use, in our areas, and county-wide. We
need to be able to have a discussion within the community using that data. The data needs to be complete. It needs to be understood
what it means and where it came from. We need these processes to pull in as many residents as possible, and the processes need to
be transparent so people see what is being said and how their input is being used.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Arlington needs to either drop the pretense that it is making decisions based on sound data and methodologies, or use the data we
actually have, show the data to residents, and show the full methodology from point A to point B.
Page 169 begins an explanation of “context-sensitive”, “activity-based” approach to providing amenities based on Level of Service.
Yet the end result is a generic, non-context sensitive “population-based” standard. The factors cited sound great until you stop to think
for a minute and realize the "peer" localities have as many differences in population, demographics, density as similarities, that national
averages are an incredibly poor comparison for region-specific outdoor amenities, and survey results and other data are simply tossed
in willy nilly to get to some final number.
Case studies were added as final attempt to provide some validity, but just underscore why it’s a poor approach. For community
gardens, the LOS was “first compared” to peers and national average. What??? Comparing to others is the LAST thing you would do, as
a general sanity check, after you’ve evaluated OUR ACTUAL NEEDS based on OUR ACTUAL USE. It then goes on to say our
statistically valid resident survey was “taken into consideration” with “other available data” and provides only one such example. It then
proceeds to proclaim a recommended LOS. Sorry, but that is garbage.
Consider that as PSMP says, “Arlington was one of the first localities in the Northern Virginia area to pilot the use of synthetic fields.
Since 2002 when its first full synthetic field was constructed at Gunston Park, the County has constructed 16 synthetic turf fields, with 6
additional ones planned over the next ten years.” Do you know how much those 22 turf conversions change our population-based
LOS? 0. Zero. Nothing. Nada. We could have fully climate controlled, year-round accessible, gold plated field facilities that expand
capacity tenfold and yet the LOS would not improve one bit.
Arlington needs to go back to the drawing board, and provide real Level of Service metrics based on criteria that actually matter to our
residents. Like we want enough community gardens so that nobody has to wait more than 1 year to get access. Simple. And then the
result is not “therefore we need X gardens.” The result is that any number of approaches are proposed to meet the LOS - add more
gardens, reduce the size of garden plots, offer shared plots, a potted garden program, etc, etc. Only THEN should you proclaim which
of that mix is needed.
THAT needs to be action item #1 in the PSMP.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I appreciate the work that has gone into the PSMP.
There is a great deal in it that seems to capture some general sentiments.
For example, I know there is definitely a sentiment that Virginia Highlands Park is poorly planned, and even though it now has many new
and established facilities, it is recognized as one that could benefit from master planning efforts.
Similarly, there has been a long standing sentiment that the 22202 area needs more public dog spaces, and this is acknowledged in the
Access Standards.
I am discouraged, however, that most of these things appear to be throwaways - added to the PSMP to appease residents, but without
any clear indication of priority or how they will actually be accomplished.
If you look at the action items, they are invariably optional suggestions to “consider” analysis and development (1.3.1, 1.3.2), amorphous
statements with no goals (3.3.1, 3.3.2 …) or require stringent “objective criteria” for implementation (3.2.8).
At the same time, expensive facilities for organized recreation seem to be green-lighted from the beginning, with concrete goal and
timelines for adding fields, lighting, turf, etc.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Community needs and a transparent, independent (non-DPR led) process for our community in order to successfully implement the
needs which our community has asked for, for over a decade.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
TRANSPARENCY -- See my comments below

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The Public Spaces Master Plan should be a document which residents now and in the future can rely on to plan our public spaces.
Instead, the aspirational goals and hard work of staff, volunteers and residents for years are undermined by a department’s refusal to
disclose the critical supply/demand data, internal analyses and implement a complete and sound Population Based Level of Service
methodology as prescribed by their own outside expert consultants.
Sport field users, the commissioners and residents who asked for this data, the general public and to the County Board who are
responsible for making the tough financial and long-term planning decisions in our County to meet the greatest and growing needs of our
County have and continue to not be forthrightly nor transparently given the information for this PSMP to be successful.
Even the full methodology statement by the expert consultants working on the PSMP update and LOS was not disclosed. That
methodology statement asserted clearly that the supply/demand data is necessary for the LOS method for facility recommendations.
Not only is there no indication in any public or even internal DPR FOIA’d document which show supply/demand data was utilized, there
is also no indication that these LOS field recommendations which are purportedly based in large part on peer cities and national
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is also no indication that these LOS field recommendations which are purportedly based in large part on peer cities and national
averages are based on real and complete data. Even the peer cities and national averages contain inconsistencies and contradict
experts. Internal correspondence about the development of the LOS show that the LOS numbers were heavily influenced by “DPR
leadership” instead of the data and the information disclosed in PSMP as supposed variables for deciding the LOS.
These recommendations to retain, expand and improve the identified unneeded recreational facilities will not only negatively impact the
ability for residents to meet the needs of their public spaces, it negatively impacts sports users to be able to expand and grow with
various recreational needs.
There is no indication that Arlington should adopt the PSMP update without first removing the faulty and incomplete LOS
recommendations which contain no transparency into how they were decided, no consistency with any of the supply/demand data that
DPR has, and which are not replicable even as benchmarking data for any future reviews.
This should have been an inclusive and transparent process where the department is serving in the best interests of the residents and in
the long-term planning of our public spaces and where all residents are the constituents of the DPR’s leadership. Yet, for the reasons
shown below all of those goals are undercut and incomplete.
The PSMP should have also been a document where the leadership showed sound fiscal and environmental stewardship of our natural
areas in order to secure Arlington’s dedication to sustainability and ensure equitable and enjoyable spaces for everyone. Yet, for the
reasons shown below all of those goals are undercut and incomplete.
The PSMP should have resulted in a park planning document which can be relied on for the many community park planning processes
yet to come and for the decisions which must be made by our elected officials. Yet, for the reasons shown below all of those goals are
undercut and incomplete.

RECOMMENDATION: Disclose all data in an independent (non-DPR led) process to ensure that the public has had a full, transparent
review of all relevant information and the future of the Arlington’s public spaces are not compromised by flawed and incomplete LOS
recommendations.
RECOMMENDATION: Ensure that the abundance of incomplete information throughout the PSMP regarding the residents’ priority for
natural areas and community facilities are updated within 6 months of the adoption of the PSMP to ensure that the inequitable
recommendations to fulfill recreational facilities with measurements and action plans are not prioritized because of the incompleteness
of open and natural spaces.
OPEN SPACE – CONTRADICTORY AND ILL-DEFINED
PAGE 62
• permit only fields AND PERMIT-PRIORITY
“Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support casual, impromptu use and connection with nature. The community
consistently expressed a strong desire to preserve and intentionally create spaces that can be used for relaxation, reflection, and
informal activities — what this plan refers to as “casual use” spaces. These spaces are essential to a public space system that supports
the whole community. (See following callout pages (64 and 65) for more on casual use spaces).”
HOWEVER, on page 62, “Some casual use spaces, such as forested or landscaped areas, are available at all times, while others,
such as fields or school grounds, are available for casual use when they are not being used for other purposes.”
COMMENT: The PSMP cannot say that casual use space is intentional and should not be left-over and then also say that casual use
spaces are fields only available when others are not using them. That contradicts the very definition of casual use space being
intentional and the not left over portions of the park.
RECOMMENDATION: This paragraph should be, “Some casual use spaces, such as forested or landscaped areas, are available at all
times, while drop-in recreational uses on fields or school grounds, are available for active recreation when they are not being used by
permit holders. Drop-in recreational uses are no substitute for clearly defined and intentional casual use space.”
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permit holders. Drop-in recreational uses are no substitute for clearly defined and intentional casual use space.”
COMMENT: Arlington has recently changed their policy to “permit-priority” fields. While that policy should have always been in place, it
has NOT provided any additional “INTENTIONALLY designed casual use space” There is no mention of “permit-priority fields” in the
categories of casual use space. Only “permit-only fields” are mentioned. Since the definition of “casual use” space is supposed to be
“intentionally designed”, permit-only AND permit-priority fields are therefore NOT intentionally designed nor prioritized as the “casual
use space” which residents need.
RECOMMENDATION: Insert “permit-priority fields” into the “CASUAL USE SPACES DO NOT INCLUDE” section on page 62. If this is
not done, then DPR can claim that an entire park covered in fields is really also “casual-use space” when it clearly is not.
COMMENT: Photos of Rocky Run shown as “casual use space” (p. 63) are a misnomer. It’s a synthetic turf field that can be used for
“casual or pick-up recreation.” Nobody with dogs is permitted to walk on or use that space. It’s not a place where people are willing to
throw a picnic blanket. It provides no respite from recreational activity or quiet space. It’s a space that is intentionally designed and with
the primary function is for recreation.
RECOMMENDATION: Insert synthetic turf surfaces into the “CASUAL USE SPACES DO NOT INCLUDE.”
COMMENT: At Virginia Highlands Park, there was a sign until 2015 that read “Passive Space. No organized sports” That sign was
removed when a concrete pad was placed there and a spray ground was added.
RECOMMENDATION: Insert “intentionally quiet” and “dedicated non-recreational areas” for “CASUAL USE SPACES INCLUDE”
section.
COMMENT: Open spaces cannot be achieved when the PSMP;
1. Provides ZERO level of service recommendations to meet open space need
2. Makes no attempt to allocate CIP monies to parkland acquisition, outside of the nominal amount of $3.5M which is primarily going
towards the purchase of the WETA building.
3. Has inaccurately asserted that all the fields and recreational amenities are needed now or even 20 years which prioritizes funding,
and even current and new land allocation instead of other priority needs.
RECOMMENDATION: The PSMP must clearly state that in order to meet the expressed priority needs of residents, funding and land
must be re-allocated from identified unneeded facilities to meet the priority needs of residents. Otherwise, there is no effort to meet any
of the greatest needs of residents now or in the near future, since there is essentially no funding for additional parkland.
Page 169- 190— URBAN vs. SUBURBAN Parks
“High-density and low-density areas have different development patterns and correspondingly different expectations for access to
amenities. The County will be explicit about what level of service can be expected in these contexts. (See Appendix II).
“The level of service and access analysis will be used together as a tool to understand how many amenities are needed in the County
and at what locations.”
COMMENT:
 There are NO LOS for open space.
 There are NO LOS access Priority Investment for casual use areas.
 There are NO guidelines for urban park needs versus suburban park needs.
There is no way to measure how communities have little to no open space or natural areas in the PSMP. The PSMP fails to show how
communities can ensure that their needs will be met in the face of DPR’s consistent, and unsubstantiated, prioritization for funding,
maintaining and increasing recreational facilities – despite the fact there is no capacity data anywhere in the PSMP for these
recreational facilities.
COMMENT: There are NO Access Map hotspots for natural areas or open spaces.
For example how many acres of open space and natural areas are needed in this zip code since access to open space and natural
areas are low and the expressed priority is for communities to INCREASE these park spaces
RECOMMENDATION: Insert access maps and clearly state that there is a REAL NEED for natural areas, open spaces and trails in the
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RECOMMENDATION: Insert access maps and clearly state that there is a REAL NEED for natural areas, open spaces and trails in the
County and that open spaces and natural areas are to be an integral part of all planning processes and measured for their need for
communities. Without any measurements whatsoever, there is no indication that any open space will be reserved or expanded as per
resident’s expressed priority needs.
COMMENT: Access Map hotspots: There are no maps for reduced tree canopy.
RECOMMENDATION: Tree canopy in our public spaces needs to increase in these areas.
Page 262—PARKLAND ACQUISITION, Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the next 10 years.
There is no indication that this will occur nor how any additional acreage will be used—for natural areas, open spaces, community
needs or for more recreation? What is the priority? There is little to no funding and DPR has erroneously asserted that there is a need
for many more recreational facilities, despite DPR’s internal supply/demand data which refutes much of that. Even the LOS
recommendations conducted by the consultants which say that there are many recreational facilities (i.e. tennis courts) which are in
great surplus for the next 10 or more years.
RECOMMENDATION: Be sure that the 30 acre acquisition is meant to meet the greatest and expressed priority needs of residents. And
acknowledge that since there is nearly zero funding for the 30 acre in the next 10 years, that other means INCLUDING the re-allocation
of identified under-utilized facilities to meet the changing and priority needs of residents.
Page 59 – RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
“1.2.1. Identify opportunities to add or change park and recreation amenities or enhance multi-modal access based on Level of Service
Analysis.
1.2.2. Based on level of service, determine where to reduce duplication of services without reducing the overall quality of service
provided to the community. There are locations where there is a duplication or clustering of one type of amenity, resulting in low usage
rates for each. At the same time, these areas may be lacking another type of amenity. This represents an opportunity to better balance
the system. By replacing a duplicate with a different amenity, the County can offer a full array of recreation amenities. (See Appendix
II).”
COMMENT: “There are locations where there is a duplication or clustering of one type of amenity, resulting in low usage rates for each”
The way the “population-based LOS” is constructed and used in the PSMP, without ANY ACTUAL SUPPLY/DEMAND DATA, DPR has
set up the LOS to ensure that EVERY amenity currently is needed, and will be need in its current location, despite what the actual usage
of those facilities are. There are numerous facilities which are unneeded and may only be needed in ten or twenty years from now. For
example,Arlington has a current SURPLUS of 19 tennis courts based on the LOS for Arlington.
That data is NOT shown to the public. However, communities who have too few other recreational or community space needs can
properly plan to reallocate excess tennis courts and still plan for future tennis court needs, if in fact they will be needed in 20 years.
There is no transparency in this information to the public and was only found in the FOIA’d documentation and unveiling of the
consultants’ algorithms. The public had no access to the real data usage and need for recreational facilities and they did not even have
access to see what facilities were in excess even based on the LOS for this process throughout the years.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. DPR must disclose all its supply/demand data as part of an independent public review. The public went through this process without
this critical data which should have been an integral part of the process and which is stated as necessary for best practices for the
Population Based LOS.
2. Disclose all LOS calculation including how the variables were calculated
3. Disclose all incremental “need” in the LOS calculations which also were not made public. The public was not shown because the LOS
data was masked, what surpluses Arlington has now, 0 years from now, 20 years from now, etc… based on the LOS recommendations.
Page 66 – RECREATIONAL LIGHTS AND TURF
“Utilize the criteria and methodology identified in Appendix III (Athletic Fields) to convert existing natural grass fields to synthetic turf
and/or add lighting to existing fields to increase available hours of play.
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Adding lighting and/or converting existing grass fields to synthetic turf will help the County to meet the demand for new fields identified in
the Level of Service analysis. The FY19-FY28 CIP identifies conversion of grass turf to synthetic at Thomas Jefferson Park, Kenmore
Middle School (fields #1 & #2) and one other field (location to be determined), at a minimum.”
RECOMMENDATION:
1. DPR and the public have inconsistently stated that kids should not be playing late at night. Then parents and DPR state the need to
light fields so that kids can play at night. Arlington’s policy cannot be inconsistent. You cannot demand to have lights on fields for more
kids playing time and then also assert that kids should not be playing until late. The PSMP should be clear about this.
2. DPR cannot assert the need for synthetic turf WHILE ALSO REFUSING to provide any usage/need data to show that the fields in the
first place and then also not disclose how synthetic turf is accommodating a need which is supported by real data for demand. The
PSMP must show the data behind the need for all synthetic turf and light decisions.
REVIEWING RESIDENT NEEDS
“1.2.4. Conduct a public space needs assessment, including a statistically valid survey and level of service analysis, on a 5-year cycle.
Page 60”
COMMENT: This was already done for this PSMP update and based on the results of that survey and what the PSMP contains, there
are no actionable priorities for the residents’ needs. Essentially the funding and the land (the 2 essential components to park planning)
are not going towards the expressed priority needs of residents. Instead the CIP money and land is almost entirely going to the synthetic
turf and light recommendations and maintenance of recreational facilities, despite the fact that fields are not a priority nor even have
supply/demand data to support the land and funding.
Where is the recommended funding coupled with the CIP funding to increase trails, natural areas, community facilities?
RECOMMENDATION:
1. Re-insert the residents’ expressed priority needs and data, which were inexplicably and unreasonably eliminated in this final draft.
2. Demonstrate how the expressed priority needs of residents will be met in real land and in real monies.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Arlington Forest

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Action Items 3.2.7 - Identify areas that generate the most heat, also known as urban heat islands, and develop a plan to increase tree
canopy and vegetation in these areas; 3.2.8 - Expand natural areas and tree canopy within high-density corridors; and 3.2.9 - Promote
the planting, preservation, and maintenance of canopy trees on public and private land. These are all the same item, and if you think
they are distinct, you’re very confused.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Items 3.2.7, 3.2.8, and 3.2.9 should be Priority Action Items.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
1) The final draft of the Public Spaces Master Plan is completely lacking in any kind of serious thoughtful reflection. This is not the
County’s first Public Spaces Master Plan. What have the prior plans accomplished? What worked? What did not? What were the
lessons learned? How is the County incorporating these lessons into this new Plan? One of the 2005 objectives was “Preserve and
enhance the environment.” How did that Plan preserve and enhance the environment? Again, what worked? What did not work? What
lessons were learned?
2) Action Item 1.10, Enhance spaces with temporary uses and “pop-up” programming, should be subjected to cost benefit analysis. We
need to make sure that these are not just “feel good” activities that are undertaken at the expense of more permanent, beneficial
activities that enhance Arlington’s public spaces.
3) Action Item 1.2, Utilize the level of service as a planning tool to manage public space assets efficiently and Action Item 3.2.8, Use
objective criteria to evaluate whether potential natural resources will be added to the public space system. These approaches work
really well with recreational facilities, but how do you apply them to natural areas and wildlife habitat? More than half of Arlington
residents said natural areas and wildlife habitat was most important in the ETC Institute’s 2016 survey. Why were the results of this
survey removed from the draft final Master Plan document?
4) Make all comments received in response to this survey available to the public. The Arlington Department of Parks and Recreation
needs transparency here.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Westover Village

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
a commitment to the importance of public spaces, broadly speaking.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
be much more specific about how we are going to fund both the maintenance of existing spaces and grow in the way the plans outline,
and to do so with climate change in mind.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
There are a lot of nice ideas in the Plan - but I have little understanding of how fellow Arlingtonians use the space today and what they
say they need from space in the future. And it seems very uncertain how we would fund and put structure behind many of the strategic
directions in the plan - especially when we add in the maintenance of current public spaces, many of which are in need of maintenance.
I'd love to see fewer strategic directions but more specificity in them and a sense of the trade offs we'd need to make. I'd also like to see
how each of the chosen strategic directions will directly address a need fellow Arlingtonians have or will have in the near future.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Page 1
Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Aurora Highlands

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
1.3 Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support casual, impromptu use and connection with nature.
High-density areas such as our civic association and neighboring Crystal City are seeing existing casual use spaces eaten up by
recreational facilities or development expansion. Yet these two areas are ground zero for rapid population growth, in terms of residents
and workers, who lack back yards. The area, home to thousands of residents and growing, lacks a central park that provides areas for
events, socializing and connection to nature.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
The plan would eliminate numerical recommendations for additional facility needs until it amends its methodology section. There are too
many questions about how those numerical recommendations were achieved and why they changed between drafts. It appears that the
County did not include existing usage data. County Board Chair Katie Cristol justified this by saying that there were two challenges to
using a "Utilization-based Approach": (1) it required assumptions about the current and future popularity of different recreational
activities, and (2) the population-based LOS method that staff used has "already been socialized with stakeholders". These are not
sound reasons for rejecting a utilization-based approach--which was recommended by the contractors hired for the POPS project. First,
a population-based approach itself makes such assumptions about future popularity. By saying you need x facilities for y users, and you
have to increase y as x increases, you are assuming that the popularity of the recreational facility is holding steady. Second, if there are
flaws in the method you have been using, the fact that you have already used it is hardly a recommendation for continuing to rely on it
without fixing the flaws.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I am disappointed to see the way the plan treats "casual space." The definitions are full of inconsistencies. "Casual use spaces should
not be leftover after other uses are accommodated; these spaces should be purposefully designed..." However, a list of casual use
spaces includes "fields with community use", i.e. permit-priority fields.
A ball field, whether real grass or "turf", when not being used is a leftover ball field; it is not purposefully designed and it is definitely left
over after another use is accommodated.
Arlington needs to provide intentionally designed public spaces in densely populated areas that will accommodate the desire to interact
with a nature or the natural environment--the highest priority designated by the public who responded to the "statistically valid survey." It
was also very disturbing that the final draft eliminated much of the information about the survey and its findings regarding this stated
priority.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've participated throughout the process
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Penrose

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
We have a multi-dimensional community, so there is not just one.
Most urgent: land acquisition. Land continues to increase in cost, while lot sizes available get carved up and split into minimum lot
sizes. My neighborhood lost significant open space when one house ripped down and 3 went up in its place with site plan waiver.
Another house double lot transformed into 2 McMansions, with irretrievable loss of an old Elm tree.
Periodic re-evaluation of needs critical, too. Requirements and usage changes over time.
Be careful of measuring apples to oranges. Economic benefits of soccer club with deep pockets vs. gardening community which often
has less funds. Both serve the community in different ways.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
282 pages and just one thing?
Add proper footnotes. You reference multiple resources, but don't clarify. For example, on page VIII, we have a high ranking because
of the inclusion of federal land not under Arlington control (http://parkscore.tpl.org/ReportImages/Arlington_VA.pdf)
You reference statistically valid study, but only 1400 people out of 220k population on page 45. Where is the link to the full study? How
were people chosen, how much outreach, details please.
Where is the full access to the data and statistics? We're supposed to be an Open Data county.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Wow - this has come a long way. Covered a depth of variety of topics.
I'm thrilled to see biophilic efforts added. Parks and other uses over I-66 in 1.1.7. Rooftop uses in 1.2.4. I pushed hard on Columbia
Pike Form Based Code and Neighborhood Plan to help with this over the years. Acknowledgement of the limited data on casual use on
page 62 finally called out.
Land acquisition needed for open spaces, not just hard programmed recreational uses.
Watch out for language. Should not just be "tennis" courts. The covered courts can be used for the modified mini-soccer, pickleball and
other sports. Phrase as tennis, pickleball and other uses.
A number of years ago, tennis users from Washington DC lobbied hard to shrink dog park space at Towers Park. We fought back. 89
tennis courts vs. 8 dog parks. Remember that 80% of us do not have kids in the county. The dog contingent contributes heavily to tax
base with minimal draws, unlike the 2-legged kid population.
4.3.6 – sponsorships great, but also remember that many gardeners do not have deep pockets like soccer sponsorships. Create
balance.
The study is still heavily in favor of court and field people with the references to the economic benefits and other statements. 4.1.5 –
costs commensurate with use – no – problem because economic benefit from tree and water retention area does not generate funds,
unlike soccer club paying a fee. Comparing apples to oranges.
On surface 5.3 looks good to periodically re-evaluate. But, staff has repeatedly skewed heavily towards soccer and diamond field users
due to the vocal, and well-funded lobbying efforts. Gardeners are a much different population. You acknowledge lack of data on the
casual use. So will the POPS be modified and updated once you begin to acquire casual use and other longer term, squishier
economic benefits metrics?
Provide hyperlinks to the other plans and sources.
I've participated in different Master Plans, surveys, working groups

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

Other (please
specify):
I've participated in different Master Plans, surveys, working
groups, submitted resolutions to County Board on land
acquistion, and other ongoing efforts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Cherrydale

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Improve the design of our trails, including mode separation for heavily used trails.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
To recognize the importance of paved, multiuse trails, which were noted by 87% of the Arlington as the most important of Parks' outdoor
facilities, to the community. The plan should include trails in land acquisition, should specify standards for maintenance of trails,
including noting the importance of continuing debris removal and snow clearing, and should prioritize expansion of the trail network.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
• The plan needs to recognize the need for trails for mountain biking, pump tracks and cyclocross training courses.
• Ebikes enable a wider range of people to enjoy the benefits of biking in the hills of Arlington. Under Virginia law, ebikes are restricted
to being capable of the same speeds of bicycles. The master plan should not discriminate against those that need eassist to use
bicycles in Arlington.
• The prioritization of trails is unnecessary and unhelpful.
• In addition to improving multi-modal access to parks, the PSMP should recommend providing adequate, accessible bike parking at all
Parks facilities.
• Not all people who use trails for transportation are commuters.
• Trail amenities should include bathrooms, water stations, and bicycle fix-it stations, in addition to seating and signage.
• The proposed Outer Loop needs to more clearly be marked as “in design” or proposed.
• Operations and Maintenance should acknowledge the need to provide appropriate, safe accommodations and detours when work is
being done on trails. Arlington should commit to providing detours that are easy to follow and that provide a route that is as safe as the
portion of trail being closed.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Old
Glebe

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most
important for our community?

Respondent skipped this question

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would
it be?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Section 5.1.2. states Arlington DPR will strive to continue to be at the forefront of recreational programming activity. As a long time
parent involved in youth sports programming, I can state with categorical certainty that Arlington is a laggard, not on the forefront, of
recreational activity. It is a shame that in the pops process, DPR did not perform any study as to the quality of recreational and youth
recreational and sports programming. It should do so now.
First, it is clear that access to County parks and recreational activities is a priority. However, our present sports programming activities
give priority to competitive youth athletes as the expense of the far more numerous recreational athletes. The County programs 5 to 7
hours a week for competitive youth athletes and 2 for recreational athletes. But, then permits the competitive athlete to participate in
recreational programs. Thus, the competitive athlete gets approximately 3 times the access of the recreational athlete. Second, that
additional access by competitive athletes also results in freezing out recreational youth who cannot meaningfully participate in programs
due to the level of competition brought by have competitive athletes on the field or in the gym. I would note, this includes youths with
less severe disabilities who could participate but cannot if the level of competition tilts to far to the competitive athlete. We are not in the
forefront on these issues because the overwhelming majority of youth sports programs moved to no competitive athletes in the
recreational leagues and balanced team creation years, if to decades, ago. It is a significant failing of this process to not address these
issues.
The Pops plan should also consider moving all sports programming to private organizations such as ASA so that the community run
programs using fields and gyms can become fiscal supporters of our public spaces, not merely users. As long as DPR runs sports
programs, we fail to develop community fiscal support that we will need in the long term. Communities in Fairfax County moved to this
model years ago with the creation of organizations such as the Braddock Road Youth Club, Vienna Youth Inc., McLean Youth Athletics.
They run youth sports programs and provide fiscal support for facilities with fees covering operations and maintenance, and donations
for capital improvements. Arlington has nothing similar because maintaining a DPR staff to run some youth sports programming raises
the overall cost of youth sports across the community by paying County salaries ad benefits for work that is done by wage level
employees in other communities. It is time for more critical thinking about these issues and by not addressing them, this process has
failed recreational and sports programming in the County. It should be taken up now.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Waverly
Hills

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Realization we need to acquire 3 acres per year of park land for a total of 30 acres over 10 years. However POPS is weak on how this
will be acquired.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
Remove the Level of Service section that talks primarily of need for sports field without mentioning other land needs.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Views expressed below are my own, and do not represent any organization which I’m affiliated with:
I submit the following comments concerning POPS.
• The Achilleas heel of POPS is the Level of Service and its implied focus on sports fields. There should be other Levels of Service for
other uses, such as casual open space. The Level of Service description at the end remains confusing given that it is not easy for the
average citizen to understand. Since it is so broad, it can be interpreted in many ways, and gives staff a powerful tool to use their own
judgement instead of quantifiable data to determine future needs. This raises issue of transparency concerning how staff comes to their
conclusions.
• Because of the ambiguous nature of the Level of Service it could impact governance, since staff could make judgement calls claiming
need for certain type of fields (or other public land uses) stating that this judgmental call is covered under the Level of Service section of
the PSMP, and thereby putting the County Board in a position of making a decision concerning public land uses based on staff
judgement instead of on true demand information. Yet one of the core responsibilities is for the County Board to make land use
decisions. These decisions should be based on quantifiable data concerning demand, and not based on nebulous judgment calls that
staff may recommend.
• POPS does not acknowledge to the degree that it should the issue of land scarcity in Arlington and the difficulties in acquiring land for
public spaces. While it does have an admirable goal of 3 acres per year, it falls short on how this will be accomplished given the limited
amount of public land the County has acquired over the years.
• It is difficult to comprehend why POPS does not use demand data to determine what is needed. The discussion of Level of Service
mutes the importance of using demand data.
• With Open Data it is possible to implement real time reservation systems to get better utilization of existing field space, and a better
sense of demand. I’m perplexed how the County touts the need to be innovative with Open Data, but at the same time downplays using
demand data to drive decision making concerning how to determine the demand of sport fields, or other public land use.
• Not mentioned in POPS, but important to determine field usage is the impact of lack of adequate maintenance on field use. This is
reflected given that in past budget cycles DPR’s maintenance budget was cut severely not allowing for adequate field maintenance
resulting that some fields need to be removed from inventory and giving the impression that Arlington does not have enough fields. If all
existing fields were properly maintained the supply scarcity would not be as sever as some believe it is.
• While I cannot embed it here, the PSMP Update Advisory Committee has received an insightful memo from John Seymour, Alternate
Delegate from E2C2 concerning the POPS program, and his concerns about Levels of Service and field lighting as covered in POPS. I
wholeheartedly recommend that the PSMP Update Advisory Committee use this memo to guide their thinking on the draft POPS plan in
this the final stage.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Accommodating growing youth outdoor sports and activities.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
No specific changes.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
Need to maximize the utility of the resources, for example lighting turf fields, by giving County parks and recreation staff the ability to
program those resources in a way that makes sense for all members of the community.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Rock Springs

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
Action 3.2 To protect, restore and expand natural resources and trees. Arlington's natural resources are quickly being depleted. Sadly,
it seems too easy to quickly cut down our tall trees that make our community so beautiful and bring such vital attributes to our
environment. Many do not stop to think how long it will take to regrow that tree and recoup its canopy.

Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
To change the criteria for field lighting to adequately consider the real impacts to neighborhoods and residents. Arlington is unique
because it still has great, quiet neighborhoods where kids (and adults) can still find a balance from a hectic day to a quiet night. Do not
underestimate this valuable element of our neighborhoods. Lighting fields within neighborhoods will not only drastically change the
character of Arlington neighborhoods but it will also steal this important life balance from the residents within them.
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Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
I strongly disagree with Action 1.6.1," explore expanding the offer or permitting of concessions in programmed public spaces in high
density corridors, adjacent sports fields, and at locations where special events are regularly held." Our kids play sports and have no
problem packing their own water and/or snacks to consume as necessary. Adding concessions will only have unnecessary negative
consequences, such as drastic increase of trash/litter, waste and ultimately an increase in unhealthy rodent (rats, mice, raccoons and
so forth) population. On top of the vastly negative environmental impacts, you would be adding cost to construct, maintain as well
monitor vendors. All of these negative consequences to address a need that is not necessary nor wanted. In addition, I adamantly
oppose Action 1.6.2, "Explore the revision of Section 17-2 of Arlington County Code to allow the County to issue permits for the sale and
consumption of alcoholic beverages in designated parks." There is absolutely no need to sell alcohol at a park. No one benefits from
changing this code. One of the most important purposes of programmed public spaces is to keep our kids healthy, to play and learn in a
healthy environment. Adding alcohol sale to public programmed spaces will only be detrimental to our youth, sports and the
environment. We are our kids best example. They learn from watching us and from the environments that they are exposed to. Please
do not create an unhealthy environment and horrible role model example when there is absolutely no need for it.
I urge you to remove Action 1.6.1 and Action 1.6.2 as only harmful consequences for our kids, public spaces and environment will arise
when no action is required nor wanted.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

This is the first time I've
commented
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Q1 Your Name

Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't
know you can look it up here.

Bluemont

Q3 Your email

Q4 What recommendation in this Plan is the most important for our community?
As a youth sports parent and adult sports participant, the largest challenge facing our community will continue to be the need for high
quality practice and game space. As such, recommendations to maintain, and enhance, existing spaces and identify and develop new
ones are most important.
Specifically, I express support for the following PSMP recommendations:
1.4 Expand or add new facilities. In the winter, the Gunston Bubble is at capacity and presumably reaching the end of its useful life, so
adding multi-purpose athletic facilities or adding seasonal air-domes to other fields is crucial.
1.5.1 Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge Park – in particular, the fourth artificial turf field, with lighting. I've had the
privilege of serving on public working groups working to design and develop the "North Tract", now Long Bridge Park, site for over a
dozen years. The efforts to balance both active and casual recreational needs has always been a priority so the park will serve and
benefit all of Arlington.
1.5.4 Applying the criteria listed in the PSMP to convert additional fields to synthetic field and/or adding lights. Quite simply, we need
more lighted turf fields to ensure that all players have access to these facilities. I support the conversion criteria listed in the appendix as
well.
4.1 Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces – including exploring every
opportunity to improve joint-use of APS facilities for community benefit.
4.3.2 Finding partners to leverage existing funding and/or fund specific projects. In an era of constrained resources, finding community
and/or corporate partners way be the best way to ensure that the needed fields and improvements get done, especially in a timely
manner.
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Q5 If you could change one thing in the Plan, what would it be?
As someone who has served on multiple County Board-appointed commissions, task forces, and working groups, charged with finding
the best solutions to the County's recreation and open space challenges, as well as a professional background in sports philanthropy
and public parks and recreation, I find the final draft plan to be very well thought out and have no major changes. It’s clear that staff and
the dedicated community representatives have worked hard to develop a balanced approach which includes the priorities of those in the
organized sports (active recreation) and more “unprogrammed space” (casual or passive recreation) communities.
While I appreciate the methodology of Access Analysis the plan uses, I wonder if thinking about access in terms of where program
participants live might be better. For example, in terms of access to lighted synthetic fields, the population in North Arlington is underserved.

Q6 Please share any additional comments you have regarding the Plan.
The County needs to understand that finding field space for practices and games during peak times is very challenging. That’s our
experience right now - and we know from APS data and predictions “post-Amazon” that this will only continue. Clearly, there is a direct
correlation between the need for more seats in our public schools and the need for more fields and facilities for active recreation.
I also support the population-based level of service model as laid out in the plan. This approach provides a solid-evidence based
methodology for determining future needs.
After years of constructive work on the part of dozens of Arlington citizens, and the public comments and engagement of hundreds
others, I find this is plan to be a very sound and balanced approach to meeting the needs of both those focused primarily on the "active"
recreation part of the equation, as well as those who prioritize more "casual", open spaces. This plan also addresses the critical need
of providing all of Arlington access to walking and bicycle trails, and even dog parks.
While no Master Plan created through, literally, years of community engagement and participation, is going to include everything that
each stakeholder would like to see, the new PSMP is another excellent effort on the part of the County. It balances diverse, competing
interests and ensures our parks, trails and recreational facilities will continue to set the standard that is the envy of the nation. Serving
the needs of over 250,000 people who all live and work within a dense footprint of 26 square miles.
I urge the prompt adoption of this plan, so we can proceed with addressing the needs of Arlington's ever-growing sports community (as
well as preserving public open spaces and trails for everyone's benefit).
Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on this important effort.

Q7 How involved have you been in the POPS process?

I've attended a few meetings/shared a few
thoughts
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